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RECAILIMG THE GOLDEN YEARS OF BIACK 3: WTE TELEVISION

ISSUE 19, Summer 1993.

Editor Andrew Emmersan. GBPTH

'fss. these are Bil! .Inmneaufs wills-stifle 1essss'uhfierpants! What a sight! He says he wears
them In keep his trim. boyish II; are but we didn‘t dare investigate anther ...
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FR’CGM THE EIHT©R out:
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Hour do you know a teenager lives in the house? answer: The stock on the video
recorder isn't flashing done.

Why do today what you can out all until tomorrow or as they say In Germany,
Morgen, Horses, rrrrr oieht herrte, sayerr afie ferried lerrte.

OK, you asked for it!
Yes, here's another mutt-page issue. It has bust the budget but hang the

expense, we‘ll balance the books next year [subtle way of warning you that you'll pay
for it latert}. So 'much good material for feature articles is coming in now that it will be
quite impossible to co nfine this year’s issues to one tun-page and three fie-page issues
that you paid for. Oh yes, it’s a bit later than we all expected but as you will see, your
editor has been trying to improve the overall appearance by learning desktop
publishing. The 'learning curve‘ is a slow one but things are starting to make sense. It
should get better next time! Apart from this particular issue, 405 Alive will increase
in size too! Starting issue 21  [next year], every issue will contain 109 pages [at least}.
We hope this meets your approval!

Now a reality of life. For those of you who pay by credit card we must inform
you with regret that these payments will in future be subject to a 5 per cent surcharge.
The bank has recently increased its charges for handling these transactions and
whilst we have absorbed these fees up to now, it doesn't seem right that everyone
should in effect subsidise those who pay by credit card. So you now have a choice, the
normal price for cash or cheques or a 5 per cent surcharge for credit card payment.
This 5 per cent, incidentally, is effectively what the bank charges us [4.3 percent}.
We make nothing on it, especially when you learn that with credit card payments we
don't see the money from the bank for between one and two months later, so plastic is
not a fabulous money-spinner for us. The option to pay this way does represent a
service to readers, though, especially for our foreign subscribers and for people who
like to pay for their purchases with one cheque monthly.

More news: this magazine has now been granted an ISSN number. This, like an
ISBN number on a hook, means the publication can be identified internationally and
puts it on an even more established footing. It's support from readers like you that
makes this all possible, and long may this continue...

That’s the end of the admin. messages. Now, down to the real editorial. The
year 1993 will be remembered as the year collecting television artefacts tool: off. To
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begin, we had the first ever affordable 625 to 495 standards converter from Pineapple

Video, followEd by. Michael Bennett-Invy's magnificent book on early television
receivers. Now two London auction houses have held sales majoring on vintage
television and both promise to repeat the events. ' '

- _. .. Remember when vintage radio people. said we were mad to collect TVs and

' how__they_had no serious. value? Ha haha! They arehaving to eat their words now. But
whereqdo we go from here? It's nice to-have people at large recognising the value in
what-have been sayingand; doing for ages . nice too that they now agree that television
is a legitimate field of collecting and study. _ ‘ ' -
_ . ' - _- Does italso mean that prices will go up? Yes, inevitably, so now is the time to

-- securethose'rarilies‘ you are (well;~ may be] after. This does of course mean that far

more. interesting old relicsjwill start income out of  the woodwork, so it's not all bad.

- By the same token, it also meansthat your-established collection [if you have one}
will: start to appreciatein valuermore rapidly. So hang. onin there... three years ago

_ people said we were all mad and now they say how astute we were for recognising
trends! - - __ __ _- _. . _

- Later in this issue you will see a report of the Phillips auction o f  early
television equipment. The prices raised there compare fascinatingly with those
fetched at a Christie's auction on 20th December 1934 [less than ten years ago]. it kit-

. built Baird Televisor-vvent for-a not unexpected £1,199. but... an I-Ilvil.lr mirror- lid set
_- achieved a paltry-£35 and an 9‘? Elton no more than £15. I suspect you would probably

only triple the price of the Televisor today but the Ekco would easily fetch 21] times

the 1994 price. Where is it all leading? It's futile to say the subject of auction prices is
of academic interest only! _ _ _ -

Whats next to become respectable? Try early video machines [reel-to-reel,
cassette. cartridge and even the ill-fated EVE technology}. Keep a watching brief on
TV sales literature. programme papers, magazines and annuals. Outside the
television field it is inevitable that older examples of audio [hifi] equipment, pocket
calculators and home computers will also rise in value and collectability. Inst mark

mywords! ' - - - _ -
Andy-Emmorson

Hmrsson _ - -
The next. and last, issue of 1993 will be number 20. It is planned to bring'tbis out
around October or November [probably the _latter!]. Articles; letters - and
advertisements should be in by the end of September. thank you. Several articles

squeezed out of this issue through lack of space will appear inthis next issue.
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Letters, we get
letters

465 Alive welcomes your letters, which
mayr be edited for clarity and space
reasons. Any letters or  parts of letters not
intended for publication should be-
marked as such, otherwise we'll publish
and be damned!

From Finger Bunney, Horn say;
He the Iast4i15 Alive but one. the mention of the
early Isle of Wight reception. the 666 "iii
reception was at Herthwood. Isle otWight; this is
on the road between West Cowes and Newport
and is the high est habita hie part of the island. -

During my tinat days at Tits twas taltring
to Shaw Taylor - he served atHAF St. Eon itace at
the Chain Home radar station atop'St. Boniface
which I gather was the most farthest west CH
station [I stand corrected on the last point]. He
commented how they used to he standing atthe
station and the We would come buzzing over
between the pylons. Iemect you recall the “Take
Your Pick" programme with Michaet htiles. In
about rero the iiAgot amongst that type at
programme and it appeared ' as "iliheel of
Fortune" in colour and shot these were recorded
at Soothem. I was the boom operator. Michaei
suffered epilepsy and aivrays wanted to retain the
same crew torconiidence reasons.- Bob Beavers
Waiker used to detail all the prices and there was
Hamid Smart on the organ. Always had Autocae
despite each show being a mirror image oi the
previous one. '

Happier days. bestwishes.

From ilr Andrew Elphinstone, Sattron
ii‘a'alden: _
The magazine's great - I never felt to be
impressed by how much there is in it. ’t’oave
doing a great ioh. Any articles on the insides at
We and the developments in circuit design
would be much appreciated. Keep hop.

- 4

- From Tony Bastien, tiartiepoot:
Thanks for my copies ot dflEAtive which arrhred
this morning. I wish you to know I'm highly

. delighted with the magazine‘s content - the mix
isiust right. In fact 1 tound them so riveting itound
myself reading them standing up. a few test from
theletterboiL

I am heartened to see so many peopie
interested in 'orrr' cease; I really thought I was
atone until lheard oi. and met. David Beynes. For
years it was a constant battie with people who
thought you were mad buying and restoring
vintage TV. radio and audio, for the love of the
equipment. Tv' has been my main interest since i
started in 1959, although i'rn also interested in
old records and music, vintage watches and
herotogy, vintage cars {I have two at present. a
1961 Austin cambridge and a 1966 Morris
Underd, both in good condition].

By the way. i vowed in the beginning I
weuid never do this tor money. as i thinlr once
you do, the hub by is destroyed.
Some interesting points there Tony: Severai of
our readers are aiso into vintage cars, even
vintage commerciats and buses! Anyway;
weicerne aboardandyom the stub...

From Norman Hewbouit, Bambridger
Aiter spending some considerabte time
designing my own standards converter with
reasonabie success. tacit oi time prevented me
trom completing the protect This led me to
purchase a converter from Pineapple video. The
converter comes well packed with a
comprehensive manuat and circuits. it has been
in use for about a month and no problems have
been encountered yet. “the picture quality is
ercelient. Considering the cost of some ot the
chins the price of the converter is very
reasonable, and I hignty recommend it.

Happyviewing.

From Brant Dixon, Peterstovv:
Many thantrs tor the copies at 495mm with my
pictures. Please note that when the 193i
Coronation took place I was not‘a schoolboyi I
was 21 years old and had taken my finals at
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Camhridge! -

From Philip Howard Bournemouth:
Bravo mies UK?
Yes and In this household too. he tuned”hi my

' sateiiite receiver and I‘m just hooked on
'Sootiand rare, "Hysteries ot-Edgar- Wattage
and Saber of London. I‘m not quite sure about
Car 54, Where are You? and as for Tor-shy
the Battery Boy, weir, it'siust-as yuidly as i - .

remember it! What didwas stand tor anyway? ' -
' wasithnderson Peiham Fiims?isee the - '
puppets were made by Peiham and Gerry

' Anderson was doing the spechai eh‘ects, etc. --

From-Peterhriowsmith,-Rushdhn:
Thanli you for the sampte copy of ass Alive. I
have not yet decided whether to subscribe:

' however Iwasinterested '
5 in the brief piece on W presentation material.

There were two very good films at iocal scenery
{a lot shottront heticopter} used int start-of- -
day sequence in the tutorials 19705. They were
filmed by a Cary Hughes and accompanied by
music [including vocals} called *fldyssey‘ by
Rain. The 7" record number is BRAD 7it13 on
Bradley Records. Butl'Imagine you Irnow ail this
atready!

Ch no we don't! it anyone hasa copyotb'ris' tiim
sequence and send Peters copy, piease write to
him at 39 Cairoits Way, Rushden iiorthantsq
iiiiiCCPi’. .

from Terry htartini tendon: ~ '
' i  would like to hear from any cotlectors ot
obsolete video tape formats [oi which I. have
many} tor exchanges of ideas, servicing tips.
spares and data. I have also made available a
wants list tor VTRs and associated equipments
which is free to anyone interested. You can
contact me on [Wt-79C 5307 or hot 971 -7{12
R774. '
this sounds a very good idea. matting a kind of '
forum for peopie who wish to swap bits of Wits

_ and so on. Thanks formatting this avaiiahie, Terry _
Tony also raises an interesting question about
tape deterioration iaterin this'issue.

405 Alive Issue 19‘

From David Laine. Boncaster:
- .An interesting new series of video-tapes is 'The

Coronation Street Collection' from Time-Life _
'v'ideo. The picture quality is superb but these are
not so much old episodes as themed treatments
of individual characters in the programme. with
extracts going backto when theytirst appeared in
the programme. Each tape, which is made in
collaboration with Granad a. lasts RC minutes and
costs £11;l There’s a tree signed photo oi Rita
and a diecast Coronation Street souvenir van too.
You can get these tapes only by mail order; wnte
toTime-Lile hideo. P.lJ. Ros 77.. Liverpoot, L70
LED.- . - - -
' I‘ve recentty got hotd ot the VRBI 3 video

recorder tront Philips. This is a S-‘s-‘HS machine
and its superb. I put in an ordinary VHS tape l
recorded back in 193i] and playback is so stable
that I can read alt the teletest pages on the W

' screen. it's like having your own personal time
machine!

From Larry Coatston, Totland Bay: _
I retired as a Telerecording operator in Tetecine
and Video-tape department . Television
Engineering. BBC Telawsion Centre Wood Lane. ‘
London in late 1985 but before that i worked for a

- time under the direction of George Horses in a -
team of engineers installing the originat cotour
studio on uipme nt at Pebhle Mill.

In the 1959s I women-intention Tel._
03s.. and Bristoland London studios and woutd
be very interested to hear of the present day
whereahouts of a compiete {working i]. 405 tine

- 03 you known to us as a 'Scanner'. i remember
the first transmissions of Blue Peter from Lime
Grove using the old £ntitron equipment which
'peeled bit to peak white on esoessive highlights
and also the early days at BRCE 625 line
monochrome when the cameras {i'ft' image
Crthicons} had to be completely lined up very
carefuliy. eyery houror so. The settings were oi
course very ddferent torthe two standards.
' hll'this tetevision history is a far cry from
today‘s sophisticated use of digital technology
and a future I-Ililt'iir system. but i think that the
dedication and hard work of alt those who made
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contributions to the success of yesteryear's
television doesiustily some recog nition.-

-' From Bordon Sharptey.-Flhtoh:
lily latest mag is- another bumper edition! I got
two pages 18 and twopages 4?. is this a bonus?

- I Yes. but don't tell the others. they'll all
want extra pages! had the pnhter will wantmore

money.l -‘ '
Also. the portion of Test.Card 8 on the front cover

_ is upside downtWh ite blockis atthetop.
Glad 1.you spotted1 om“. er; deliberate

mistake. Seriously though. . if- anyone has a
' defective copy of the magazine {with pages
missing or damaged}. we'll replace itano' refund
postage- We don't take money on false
pretenses.- ' -

From Bobdorres. croyden:
- Many thanks tor another excellent magazine. The
--article about retorming '- capachors was
particularly interesting to me. especially using a
variac.

I bought a variac a couple of years ago
and I have tound it a most valuable piece of
workshop equipment. it was definitely a good
investment.

Thankgoo‘d case there and people around
who take an interest in preserving the past.

' otherwise things-would be lost-forever. whether
. they be buildings. steam engines. vehicles or

radios and We {including—the programmes that -
- weretransmitted}. The Iistcouid go on torpages.

- - It seems a shame to me that these days.
large organisations don't care about their own
past it it does not show a financial rehtrn. Money
has become god. So we‘are very unique and

: important to our Great British heritage and
.-traditions. Well. that's the end of the speech. All
thebest.

From Idartin Leach. hhinjdon .
Your comments on page 4 about Television
magazine number 1 are. .I believe. not quite the

' case. The reason number one or any magazine
- appears in booklists is because the demand and

the highest price applies onlyto number one. as
magazine collectors only realtywant number

6

one! In fact the first is also usually the most
scarce. as initially people were not all aware of its -_
existence. and missed it. Television mag no. 1 is
indeed scarce. and you pay the price it you buy . -

lmm a dealer. As an example. my lather had
many at the hrstones. but only from numbertwo .
onwards. _

I agree with the comments tram Brian on -
fitment)". Ulten one can he disappointed with
the review of old programs seen as a child
{although i was somewhat beyond that when i
saw it in tgil] but this one seems as good as it
did then. it seems to have a quality of accuracy

‘ and plausibility often iacldng now. i remember
this was shown during a time of my interest in
wartime radar and old military establishments.
and i wrote to ATV {I still have the letter} aslring
where the location was. I visited the chicken
farmer in residence there and toolr some photos.
hut it was in reality an anti-aircraft battery in
Hertlordshire with some interesting old _
underground controirooms.

The other thing mentioned in hTti's letter
was the answer to my question as to it one could
buy old T’v' films no longer shown! The problems
of compficated copyright were held to make the
release of old material impossible. How
httetesting that things change sometimes forthe
better. l'never believed I might have 'Timeslip" on
my shelf. ' Soon after that in 19?4 I bought my-
own 'v'TFt. thus enabling me to avoid the problem
in lateral

From Malcolm Barrett. Eindhoven:
iwas intrigued by Dicky Howell's cardboard 'hllr l"
camera I did the same at an . eady age. except
mine was made item a crate that I tried to balance
on a broom handle! ltvras modelled on the ivllrlll.

from timothylllard.hberystwyth:
{tut of interest. does 405 Alive have any plans to
put out a magazine on video - on 405 lines oi
course - or any other teatures for that matter? I
would be glad to offer my services to help. I have
a tits-line bmadcast camera as well as 625 to
435 converter and err-broadcast equipment. it
anyone is interested please let me inn ow.
Great idea. timothy. I suppose some people

dtifi Alive Issue 19



. would preterit on 525 lines until they get their
- dflfitine sets going. his answer is yes. aprotect -
for "l5 Alive. meMovie' has long been in
gestation but hasn't got much further. The ideas
are there. just the production has been lacking.

' the there any creative scnptwntersand directors _
out there? Let us irnow. We can help with‘ the .‘ --

- tinenceandideas torsubiectrnaten'at...

From Harry lilatthews Bo'ness: '
. our museum {the Museum at CommunicationIn

soness) is going well and is taking part in the
Inlemational Science= Festival; celebrating Til
years oi broadcasting and SD years of W. The

._ 'Foundationt are manning the-display. pushing
around the Mk 9 cameras and showinga pink
picture on the 30-line W and so on... enjoying
themselves. a good crowd. Why not come up and
see us?- .
Soodidea - more detaits are on the Television
ttenrsreetpages. ~

From Michael Barrett. Putney:
l enjoyed the last edition with the photograph of
myself and son reproduced. i see that someone
has pre-empted my proposed letter about the
Elvll G.P.S. Emitron cameras in Lime Grove. 1
rememberthem until the middle lQSfls.

Front Brian lllitc hell. tililte Woods:
Thank. you very much for the specimen copy ol-
res Alive. It's really great and there's still lots to
read! Will you please new sign me up for a
subscription. also supply volume 1 reprint. also -
photocopies of.....
ttow that‘s the tried otietter we enioyreceiwngt

‘ From Steve James. West Sridgford:
Recently acquired a rather tab two- tone green
1956 Victor estate- an exceptionally capacious.
beast. whose speciality is swallowing console‘i'v' --
sets. radiograms and other junk 1 used to have a
good excuse for not having! Looks rather
American and-feahrres..'hfiagic ldirror' paint {l}
Thinlr it‘s love at last'lor me. although someone at
worktomaiked that illooked like a hearse.

' hurl now. a quote from litany Feidman.
as heard 'on "The B Side". 3 WES-Becca single. -

4&5 Attire Issue 19

_ Radio 1's lots _of Fun...

_ onwards.

'“Tony Blackburn has talse teeth! No. he hasn‘t
really - the teethare real. it‘s the rest ot him that's
talse! Tony. ityou're listening. I'm only ioking... If
you're not listening then I mean every word.

but it gives you a'
migrainell“ ‘

- lget theimpressionthat Radio 1 was not
well received in its infancy! -
Cheersiornow.

From Philip Taylor. 14 Willow Walk.
Sanewdon. flochlord. Essex. 5543011:
1 read an issue of 405 Alive whilst visiting Rodi
Sillen in Belgiumlately. Hudi has a coilection of -
T'v' sets. as you may irnow. including two pre war
models - lucky bloke! ifound 405 an absorhing
and informative read. '

l was flattered to find myself included as
a source of valves - I do still have a lot of new
stock and am willing to swap or sell. hot the --
phone number listed was an old one We have
gone electronic and now have a Southend on Sea

_ number- (1c 253593. lhavea stock list which
is treptreasonahlyup to date. but note that l do not
have large unantities of any one valve.

Billington 'v'alves was listed too. His
phone no mberhas changed as well. He is now in
Billingshurst. west Sussex. 1 do not have his new
number but his old Horsham number. which is
[14113 SSSISS and 865108. may well still have a
diverting message onit. ' '

Whilst l _ have one early Tit - the Pye
hfltflfl model using fly back El-lT. which I believe

was the first to use this method of El-lT
generation. my main interests are early short
wave- c. 1931} and 'ciassic" hi ti tram the 30s

1 have a good selection of service
information for domestic radio. plus some
communications receivers. and have a selection
at information on'pre war T‘v'. including Pye. GED
and Eldl products. Domestic radio information
runs item the early 305 to the She and included
company manuals as well as Trader etc service
sheets. _
PS: Please note that Billington liatves is new '
called Siliiugton Export. He has a-minimum order —
otESllt believe.
Correct



Front Eric Partridge: __
Feltowing a number of years (it exhaustive

- research.- a literary tome is due to be published
within. the nerd twelvernonths on the endless
subject of children 5 television.

It'Is intended to produce the work as an
eminentiy readable chronological and timeless
account of every chiidren's programme that has
ever been transmitted. together with a
comprehensive listing of programmes.

transmission dates. repeats. castand production
lists etc. etc. _

it wili also include a_- personality profile
listing which hopefully wiil teature every cast
member. who has ever appeared on children's
television. making it the most comprehensive
reference workever puhtisbed on the subject.

Many personatities connected with the
developmentof children's television. particularty
in its tormative. years have- already been
interviewed and will feature. However. if any 405
htiver knows of or Indeed have themselves been
connected with chit'dren's teievision'In whatever
ionn. presenting. planning. producing or
working diligently behind the scenes etc and they
do not recatl having spoken to me on this subject
then two old he detig hted to hearfrom you.

_ tam also keen to obtain any personal
photographs-forpessihle Mission to give the
whole work a more 'hontely' feel. as it would be
far too easy to simply cram ittult bistandard
library and PH shots; I. amalsdparticularly
interested in any sharp. good quality full colour
pictures of vintage television receivers
themselves to create a theme for the books
cover. -.

Alt otters of help gratefully accepted
Eric Partridge, Suite 20?. Sherhoume Mitt
Studios. Morviile Street. Birmingham 316 EDS.
Tale: [12-1 -d54__ 4454. Fax: [121-455 31133 Home
tele: 02,1 our 8335.

From Barrie Portas: .
I may soon havethe chance to buy a Philips video
disc player; the same person alsohas a Hitachi

- video disc player with around sixty discs. He
didn't say you put the disc and cover into the

3

player. perhaps someone will tell me how these
- work {04?2- 324339}.

Seen advertised in Exchange and Hart
during March: RED mirror— view television and
radiogram. £250. Could this be pre--war. or
would it be late 19s like the Elrco?

From Nigel Morgan. High Wycom be:
Thanks tor the latest issue of 405 dive - once
againanother cracker.

The article on the Philips GE cotour set
started the grey matter going: I used to work on
these sets. and byfarthe most common cause of
no cotour were these horrible ”grey or brown
'flUBtlLlEii“ 2 watt plastic- bodied resistors
which I think from memory supplied the screen
grids on the reference oscillator and burst
discriminator ' valves
[Eteomsr1ew1enncreoareccs1 if my
memory serves me right}. These were notorious
forgoing high resistance. The sub-miniature pot
in the burst discrim can was another favourite.
This decoder was a swine to fault-find on. and
many intermittent colour drop-out-faults were
corrected by a complete re- alignment of the
decoden

Something is nagging at the hack of my
mind about a supply trcrn either the PSU or line
outrun stage being either tow or missing causing
tow sound and no colour: or possibly an LP.
problem. There was a “Colour killer threshold"
pot which aiso caused emblems: a tweair on this
may cure the no colour. Sorry this is so vague.
but its been 15 years since i last saw a GB. i
seem to remember that the LDPTX was the same
for both dual and single standard models. the
only difference being that on the dual standard
version them was an eedra 1th harmonic tuning
capacitor added {something like a didflpffilw}.

Also. on one of the two plugs. alt the
wires had to he moved one pin either ciockwise

_ or anti-clockwise. I found this out the hard way
one afternoon when confronted by a
smouldering tfiPTX in a GE only to find that I had
the wrong LOPTX on the car! i still remember the
icy when the set burst into the after making the
necessary modifications. lt transpired after
contacting Philips that they admitted the actual
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bobbin was idenb'cal, but the connections were
slightly ditietent. '

From Grantll'uron. Hoss--on-tllye:
The item on page T? of issue 1? although .

-' primarily concerned with radio could he read as
covering the TV broadcast as well. I think the '

- 193? Coronation was the first television outside -
broadcast overs distance. Either Ufls had been
things like gardening programmes train the'

- grounds otAietrandraPalace. - -

From David Laine. Dencaster: -
. Ammogh' not exactly vintage programming, "lite

Forsyte-Saga" ran inthe dds-tine daysand is now
available on tape at a speciat price. The complete

- series is available on eight tapes in a slipcase
from branches of w. H.- Smith and is— a “W.H '
Smith exclusive". My wife and l have enjoyed
watching these program mes again and they are
all as transmitted with no captions added.
Perltapstheycametrom 2'quadrupletrtape ‘ "

From .tiirgenltaltet Aachen-Brand, Germany:
l ant writing to say the Standards converter
which Wiltried Meier got tor me from Pineapple
"video. is functioning very well.

From Whirled hteier, ltevela er, Germany:
The ten units i ordered trom Pineapple Video
anived . here safely and work without any

' problem. tam astounded how the firm can matte
thorn atthis price. They are constructed verywell.
the others are ot-couisetor other collectors. The
unit works equally wait with a 44t- line receiver
{Philips H398] One of these Pineapple devices
has gone to the Berlin Museum at Transport and

. Technology.- - -

From John Foir- maidenhead
-- rm grateiul to Alian Keeling for reminding me of -
-'ltlr Floor and its rather odd. notch-potslt of
children‘s items. i remember it'heing run at 5.25
p.In.on ATV and Granada on the same day at the
week. although different programmes were
always shown In each region.

_ _ And i seem to rememher that inthe TV
Wood days of ATV Midlands they had quite an

465 Alive Issue 19

attinitywith'Flipper - itseemedto run toryears
lengerthan in otherregions [also at5.25}.

Does . anyone remember that when .
'Fneltall'ltLS'and 'Stingray were shown in the
Granada region‘.'the songs and closing titles were
nevertun? instead they cutstraightto the usual

-'A Granada Presentation' caption. Was it because
they didn't want us to see 'in association with
AW? — or just to get an extra 30 second
commercial to? Did any other ITl.i companies out

-thosesongstcaptions?
LUNCH Bfllt. As a trade-test fan i had ‘_

m'ored feelings about this lunchtime interruption '
oi the t'est-"cardl-There was a time when it was _'

' '-preoeded by a Thought torthe Day' at t2.45; the '
programmethen ran from 12.4? to 1.22. Unlike "
most-iTA transmitters which carried trade—tests
ali'daytrom tittlfl am, the Lichtield transmitter '

' than closed down till2.iii} p.m. - this meantthat '
on iu Itch Bfllt‘ days the test-card disappeared at _
12.30 and thus three bade-test LPs never got an

__ airing,atltor3l'r minutes of programming.

From Steve Bennett. Boguitlam, British '
Bolumltia:
Thanks tor the magazine. [find that when 405
Alive arrives I can't help reading all o t i t
immediately.

t was interested to read David Looser's
and Jeffrey Borin's article about the 625 to 495
standards converter and would like to get a copy
of the circuit information. I do have quite a lot of
325 line tapes so conversion to 405 would he
' useful. I wonder it i could get most oi the control
and interpolation circuits into a Jtiiinx FPGA. ‘
These. soilware— programmabte hardware ships
have rriade it possihie for us to get custom it:
compleidty in small quantities at low cost. Di
course‘what I need to design is a 525 to 4% and _

- 819 fine converter although there isn't tttuch on '
worth watching here despite the enormous '
numberotavaitahle channels. '

' IAl'hile looking through my coliection of
magazines and cuttings found a tow interesting
items which I think other 405 Alivers might also
enjoy

‘- i'. ' Acoupleotadvertisementstrom _
the Tacos othloventber1935 {held over until held '
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} 2. A review at the opening at the Ally Pally service item the Tones of 3rd November
1936 the day after. The writer noticed the ditierence in definition and tiickerhetweee the two systems
although only on studio material not him. {Not quite clear enough for reproduction but we'll happily
send any readers photocopy In retum tortno tirstciass stamps.i ' . _

3. A note on Television Servicing horn The Wireless Trader of November 1936 I
especially the the comment about complete lack of screen and the customer suffering from sheli-_
shecltotiows.)

4. An article item a recent Fitness! lines of Canada about the investment vase of the _
really old T‘v‘s. The writer phoned me when he was preparing the article and we spoke for a while. I ,
gave hire a lot of technical and historic intennation but his brief was to wn'te ahont the investment
potential. {Two mm to reproduce but photocopy on request send two first class stamps].- -

From THE sooner POST, 23rd May 1993

Your old telly
be worth a small
fonune
MICHai-ZL BENNETT-LEVY“
Old Mosselb
is a telly addict with a b ig

' rencc. -' '
He has one of the world's

finest collections of pro-war
sets. all of which are becoming
valuablecoliectors’ items.

He also collects all sorts of
items to rio- wide-television,-fronr
cameras toearly videorecorders.

Michael an antique dealer,
used to wonder why so few old T'ili
sets were on the market.

He discovered prewar sets are
extremely rare. as only Britain,
Ametim and reduced
thein. In in ct.

arestil]
He W his first old 1‘? tvvo

years go and' 15 now an expert in
the field—and the proud owner of
15 rare televisions. _

Although none works, lvfichael

P
on y several

in

_ Recorders".

carefully restored one model to
prime condition to show pro-war

. fibnsattlaisyeal’sS-cieocef'estival'
He's hoping people will come

to realise the great historical
signi _

After all, as he says. television
techno' is the most in: 1933 . .-oi' the 30th century and has'

.shaneflthe Wm-

Michael also points not pro-vvar
sets are far rarer  than the
Stradivarius violins "which fetch
colossal sums.
SHUCEHEstafledcoliectihg, the _'_-
none of each set has been
The last  one sold in London
for £3509.
mHesstIrequiteaienroldtclfies

cottld ‘

must be lying in houses all over
the count , j us t  vvaiting to  be
discovere. and his new book.
“Historic Televisions and Viiieo

tvfllhelp any fe ovv
enthusiasts.

So checkymr attic. You
just have a valuable piece of
history on your hands.

I mflfinflitmoiflnflrstgelmafinnof
tanmnshrilthiBfi-taandafiflsflhfllt'

commutative-lemma;
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November 21. was THE wratcsss raaosa [Simple-menI] II

THIS  ISSUE INCLUDES
SERVICE sewer no.  :

its noon sac
earner SUPERHET[6 | l niilcisrss'16.2 aarrear;_sul=emier' '

TELEVISION SERVICE" ‘ WORK _.
[Til the " arrival " of television

_Win the sense that [5.512. pro-
grammes are now being broad-

cast daily. and sales of receivers are
commencing. the problem of teIevision
service must. unlortunately. be con-
sidered.

life say unfortunately. because i t  has
already been made evident to us that
television receivers. in spite of their
present more or less individual production.
are apparently going to be to
iaults in'much the same way as radio
sound receivers. .

i f  ten years' esperience has not sufliced
to teach manufacturers to produce a

-troubl_e-free sound receiver containing
only. say. four valves. we cannot expect
that a television receiver incorporating

" twenty to thirty valves will be immune
iron; breakdown.

At the moment the question of television
service work is rather in  the air. The
feeling of manufacturers seems to be
that at present the volume of sale; is so
limited that service work can be carried
out by their own trained engineers.

We do not think that any scheme in
' which the manufacturer will only permit

his instruments to he sen‘iced by his
‘ own engineers will ever be successful in

the long. run. That. at any rate. is our
opinion. but we should like to have
readers' views on the subject.

_It seems to us  that there may eventually
bi: two classes of television dealers- The

. first. consisting mainly of small firm._
wouhl probably carry one receiver for

-demonstration purposes. and pass on
orders received to the manufacturer.
receiving an introductory commission
tor this work. The second class would
comprise larger dealers 1who would be
prepared to demonstrate.
and service instrumenL-t.

i t  is fairly obvious that in the first case
the manufacturer would have to carry out
his own service work. but  in  the second .
the dealer would hare full facilities for

' service. and should receive the help and
encouragement of  the manufacturer in
this connection- '
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sell. install. ‘

It_ is in teresting to see how a television
receiver differs from an ordinary radio
set from the service point oi view.

Television Fault Finding
In the first place. i t  is obviously much

more elaborate. owing to the larger
number of valves necessary. I t  so happens.
however. that the complete television
receiver may be divided quite logically
into a number of diflerent sections which
are often built into . sepamtc chassis.
with inter-connecting leads.

‘ii‘hile i t  i s  true that the whole receiver.
i t  built into a single chassis. would look
rather a. frightening proposition. the
multiple chassis form o f  construction.
enabling the receiver to be tackled in.
sections: i s  much less formidable.

Generally speaking. there are. first of
all. the sound and vision receivers. which
are sometimes combined into ‘a single
unit. The output irom the sound receiver

. feeds a loud-speaker. as usual. The output
from the vision receiver contains the
picture and synchronising signals. which
are separated. The picture signals are
l ed - to  the modulating electrode o f  the

_ cathode ray tube. while the synchronising
signals go to control the time base
units. -

113m time base- units are generally
built into a soparate chassis. and provide
the deflecting voltages for the horizontal
and vertical deflector plates of the (Lil.
tube {where electrostatic deflection is

used}. _

The (LR. tube itsell' must be fed With

supplies for its heater. and for its various
anodes.
from another separate chassis. the power
pack. which in addition often provides;_
the various supplies {or the receiver and _
time base chassis.

Symptoms of ‘Faults

ceivers. time base chassis and poorer pack.
By noting the image [if any} on the CH.

All these supplies usually come. '

tube screen. one is  generally able - to
narrow down the fault to one of  the
chassis. ' .- ' ' '
_ For instance. i f  the " raster " or  lined
background is received. but no picture.
then the vision receiver has probably

A single bright spot on the screen
indicates failure of both time bases. A
bright horizontal line indicates no voltages
on the vertical deflector plates. and vice-
versa. No raster and no spot on the
screen shows that either the power pack
has failed. or the tube heater is burnt
out. I t  need hardly be added that com-
plete lack of screen. and a customer with
mild shell-shock. indicates- that the-
(LR. tube has-"imploded " l

Seriously. though. the above faults.
'even i f  they are simple ones. give some
idea how the trouble may be narrowed
' down to one of the chassis. _ _

After this. h is  a' question of following
outthe variouscircuits carefully. measu 'r-
ing voltages. and checking condensers
and resistances much as one does with
sound receivers. ' -

It Wordlof. Warning -:
Great care must bozesercised in dealing

with the power pack and. to a lesser
7.estent ." the '  time" base chassis. since high

voltages are encountered here. Rubber
loves and a rubber mat  are advisable. .

_. and all tools should be very welljnsulaterl.
‘i'olta'girs of'j.ooo-j..ooo ‘r' are often met
with. and i t  must be remembered that
"Ilash-overs"'are easily produced. .tfter '
switching oli the recpivcr. i t  should
never be handled until all the high

"voltage condensers. have' been dis-
_ chi-recs.

To'tliose who 'are really interested in
sundown-nth:- television service will open

._np some very intriguing problems. '."it
_ i the moment..its lie-Id is not sufficiently

'We have thus divided the complete ,
equipment into sound and vision re - '

wide for us to devote considerable space
to it. but as it-grows. we shall cover i t
in the someway as we now rleal with
ordinarysouodiecfiver service. '
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Television Newsreel
TV HEAVENOPENS ’ _

_ Old television programmes never die. They live on in the memories of these who
viewed them. But only a very few reach the status of reincarnation: of being marketed
as a video release. The others remain largely unviewed. Until now.

its from this summer Europe's first permanent "T“.ir Heaven" will he
established in Bradford when the National Museum of Photography, Film 3:
Television launches a new television library to mark its tenth birthday on 16 lune.

This new lihrary of classic British television programmes will be the nearest
thing to a TlrJr Time Machine yet devised. Currently, the only place where a member
of the British public can view a wide range of  British TV programmes from the last
four decades 1s in New York-a-t  the USA's National Museum of Television and Radio.

TV Heaven will redress this : it  willhe a library of  the most popular, influential,
entertaining or historic programmes, designed to be played in range—of custom-built
consoles. visitors can choose their title from a data—bank; videos will be handled by
Museum staff only, and relayed to individual viewing areas. Designed as a resource
for serious students and interested passers-by alike, there will also be an area for a
scheduled programme, playing representative material from a year in television
history, for the casual visitor to the Museum. Via this television "time machine, the
viewer will be transported back to sample a programme c .  1953, 1952, 1925 — or
whichever year is playing today-  with a prototype drama, soap, documentary,
selection of commercials and children's offering of the time.

The Television Heaven project received initial research funding, tdtalling
£25,999, from the Independent Television Association when the Museum first
approached them with the idea in 1989. Now, we are inviting the BBC and ITV to
collaborate in the compilation of a core of programmes - 1,999 by the time the library
opens in lane 1993, rising to 19,999 over the next few years, to give a cross—section
from the golden era of B1itish Til. Programmes will be drawn from BBC 1 [from 1959
tojpresent}; IT? [from 1955}; BBCE {from 19 54}; Channel 4 and set: {from 1952}.
These will bring baclt nostalgic memories for the Museum's 259,999 annual visitors
and offer an nnrivalled'research facility for students of the media.
For furthermformonon on WHEilI’EN at the National Museum ofPhotogroph}: Film 5'
Teletdsion, ring 9224-22 2459.

hflSSING, PRESUMED WED
A one-day conference on the theme of lost {and found] programmes is planned for
Saturday 2nd October. Full details are yet to come but people are marking their
diaries already, as it promises to he a first- class affair. Organised by the BFI
{enquiries to 1li’eronica Taylor on 921- 255 1444. The venue is expected to be the
National Film Theatre at  London's South Bank Centre.

PHILLIPS AUCTION {See also Dicky Howett‘s article, Sole Away]
Too late for publication in our last issue we received a glossy colour catalogue from

Tony Iones, who ms the mechanical music, radio and television side of Phillips, the
London auction house. This related to a sale on 11th May, m which several pre- war
and early post-war TV receivers were sold, also a pair of EMI 291 vidicon broadcast
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cameras previously 'on display at the Beetle City exhibition in Liverpool. Items you
{presumably} missed included: 'HMV Model 99-9 mirror-lid TVlradio, Decca model
1909 projection TV, Marconiphone'model -?93 TV and radiogram {stated to be one of
only eight manufactured},lj'GEC 11111311119511.1111 and cream model BT21-tiiF TV, Bush
TVEE, another I-IlviV model 990, 1111:9111 model '99? TVlradio with modified '
octagonal screen cut-out, Sobell model 19? TVlradio, Baird scanning disc from

commercial kit '
Tony intends to build up the early TV content of future sales, so readers

intending to attend these should contact him now. ‘
Tony Iones Phillips BojrsrvoIEI', 10 Salient flood, London, W2 43L Telephone: fl?1—229
sosoartzrr. F1111: or: 5192 92111;- '

ACADEMY PLANS ANOTHER VEfiiTAGE RADIO, TV, GEAMOPHONE 3.:
TELEPHONE AUCTIUN- ' "

: Following the success of its recent vintage radio, 'I'V, gramophone and telephone ’
auction, Academy Auctioneers 3: Valuers of Ealing, 1s planning another similar event,
'by popular demand' ' ' '

Set for September 14, it  will be staged, this time, at Academys own auction
rooms and father details will be announcecl'1n due course. 111 the meantime, vendors
wishing to enter lots in the section: are asked to get in touch with Academy
Auctioneers and provide as much detail as possible '
_ Academy's previous sale, which was held at Shepherd's Bush, London, on
March 21, was believed to have Men'the largest auction of its kind, encompassing

' over 599 lots, all from one theatrical prop company. According to Tony Dixon,
Academy s senior auctioneer, however, the September event is expected to equal it
for size, although this time, most lots will be coming from private vendors. For more
details, catalogues [early September}, stay tuned.
AoodemyAnoiioneersA-‘Voloers
Northcote House,'Nortl1coteAvenne, Eoling. London, W5 BUR.

- Telephone.‘ flBi‘-5?9 F4156. '
For: oer-51's osrr. '

SCAM ALERT
Both the British Vintage Wireless Society and the Vintage Radio Circle have advised '
their members that a club for vintage radio and TV collectors from Lancashire 1s a
fraud and that they are soliciting money for items which do not appear. It is also

'- alleged first the police are now investigating this organisation We report this without '
further comment and without 11111 knowledge of the facts, merely suggesting that
members always satisfy themsleves before parting with money on onypretest. '

NEW {OLD} ITC RELEASES '
Inh‘eritors of the ATV archives, ITG Home Video are releasing a host of tapes this -
summer, including episodes of 'I-Iawlteye and the Last of  the Mohicans', Space119fi9',
The Persuade—rs‘, Sapphire and S'teel', 'Tirneslip', The Zoo Gang', Thriller‘,

- ‘Department 3‘ and ‘Eandall 9: HopkirkDeceased' Even better, they are also releasing
six bargain 189- minute sampler tapes at £9.99, entitled ”Classic TV Heaven'; each
covers one of the decades the 1959's. 695 and ‘Ffls and the contents look extremely
promising {if you like this kind of thingi]. Also, if you can afford it, the latest
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information on these programmes canbe had by dialling [1893-33 3432.
. . ' -- _ By the way, ITG seem to have heeded enthusiasts‘ please for authenticity now.

_ Your editor has. boughtsome of these tapes and is delighted to see that they have not
had. their titles -_butchered. So The Power Garne' ends properly with 'flu flTV

-3 Production, 'Danger Man‘ has the flTV emblem at the close and there are several
variants of the ITC animation to be seen. Well done! _
Postscript: The reaction to these has been so good that HE are releasing more of these

' 'TVHeaaen‘ tapesin the autumn. Can'twaiti _

DLD SETS REDISCOVERED
David Newman kindly sent 'm a photocopy of a pro-war radio and TV trade catalogue
which illustrates several British TV sets not previously noted. They include a 12"
semen console set and -_a small-screen 'addon' set from Pbilco and a number of sets
bearing the Brunswick name. I assumed that Brunswick was an alter ego of BBC,
because hath .— Brunswick and SEC sets had .model numbers beginning BT.

- [presumably- for, Brunswick Television}. It was common practice for manufacturers to
have two brand names [c.g. Philips and Stella, Pye and Invicta] which allowed them
tosupply nearly identical sets at varying prices by giving them different names and
brand images. This also allowed the manufacturer to grant two exclusive dealerships

‘ in the same high sheet-I assumed, therefore, that Brunswick was a clone of GEO but
Mike Igcky advises this is probably among: the Brunswick brand belonged to Decca.

; So perhaps GEE made TV sets for Decca, although it appears that the BT prefix was in
_ use from an early stage.

In any case, Michael Bennett-Levy has been informed and he will be including
details of these sets in the supplement to his 'Dld Televisions' hook that he will be
bringing out in the new year.

REPLflCEMEINiT LUPTs FOR TV22 -
_- Andrew Beer rang up to say he was arranging to have made some replacement line
output transformers for the Bush TVZZ receiver. Ifyou are interested please ring him
0110245- 468953.

VALVE SUPPIJERS -
-Gn11nbles have been reaching me about the slow speed [six weeks or more] of.

-- despatch of preepaid- orders by a well-known supplier of vintage radio equipment in
the West. of  England. They are also debiting credit cards on the day of order, then

~taking well. over. aimonth to supply so we have removed their name from the
recommedned suppliers list. It is therefore useful to know there are other, more
reliable {and often cheaper] sources of supply. The Market Place section of this
magazine always contains the numbers of all known valve suppliers, and I have -
found ColomorinLonden to be prompt and economical. '

_ _ Our letters section contains .a note from Philip Taylor saying he can still
_ supply valves {Steve Dstler of  Radiocraft recommends Philip highly] and Ihave inst
received a detailed catalogue from Sound Systems of Suffolk, who stock a wide
variety of valves. at realistic prices. They also have a separate catalogue {the
1'cleerance .listi'] of  electronic sundries, many of which are from the valve era. These '

' catalogues are£1 each-post-paid. Cheques payable to W. Butcher, cio Sound Systems
- ofSuffolk, Ill-Felixstowe Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, I134 118. Phone {1419'3-5'21493.
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- ' If you wish to praise or criticise service from suppliers please let us know; it
- -' will be helpful to {11113111111311 '

QUATWSS II " " ' ' ‘ '
’A well illustrated and very detailed article on this classic science fiction serial

" screened by the EEC 1n 1955 has appeared'1n lV-Zone magazine The article gives an
episode-hy—episode synopsis of the plot plus cas1 lists,trens1nission dates and so on.
You can order this 1ssue by post if i t  has sold out“1n your local papershop or you could
1131 a branch of Forbidden Planet if there's one near you. The 'Issue concerned is TV .
sane Special numher 19,- Earth In'vasmn Special and it costs £2. 95 {plus 39p postage
and packing by mail} from Visual Imagination Itd..Box'371‘,Lo11do11 SW14 BIL This
issue also has artiCles on more recent sci-fl programmes, such as UFO The Tripods

- and The Tomorrow People '

' roar; CASTLE MUSEUM '
The new colour leaflet for this popular ath‘action has a delightful colour spread of a _
fifties living room complete with console television. "Catch up with your past’l 15 the
" slogan and they invite you to watch their Bush TV22 TV to see 'Hancock's Hell’I-IourI
This particular display wasn't on show the last time we went there [21] years agotl  hut '

" its certainly a good musuehm.
fork Castle Museum The Eye ofl’ork, York, 1131 1111". [9994-65391 1,1 Open daily.

LEBGE ABBEYS ' ' ' '
There are still many VHF television serials to he seen on  people's rooftops but
occasionally a real monster takes your attention. That’s what happened recently
when your editor was driving through the centre of Melton Mowbray [LeicaL above '
which towered a three-element Band One yagi [plus other assorted metal] fixed to, of
all things, a telegraph pole. Whose it  was is not clear- possibly 11 belonged to the Post
Cffice or a local TV dealer

TVCNTHESILVEB SCBEEN '
An interesting film was shown on Channel Fourin fipril mites Bowie Fortes. Entitled
'Meet Mr Lucifer", it was made in 1953 and starred Stanley Holloway, Peggy

- Cummins1 Gordon jeckson and Ian Carmichael. Advertised as e satiIicel comedy, i t 're
shout a pantominm actor {played by Stanley Holloway} who dreames he 15 the devil
and sets out to prevent people wash'ng their time watching television. There are some

_ good shots of 19595 TVs '1n action, even the “Normal Serrvice will be Besumed as
Soon as Possible“cap11on. '11 good part is played by Gordon Jackson as a young
chemist whoilo cks himself'111 his room at night to watch a female singer on his TV set.
It looks as though people forty years ago were seriously worried that television would
become a time waster.
Yea-211d ofcoume the film indushy was even more wonied, which 1s why they made
films that 'finoclced' television! [flEl ' '

' NEW BOOK - '
The Vinten Group has issued a company history which you will not find in the -
hockshops because it  has been published privately. It 15 a well w1itten and illustrated -
history of this firm which'15 a legend'1n the motion picture and television industries.
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Dicky Howe tt  recommended it  to me and I i n  turn recommend it to you if you have an
interests in tripods, camera cranes and other studio hardware. MESS 0F  SUCCESS
is a 180—page hardback and costs £11.99 post paid [cheques payable to Vinten Group
plc]. The company is at Cowdray House, 2-4 High Street, Chalfont St  Peter Gerrards

Cross, Bucks.- SLQ _t-lQfl. The print run is not large so you would he advised to order
__ your copy 1105'“:

SCOTTISH EXHIBITIGN
Some of the following information 15 too late for you to act upon [the fipril exhibition
is over} but. it  shows you the kind of event laid on by this enterprising group. The
broadcasting exhibition [read on!) will continue until September.

_ _ The Museum of Communication was delighted to participate in this year’s
Edinburgh International Science Festival-While items from the collection have in
the past been provided for major exhibitions such as ‘Glasgow‘s Glasgow’ and 'Ialn.
Socks and Television‘, this was be the first time the Museum has in its own right taken
part in such a major international event. Dne exhibition room was laid out as a

I working television studio using 19565 and fills technology, while the other illustrated
the development of radio and television broadcasting. Features included working
models, a ail-line Til-demonstration, [including a 1924 BBC 'meatsafe' microphone,
192B 'Fultograph', transmitting equipment and 1936 tuning capacitors} and even
backroom boy’_work such as make--up techniques from the days of  early television! _
The story was brought right up to date by the Universitys Electrical Engineering
Department demonstrating the application of state-of-the—art scientific thinking to
the practicalities of camera technology.

After the exhibition closed on  13 April, the television studio was put back into
store (sob!) and the remaining items transferred to Bo'ness where many of them will
form part of  this year‘s Union Street exhibition. This is in the Bo'ness Heritage Trust
Building in Union Street, Bo'ness and runs provisionally until Sunday 26th
September. Opening hours willbe 14.00 to 1?.09 on Saturdays and Sundays.

The exhibition features broadcasting in Scotland, including to years of'BBC
radio, 5t] years of BBC television and 40 years of independent television as well as
putting the computer collection under the spotlight for the first time. Further

. information from Harry Matthews on [3'5 06-324501

_MODEL on. vine -_
Philip Howard of Dalkeith Auctions dropped us a line to say he had two mint Dinky
Supertoy outside broadcast vans [no. 96?  BBC mobile control room and no. 968  BBC

_ Roving Eye vehicle]. _It 15 problematic whether this '1ssue will reach you in time for the
' auction but if these interest you, it is worth getting on his mailing list. The full--page

_ Dalkeith Auctions advertisement appears towards the back of each issue of this
magazine.

NVCF REPORT
Ionathan Hill's collec tors' fair for vintage sound and vision material on May 16th was
a great success and indeed a most pleasant occasion. Ionathan says visitor numbers

__ were up 35  per cent. For my part I can say all the arrangements went very well and the
atmosphere was un,iversally genial. Jonathan deserves a hearty round of  thanks for

. putting on such a good event, and we look forward to attending again next year. The
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date, by the way is Sunday 15th May so when you get given a nice new 1924 diary next
' Christmas, remember to transferthis date.

_ Several subscribers, friends old _and new, turned up at the 405 Alive stand,
where we were also able to demonstrate the Pineapple and Grant standards -

_ converters. T1vo subscriber‘s told of recent success in finding pre- war TV“ sets. One -
' discovered a 2" Marco niphone 1n an up-maritet antique shop: the set  was marked £91]

[!] but the price readily dropped to £4fl{!.' I]. The other case was a set found 1n an attic .
clearance aparaiion, complete with two spare Emiscope tubes. If  you add this to the
saven pre -wa1" sets sold through the trade this year it  really does show that old sets are
still there for the finding. ' - ~

_ One of the things many visitors said 1s whats friendly, helpful hunch we are
' and how requests for information are generally answered 1n good measure. They also
' say our enthusiasm ca mes over in our publications. It's the same thing when'1t comes

to old books or studio equipment, subject which fascinate some of our group -
members are constantly helping each other out with hard-to-find parts, often at --
minimal or‘ no cost. Long may this continue!

‘ One last remark about the show: one stand had framed original posters relating
'-to the first public demonstration of Baird television. They looked entirely genuine
and were priced around £1,200 each. I ts  impossible to place a value on what are

" undoubtedly rare items. so perhaps you cannot argue over the price!
.. see also photo '

405 LINES INFRANCE -
Nata news item really hutan interesting snippet none tireless.
The French manufacturer Radio- Industn'e has perfected a system of colour teletdsion,
based on the French black and wldte standard, though producing a completed picture
of 405 lines. It uses the field sequential system similar to that employed 111 the United
States by the Columbia Broadcasting System, with 150fields per second.

' This sysmm is compatible udth present French recieve1s, i. e. colour broadcasts
_ _ can be 1ece1ved' 111 black and white, after a small modification of the receiver. The use

-' 11111113 colour system fiorpublrc broadcasts scan-aye been decided upon.
' ' A further perfecaau of a colour system which uses 11o mechanical elements and

1sfully compatible 1n thefiequency as Well as quality of the picture, isstill under study.
[Telemsmm Aworld -Snrvey. UNESCO handbook-.1953].

1Fi’ISIElIlJlE‘1TTE

Peter Yancner in the USA'15' offefing a kit to build a -24-Iine mechanical TV system
[camera and receiver} for closed circuit use. It is described as an easy-to-huild kit
{pres umahly he drills the holes 1n the Nipltow- disltl] with all electronics and cabinets

"included. For information send international reply coupon and address to Peter
' Yancaen Tesla Electronics Co., 335 Erieken Pleas, St Louis, .MU 113122, USA or ring

+1  314 322 1173481 '

PHILIPS SGBEDA TWRADIE} - ' " ' ' ‘ ' '
lac Ianssen 1n Holland 15 researching the— Philips SGBEUA, which was a combined

" radio and projection T? at circa 1942148. If anyone can help.- please write to him
atHoge Ham 112d, 511]4}D Dongen, Netherlands.

405Alivelssue19 ' ' " '- _ 11



WHfl'I‘S INA NhME? _
Finally, here‘s a funny observation, or at least it  amused me. Boarding points on the
new Menolink 11'a_m_ systern in Manchester are equipped with yandalproof

_ '. loudspealdng telephones for passengers to request information or report problems.
'_ The 'instruCtion sign is different, though: it  says 'Press to Speak - You are Being
Filmed'. A sign of the times no doubt hut isn't it  funny when we say filming when we

. really mean televising. You are Being Filmed' sounds snappier than "Eon are Now on
Closed Circuit TV’ though. I couldn't see the camera, by the way. but no doubt it was _
one of these intro-miniature ones [I don't think]. i’erish the thought that they were
trying to fool us.

._ DATA PROTECTION ACT I 984
' Subscribers" names and addresses (also telephone numers, where known) are stored

in a retrieyal system for this magazine's correspondence and mailing purposes only.
They are notdisdos'ed to any other person or organisation, so any junk mail you
receive is not thanks to us! Hyoo object to having your details stored on com puter,

- your entry will he. rem oyed and anybalance of your sushcri ption refimded.

DID THIS COPY OF 405AUVE DROP THROUGH YOUR LETTER BOX
IMMEDWELY H' WAS PUBLISHED? - '

iEmmJMMHMMWDewe”finnedanammmmasmMmmmfimwwflm
4mmmmflfimeEfinm;

s o 5 iii. iv  a rinse. saroaieor'eaaaaqaasae s re a as“)
EfiEon ifiEfl i nE‘flfiafigba r j eneafiaaaoweaofifi i ofiflfifi se sah r s

aeaoxaeaea  a s  9.. hammerhead-s atesaeowa ear  a o n a L a .cadessseaeearsebosyse.
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Dill attire DEW
tunes ever written;

_ albeit on me unlikely
ailments of.
instant gravy, and dirty
carpetsu Mame available
mterdarfnrflteflrsttimein _
Hflyears._

Britain‘s first public
m

opened
set a t  mini- cinema: in
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them]: have been rescued

To stern and  repeated
reminders that "Hoover
heats as it amps

_'eieans". the first 1visitors

- queued u; yesterdsy to
watch I range at namesake

' -  W are mostly
too short in show htditrid-
.uailr—tt‘saiotet‘efl'ortto
make a tape:  of just  a s
Maw from
teas." said-John

- nine

”.5!!! adver- _

the museum's header telelta'
Went.

sunning on earphones in
one oi'the' flre—seater booths,
you chose tnswad between
categories: enter: Murray-
min {from

lBfiT.erhalf—an—honr”Wm. M
"i‘m not sure who we

want to watch
enamel-stats for an-
hour. " saint lent: Milk; one
of the organisers o f  '1‘?
Heaven. “But  we' 1e hail

“Tunes seem to  he a l l
important. Someone rang

after

thetmeuverthe "
The first-British counsel:-

nu moun-
tntu fanlasy. which pinged

'Gihhs  SE! toothpaste a t
8.12pm on IT‘F' s owning
night in 1955.1! unearths
shrsoflhe

Peter fitahngh. themu-_
331111: -

. A scene at the National Tintage Communications Fair {Suede}r May 15th]. Your
editor is eondu cti ng seine very important transa eti on whilsthelyer Dave Higginson
anxiouslyr inspects his watch [or is ithis  wallet‘i]. The photo gives a'goeli impression
of hon.T has};r the hall was. The small diecasthox on top of the Pye mnltistandard
menitor is the Pineapple” standards eonnerter and gave a fauitiess dislilay
throughout the day. The Tandy TWnlo nitnr above it displayed a 525 iine signal, the
Pye joh shewing the coneerled piemre. {Photo by Dave Probeitl
'20 - 405 fifii’fl Issue 19



" I T  PAYS TO KEEP YOUR EYES DPEN' DEPARTMENI.

Dicky Hewett_keeps_his ears open.

Serious collectors of ty ephemera (as opposed to frivolous
collectors of tw ephemera who, as we all know are only in it
for the moneylfamefgirlsffree lunches) take any opportunity to
follow up likely leads, or respond to the faintest of rumours.
This is the only way to do it, chums. I f  you really want to
find that long-lost component, or elusive pre—war mirror—lid
telly, then all you need for success is a good 'nose', faithful
doggedness and a fair smattering of total luck!
#05 sliver Hike King had all three o f  the above-mentioned
attributes when he attended recently, the 1993  Ipswich Radio
Rally. Hike, ever on the lookout for likely electronic gear,
spotted amongst the clutter, a rather nice Sync Pulse
Generator. unfortunately, Hike saw the SPG a fraction too late,

'the item-haying been purchased by'a scrap metal dealer who was
going to Fmelt it darn..' for the gold hits. Horrified,'Hihe
offered on the spot to buy the item off the scrap dealer. The
dealer looked doubtful and played hard to get. The outcome of
which, the dealer agreed to part with the SP3 for the highly
ertortionate sum of £10. (It transpired that the dealer had
paid, originally, Egg pound for the SP6). .
Hike confessed that he was a bit cheesed off at having t o  pay-
so much for the SP6. "I was only going to offer a fiver", says
Hike. "But-the SPG looked interesting".
And so it proved to be. This particular SPG turned out t o  be
slightly more than your common-or-garden generator. It was a
RankiHurphy professional monochrome machine of the late 1960's.
It transpired that this versatile machine could {all for ten'
pounds remember) driwe line_systems as follows; #05, 525, 625
and French 319!  Hike informs me-that the SP6 doesnlt make tea,
feed the baby or darn socks. ' ' ' - ’

dflfiflfive Issue 1-9 _ ’ _ _ _ ' = _ 21 _



Between the Bookshelves
HISTORICALTELEVISIDNS mo vroso ascoaosas.

. . By Michael Bennett-Levy. Published i993 by MEL Pu blicationsI
i l 2.95. A4—format colour paperback. éflpp. iSBN D 952 HIST??? 05.

This is without doubt a remarkable book, remarkable for many reasons. It fills a crying need for
. the identification ofearly TV receivers, in a very satisfactory way and paves the way for further
_ publications of its kind. - -

. The book is the first full-length treatment of early TVs. a field which is growing rapidly in
_ respectability, co Ilectability and value. it is also self-published. which is an indication of the

_ . author‘s dedication to his subject matter. The colour photography, typography and overall ’look
and feel' of the book set—it above most similar picture books, and the hook offers good value for
money in whatisstiil a— minority subiect area.

Anyone wishing to identify British-made W5 of the 3Ds and 405 will be well satisfied with
this book, whilst .lland mark’ sets of the 505, 605 and Rs are also included. Remarkably,

._ examples of most early d orriestic video recorders and video disk players are included. as well as
a representative broadcast camera. To round offthe contents. there are also valuable listings of
pro-war TV receivers made abroad. in fact all known models. Nobody buying this book will be

' disappointed. _ -.
. . _ Gripes? 1Illileil. yes a few but not suiiicient to detract seriously from the validity of the
- book. It is fundamentally a picture album with extended captions: a detailed technical history of

'I‘V receiver technology ofthis period has yet to be written. The author readily invites readers to
augment or amend anything he has written and has promised a correction sheet to anyone who
writes in. Sadly the text is marred by some spelling howlers and some of the captions read in
style more Eke an auctio neer’s catalogue than a collector's guide. But these are very minor
nigles.

We look forward to future editions and in the meantime we can all enjoy reading this
pioneering effort {and help the author recoup his investment in its publication}.

' - [AE}

rr-rro THE Box or DELIGHTS - A Hrsroav or CHILDREN’S
TELEVISJON. By Anna Home. Published l9?3 by BBC Books at £35.99.

_ lllustrated._ iii: pages. hardback. ISBN assassins l -5.

Sad to report, not much delight in this history book. Anna Home, currently head of BBC tv
- __ Childrens Programmes, has presented little new information in this alleged ’l-iistory’. instead
. ;; she has padded [for that’s what it seems} the entire volume with far too many paragraphs

expressing her own point of view. Also, she pontiiicates repeatedly on the possible demise of
'qualitf {i.e. BBCtv quality} children's programming. This. as a thesis for an 0.U. course would
have been fine and dandy, but not in a book labelled (or in thiscase mis—labelled} as a 'history’ of
children's television. Anna Home only skims the surface of this rich subject with throwaway
statements, i.e. when talking of children's magazine programmes she states " ...’Hagpie', lTV‘s
answer to Blue Peter...‘ Well... yes and no. ’Magpie’ was another style of sticky-backed plastic
show' less uptight and almost local insomuch that it featuredTeddington Lock quite a lot. I
personally preferred 'Hagpie'. not least because the original female presenter. Susan Stranks

' 22 -' ‘ - eflfifliive Issue. 19



habitually wore tight white T-shirts and no bra. . ' '
Another familiar female presenter. jenniler Gay gets the usual mention but Anna Home

stops short ol providing lurther information as to what happened to the child after she left "
continue her ballet training'. Old stall. this. An experienced and sympathetic television
historian or journafist would have eficited something new Did knnifer actually become" a ballet . _
dancer? ifso. where did she dance? is she still alive for that matter? Who cares? But m a hoot ‘ '
about the— history of children's television. we care for God's sake! 0f the lemons Bifl and Ben

' puppet theft'In the [9311s. AnnaHome recalls notl'a'ng new apart from repeatingthe [act thatthe
' puppets turned up in a London auction house. Frustratingly. how and why Is not investigated.
'- Indeed. throughout her hoolt. Anna Home displays a rather apathetic attitude to her subiect. '

exacerbated byallatand uninteresting prose style. , '
This boolt { l ie  pages and rather emensiye at i i i ?9) has a dubious claim to be a '

’history'. It offers little'at theway of {other than Anna Home 5) personal reminiscences which Is
surely. the life-blood of any creditable treaties! A clue to this singular lack can be lou nd in Anna
Home’s 1'Iih.t_ttl_'tt:hr's Acknowledgements. It lists nosource—names at all. A strange reticence. '

_ _ _- — Anna Home's book is a wasted opportunity and is little more than a blatant and
undisgsised BBC marketing exercise. In support of that statement i can reveal that on page 6 of

the book it reads. "The {allowing BBC Videos have been released in conjunction with {my
emphasis} into The BoItOl Delights'... ‘

- ‘ You’are read the boolti How buy the wdeos' Ho hum... [Dic Icy Hewett]

Thanks.- Dicky list expressing flit more eloquently what i wanted to say. The only additional point l 'd -
make is the awfirl title. which displays remarkable insensitivity. Coming relatively soon after the book '
’Box afDelights'. most people would perceite this book as an in—depth fhiiow—ap. which itis not. Either
the book is passing itselfoffor basking in the reflected glory of that book {which is somethingno

_ respectable author or publisherdaesj ar'else. asl more suspect, the title was chosen in total ignorance
. ofthe first book {which only series to emphasise—that this baalt was conceived as an exercise in self-1 ._

_. glorification and not enlightenment}. Either way._itreflects poorly on BBC Enterprises. [AE] _

' _ - AVENG ERLAHD byAnthony and Aimee McKay Published at £4.95 post-paid
by Time Screen. 83 Edington Lane. 1'I‘''iat'I'I'Iswortl't. Doncaster. "forks" DN‘l 9L5.
A4 paperback. 54 pages. well illustrated. _

ignore the title just wallow and enioy. Make quiet whoops of delight ii you wish Wonder
' how one low-costboolt can create so much enioyment. perhaps ehren purr with self-

satisfactiOn at being right or else find the answer to questions that have tantalised you lot
_ m

' For this boolc will enable you to identify all those quaint old pubs. weird places and
deserted ai—rlields' you have seen on TV over the years- but never knew where they were. -
Compiled during years oi detective work. the book contains photos. maps and descriptions of -

- locations used for ‘filn'a'ng nearly dill] different episodes oi TV series (and feature films) from
- l 953 to the present day. Now you will be able to drink at the same pubs as inspector Morse. 'driire
' down the. same mads asjohn Steed and Mrs Peel. even escape with The Prisonerrhvengerland

refers to the area within half an hour's drive oithe Borelnmwood and Pinewood film studios
whee series such as The Avengers. The Saint. The Prisoner and 'many other classic TV

- programmes did their location filming. Recently the same locations have been turning up in
series such aslnspectar Morse and iarejoy There are detailed maps of Avengerland and listings of_
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many other lavourite film locations across the whole of the British Isles. The book cannot hope
to be comprehensive- but'It certainlyis authoritative. [AEI -

WIS IS BBC TV: THE FIRST THIRTY YEARS OF TELEWSIfiN
GRAPHICS ( I 934-I9641Thirdedition. '

By Keith Hamer and GarryI Smith. Pubished by HE Fabrications. i" Epping Close. Derby.
_ DE3 4BR. £4.95. AS—iormatpaperback. 33 pages. ' -

This is a revised and expanded edition oi' this well-known hand book. which has stood the testof
' time well. it is an admirable compilation of all the well-known tuning signals. clocks. test cards

and globes used on BBC television. There are plenty ofillustrations and the authors have gone to _
a lot of trouble to make It as comprehensiveas possible.Highly recommended.

01' con rse. interesting new material continues to turn up. Grant Dixon recently gave me
a newspaper cutting of 1949 showing a longJorgotten caption proclaiming "Experi mental Test
For Use By The Radio Induso'y' Another lind was the book “Television Today' {Roy C. Norris

- l 9‘4?) and this confirms Hamerand Smith's statement that. co near; to BBC legends. Test Card
Aims radiated regularly.

: [IE1
r I I l I I I J I I I l - I I I I I I I I ‘ : '
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Picture Page
Our movie, _revieW; is 53 years late but so What? Here
are tWo opmrons 1111 1111. oidfiim Which 11113 resurfaced -

For f'11111 buffs one of the daii3hts of the USA'15 its interesting copyright system,
in which many- films and TV programmes has slipped into what'15 called the
public domain. Because their copyright has expired [or was never lodged
properly}, these films can be shown, copied or transferred to video by anyone who '
has the inclination.” '

One such film'1s Murder by Television', afascinating but little—known science
__fiction exploit of  1935. Here”1s how video vendor LSI Video describes it: "This'1s a silly
tum, badly directed and full of continuityr errors. Bela Lugosi stands out in a cast of "
mostly unknowns. Who killed the inventor of television? It was someone armed with
'the interstellar frequency that is the death-ray'. Unbelievable."

_Eela Lugosi was-ofscourse—the star of countless Dracula, monster and ghost
films,._whicl1_-will endear him to some of our readers who enjoy this kind of gethic .
horror. But of course the television apparatus will also make people want to see this 1
film. This'Is what Ieremy Iago says about it

' The film opens with a montage of actual elechonics magazine headlines
[one picture looks like Lee de Forest]. joseph D'Donnells sstery involves long
distance TV via quasi~eptical waves', an authentic term of the period for VHF
and above. an inventor falls dead whilegiving the inaugural broadcast on the
three-quafier metre wavelength... rivals want the secret of all-fimerica
coverage without relays!
_ TV screens are clearly films rear-projected or matted-in [though instead

of a special effects man, the titles credit as television technician' a certain
' ' Morten M Stern}. Interestingly, television 1s depicted'1n its early naive guise:

instant remote vision at will — an attempted peek at London'1s foiled by fog!
In the background though unused is an enclosed Nipkow projector

with top lens, of the sort then used'1n US television studies. A singer performs
in front of a flickering spot projector; sutmunded by totally authentic photo
tubes'1n shiny reflectors. The projector however is  a tiny spinning sphere- no
hulking mirror drums here [I '1magine murder by _cenuifugally hurled mirrors
would have been rejected as 1nsuff1c1ently awesome] —

The convoluted script, heavy-1111111 stereotypes [confucius - quoting
Chinese servant, panic-stricken black cook.- and a singing Irish cepl],
eventually discloses the murder weapon as the 1Interstellar Frequency’ -
cunniugly lying-in yet another' lssue of the day, death rays! '

_ Murder by Television? is a.  B—mevie of low hudget, but producer- .
' _ director Clifford Sanforth has chosen an unusual theme which gives the film

great curiosity value. _

- Roger Voeller, Who-is not-a aflsfiliver-hut-was kind enough to procure the tape for
- main the-1113191., adds. the following insights. _

dflfifllive 155111119 ' " - '- - - 25



I watched the film twice and believe there is more to it  than the silly storyand _
the racial stereotyping of the servants. It certainly is accurate in depicting the
kind of cut-throat competition that existed among television developers in the
roses, although I doubt that it ever went as far as murder! I'm sure it is also

_ accurate in showing how when one company or research group conducted a ‘
_ broadcast test, all  its competitors were sure to tune in also.

Tm pretty well convinced that the film was bankrolled. or at least
promoted. byRCA. Afew observations support my theory.
1] Towards the beginning. a 'waIk-on' character asks the girl at the newsstand
for a copy of T'11113 Magazine. Movies of  that are never mentioned real products
by name. and I think there was a connection between RCA and Time-Life
Publishing, although I forget exactly what.
2] A little later, the scientist is talking to the chief of police who '1s convinced
that his radio teletype system is completely adequate for police
communications. Again. I dont  have definite information, but I‘m pretty
confident thatthe radio tale type referred to was a product of RCA.
3] Towards the and, someone is searching through drawers and unfolds a

. telegram that clearly shows the title RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA.
I'd also be willing to hot that-the number 'The Right Idea‘ performed by the
young lady at the beginning of the broadcast was distributed by RCA Records
but that would be difficuit to research.

I think that locating the story at White Plainsl New York is also
significant. I believe it was the site of at least one experimental TV transmitter.

' Otherwise I can't 1magir1e why any film maker wouid choose such an obscure
location to place his story in. I'm at a loss to decide if t he ‘camera' which
appeared 1n the movie was real or not-  you'd probably be better able to answer
that question than I. Anyway. watch the film a few times for laughs and with
your friends you might even pick up on somethingl missed!

_ Io_wh1ch Iaremy adds the last word {for the momentl].

Could i add my fourpenn'orth by suggesting that even if RCA didn‘t 'bankroll‘
' _ the movie, they might have helped by waiving theirrecording royalty. Since

RCA were the owners of variable-area soundtrack rights, they normally
' charged a royalty from f‘1m producers for every foot of film released using their -
' system. Of course, if the film happens to have a variable-densitynnck instead,

this theory falls flat.

If anyone wants to find out how to acquire a copy of this tape. please contact me.
{Andy Emmersonl
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S ale Away
Dicky Howett reports on o bidfor 405 lines

The auction house Phillips of Bayswater conducted a sale recently [May 1993] of
‘vintage' radio and television sets. find iust for good measure they had also on
offer, a couple of err-broadcast monochrome television cameras. '

The bidding before a select audience of seventy or so punters, was brisk.
Recording the proceedings for American television was a crew with an NTSC
Betacam outfit. ‘

It was a jolly day out but I noticed that few of the audience actually bid for
anything. This activity was mainly the province of a couple of obvious 'dealers‘, some '
enthusiasts and a lady Japanese who was linked to her client by phone [to Iapan‘i].
Initially, the Iaptphone connection scooped up a Decca Projection television for
£1  140, a Marconi res [193 '1} television for £2, 200 and as a tithit a Bush TV 22  for a
mere £130. Other bidders scored with a Bush W62 [12"] at £300; a Sobell 10?
televisiontradio at £500; an HMV 9010 televisiontradio [193?] at £1,600 and a
somewhat butchered Marconi F0? televisiour'radio at £1 300.

Gasps were heard for a non-television item. This was for an ancient Marconi
multiple tuner {100?} reserved at £2 000. This box of tricks went for £13 000! The
bidder was American. so he got h1mself a full close-up from the NTSC Betacarn crew.
He had a nice day

Returning to the cheap end of the market. the two aforementioned ex-
_ broadcast monochrome television cameras proved to be Ehfl 201 models, the green

{and slightly mouldy] type. This camera model was a 405.0525 line vidicon channel
used 1n the early 1950s by [amongst others] Channel TV. BBC Southampton. Telly -
Centre Presentation B and the news studios at Alexandra Palace. The two 201  sale
specimens were rather scruffy, with bits missing They had come from the defunct
Radio City 'Beatle City” exhibition 1n Liverpool - they were used as props - having
made their way through a BBC studio. redundant stores and the Trocadero 1n London!
A colourftd life to he sure. Although correctly lensed and each with a matching
camera control unit, the turn cameras were missing their camera cable and
incomplete as units [althougha complete camera could have been constructed from
hoth-  why this wasn't done I have no idea]. The cameras could then have been sold
as one complete unit and one spare part unit etc“ .3

The reserve price on each was a rather stiff £200t£300. The bidding began at
' £100 each. Even at that sum, there were no bidders or takers. So why, you might ask.

yourself did not camera-mad Dicky Hewett bid for these two cameras? Well basically
for the above mentioned reasons At two hundred quid-plus each it all seemed a mite
extravagant just to get one [possible] complete camera head. Another reason was that
I didn t really fancy lugging home on  the Tube, 2 cwt of camera control gear. as they
say it's definitely a heavyweight hobhy! '

P.S. Actually. a day later} rang the auction house and offered a generous £150 forboth
cameras. I can still hear the laughter... Ball's. well that ends well and it is now hoped
that these cameras will be acquired for the national collection in the Bradford

- museum. '
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A Box Of Tricks
by Bern 11rd Wilkie

Many of us saw john Logic Baird, not as the inventor of television, but as a master-
designer of ingenious contraptions. Here was no mad scientist assembling 'Comic
Cuts‘ devices behind locked doors because, whilst his prototypes may have smacked
of Heath Robinson they worked precisely as he intended and worked well.

Until the introduction of the computer and the demise of the drawing board,
all scientific investigation was approached in this fashion. Trial and error was an
accepted creed.

Small wonder then, that in the production of early BBC technical equipment,
the same time-honoured methods were adopted. Handbag mirrors, plastic cups and
galvanised wire were pressed into service and if the assemblies worked, they went
into general use.

The list of arcane inventions included caption-scanners, lighting devices,
optical masks and picture modifiers- all produced from plywood, glue and ingenuity.

One such contraption, known as the Caption Splitter, was invented to enable a
single camera to do the work of two.

It was first used to screen the personal photographs of H. M. The Queen and the
Duke of Edinburgh shortly after they'd returned from their firs 1 world tour. '

H.RH  Prince Philip was invited to appear in a special programiue staged in
Riverside 1 where he would comment on each picture as it was shown on the screen.

But there was a problem. R1 had only three cameras. Envelopes were
produced, sketches were made and the problem was solved.

011 the afternoon of transmission the Caption Splitter’s two terrified designers
were installed at the hack of the studio where they cranked handles on either side of a
large plywood box. _

Inside the box silver-surfaced mirrors slid quietly along polished rods
presenting first one picture and fl1e11 the next, while an optical line, travelling hack
and forth across the screen, successively wiped each picture and revealed the next.

The perspiring operators had to remove each precious photograph after it  had
been shown - remembering to watch the red lights that indicated which caption was
on the air — and praying fervently that they'd assembled them in the right order.

There is insufficient space here to explain how the machine worked — suffice
to say [in all modesty} that]. Logie Baird would have approved unhesitatingly and
that W. Heath Robinson would have turned green with envy.
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Old Cameras Never. Die...
Dicky Hewett admits to 11 spot of confi151o11

_ fiver the past f ew '1ssue's‘ of 495 Alive I‘ve a‘sSerted that certain-cameras and certain
--st11dios were ILthus'. Dthers have said "nay, it  was thus?! I maize no excuses for my
inaccuracies but I now hope to elucidate and threw light on a spot of confusion.

__ This concerns the television camera type known as the CPS Emitron. or
_ confusingly hvo cameras known as the CPS Emitron. The CPS {cathode—potential
stabilised} was an orthicon—type {3 11"2) low velocity'Image tube developed initially by
Blunilein and hicCee pre-war at  Ell-II. Subsequently {in its origins} broadcast version
- see picture 1} the camera was installed'1n the Empire Pool Wemhley to cover the
swimming at the 1948 London E11ympic Games.  This camera proved very sensitive
[too sensitive -- the camera ‘peeled' on highlights.) The camera had the bonus of an
electronic viewfinder and three lenses on an interchangeable turret. This camera
typewas later in 1959 instalied at  Lime Grove studio D.

In 1956, a new version of the CPS Emjtron [the 10?64] was commissioned at
Lime Grove. This camera_{see picture 2}.h'ad— aionr-Iens turret. Both cameras used the
orthicon-type CPS. The CPS tube was improved throughout its life. The picture
quality was exceptionally good. resolving at least 5'50 lines.

' In its final 111154 form it covered-such programmes as 'Grandstand', 'Panoramaf
and 'DrWho'. It'was used also as a standardsconverter.
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But what's it worth? _.
byAndyEmmerson- ' '

I suppose it‘s not surprising that I get quite a few people asking me to put a value on
their old TV sets. Sometimes they are members of the public, with no interest in
collecting or understanding of the market. I f ]  give them an honest answer, I suspect
most of  them thinkl am either mad or lying, since they'are invariably convinced their

' set is worth a small fortune and that there are dozens of collectors who'd give their
right arms for this particular model. I wish these people good luck and a strong
constitution since they will have a long wait realising the fabulous sum they expect to
receive from their heirloom! ‘

_ Inst as frustrating'1s the person who doesn‘t state which makefmodeltscreen
size their set is, nor the year of manufacture. The maker‘s name should be somewhere
on the back, front or top, whilst if there is an original receipt, instruction book or TV
licence with it, this may give a clue to when the set was first bought. Try looking for
the date of printing in tiny figures at the very end of the instruction book [it may he in -
some code, e. g. IBM 0653, indicating 1!],one copies printed injune 1953].

Some points are very important, for example screen size [measured diagonally
- the nominal size is always larger than what you can measure because some of  the
tube front is covered by the mask which surrounds the tube] and the'state of the
cabinet. Collectors prefer table sets to console models and small screen models to
those with large picture tubes. The state of  the cabinet is also important, since clean,
unblemished ones are obviously more attractive than faded or scratched ones. In
most cases it's still abnyer s market- the only shortages are of hakelite-cased sets and
pro-war models.

_ In general terms, let's assume the set  was bought 1n the mid-19505 and that it's
from a well-blown make and has a 12" or 14" picture tube. In absolutely perfect
condition it could fetch about £55, othenvise between £20 and £40. On the other
hand, if1t‘s a Pye or'lnvicta 9" console of 1946 to 1950 [slim and lightweight], the price
WDuld rise to £?5  or Elflfl for a really good specimen. Pre- war sets in good condition
fetch at least £1flflfl and up to double this figure if really special.

These prices are what a keen collector will pray:r dealers tend to offerfifl par cent
lower since they are taking a gamble on reselling the set and have their costs to

— recover. Not all collectors are prepared to travel to view a set, which can be a problem
for the advertiser. Collectors also get rather annoyed if  they travel a long way to buy a
set described in good condition and find it is nothing like that, so it is worth looking
objectively at the TV - if  it was a piece of  furniture, would you give it houseroom in
the state it is? Are there scratches, woodworm holes or pieces of missing or lifting
veneer?

I t '1s almost impossible for a non-expert to give an opinion on the electrical
state of a set Do not attempt to switch on a TV which has stood unpowered for many
years; this will almost certainly end in smoke if not a hang The voltage must be
brought up slowly, using a variac or lamp bulbs '1n series as a voltage dropper, so as to
reform the electrolytic capacitors gently.
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Keeping the Gloss _' .
brflndyEmémnf " " ' "
Everyone agrees, there are few finer sights than a gleaming article of haltelite. It

doesn'treaily matter whether it‘s aradio, telephone or a TV receiver... there's just

something immensely appealiugin the fine details and hard lustre of that plastic.
' What a shame then'that‘this lusue vanishes tumo- fast. So many artefacts

made of bakelite seem to lose their gloss and-end up brown and porous. It doesn't
I seem to have anything to do with the. age of the item, so why does this happen and

whatcan be'done aboutit? . - - . _ ._, . _ - _
.. First, let's lookinto the technology.. Bakelite is a thermoset plastic, that is a

. plastic which starts molten as a liquid but once solidified, does not revertto its liquid _

state when heated. In crude terms it consists of a resin {which has the glossy
_ appearance] plus abuli; filler material, usually wood flour. The shiny surface you see
and admire is the top layer of resin but this isoften very thin. Once rubbed away
through atmospheric action, over-enthusiastic polishing or by scorching in the sun’s
rays it is lost and nothing will bring it back. You are then left with a mixture of resin -
and wood flour and wood flour, being very fine sawdust, is, not a particularly glossy

material. It  is this wood flour that looks brown and porous once exposed.
Clearly some bakelite plastics were better than others and quite possibly the

older variants contained more resin and less wood flour. No doubt it  was cost cutting
that reduced the resin content.

The restoration techniques you use will depend on whether the top layer of
resin is intact. If so ,  then gentle polishing with Paste, Polishing No. 5 is the best

remedy. This will remove any film of"gunge" and leave a smooth, glossy surface. But

if the surface is already rough and porous this will not help.
The technique then is to cutaway the discoloured layer with a hard brush and

grinding paste [“soap“) if you have a huffing machine. Otherwise use an abrasive
polish such as T—Cut or Color-Ba}: [car paint restorers} or Bluebell [metal polish].
Then let this dry, wipe off the residue-and inspect the bare material exposed. If it has
retained its pigment,'po~lishing with a liquidJreal wax polish will suffice. Buff it up to
a high gloss and be prepared-to repeat this exercise every twelve months or so.

If the bare material is discoloured, you will need to add new pigment. Forblack
there is an intense black stain in car accessory shops called Back to Black - use it  but
' try not to get it on your clothes. Otherwise you can use shoe polish [work it well into
the pores of thebakelite] and buff it  off several hours later. Several applications may
he requiredThen'finish offudfltliquid wex'polish. - ' '

- These techniques work. I know they do and theywork very well. There maybe
other products and methods,_so let us knowif you can help. '
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An account of early BBC Television
Studio Operations and Engineering
by Larry Cools fan

The foilondng'rs from my personul recollection ofBHC Television during my war-icing
years on 405 line transmissions. I would like to thank Tony Bridgewater 0. B.E. (former
CluefEag‘ineer BBC Television} who has kin diy verified the mainfacts of the story.

. 111t Television Operations and Maintenance department there were two types of
jobs.” Technical Operators or Maintenance Engineers. Engineers spent a few months _
training in each section of  Operations 3: Maintenance department but opted to work

' mainly in Studio ”Apparatus and Control areas. filter a qualifying period they were
promoted to Studio Engineers or  Telerecording and Videotape Engineers eventually

_ becoming specialists 1n thei'r particularsubiect. A Technicalfiperator. however had
the choice of working with studio productions'1n either sound or camera operations
or vision and lighting. This was not so in the early days of Alexandra Palace when-
nearly everyone was an engineer except the producers and their assistants and scenic
operators.

' The amplitude of the vision signal pmduced by the Emitron and Super-
Emitron cameras was not directly proportional to variations in the incident light
which formed the imageon the photo mosaic plate as was originally thought. When
the mosaic was scanned by the high velocity electron beam. large numbers of
secondary electrons were displaced which bounced on to a collector electrode. To
establish a balance the mosaic tool: more electrons from the cathode beam and this
produced a spurious shading signal called ‘fuaa‘ at the end of each line and at the
bottom of  each frame {field *1 This fuzz was corrected by adding acombined sawtooth
and parabolic waveform called 'Tilt and Band’. Engineers who worked at Alexandra

_- Palace told me that sometimes when the fun: was quite bad and could not be
adequately corrected viewers telephoned to say that “the footlights are showing very-
bright this evening and areinthe bottom of the picture.'!'I - _ . '

*In the early 405 line television specification, each complete 2921/1 line vertical
scan was called a 'Frarne‘ = Iififlth second with two Frames= One Pictture == 1i25th
second. It was not an til 1950 that the terminology was altered to 'Fieid‘ and the picture

aspect ratio changed from 5 x 4 to the 4 11 3 cinema. screen shape to conform with
standardsin U31. and other countries -

The ElviI Emitron camera control apparatus contained large numbers of
valves, mounted on various chassis and assembled into racks 19"!21" wide and about
fit. high. with the'tilt and bend waveform correction controls on the front panels._
The vision engineers sat  on fairly high stools and had to wall: along the racks to make
adjustments. Some of the adjustments at the top of  the bays could only be made by
standing and reaching up at arms length. hs there were always quite a number of
continuing picture corrections two people per rack [camera] were always required.
The rack engineers acquired a high degree of skill for lodging picture quality as we'll '
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as an ability to _ QHiEkl}? -' compromise the settings as - the picture changed. The
engineers were referred to as rRach- {Jperators' or simplyr 'Racks' and this name
remained in use-right through to the late 1950M Gs. Another- name which came with

_ 11.13.- was the use of the term 'Gallery‘ior the production control areas. This was
because the approach to the vision mixing desk and the monitors was by a steep
wonden open stallion],r to a level about 1t] ftabove the apparatus racks.

Although I was not in the BBC during the early' days of AP, I did get a chance to
tryout the old Emitron racks and tilt and bend controls during breaks in rehearsals for

. a programme in 1954 to say "Goodbye to Alexandra Palace". The programme was
made using cameras from an {113 unit [MERE] parked on the terrace by the side of the
tower. A contribution to the programme was an excerpt from a well known playr .

' about World War One, called IIlitter-11min End“, transmitted live, of course, from studio
h using the Emit'ron cameras. Then'over to the 0.3 cameras in the restaurant, where
Laslie Mitchell intervieweda number of celebrities who had'appeared on television
from as in the pre~war days. Although the old Emitrons' were at the end of their -
useful life, and due to be scrapped, the A. P studies were taken over by BBC Television

News and reopened a few weeks later. A BBC news film service had been operating
producing a iii-meek13,1r high quality film newsreel for some veers but there was now a _
change of patio}; and a live daily newscast with captions and slide inserts was
planned to take its place. A small team of newsreaders was recruited and the studies
were reenaipped with Pye *P.E. S. pholicons.

* In 1936!}; engineers fi'om EMI were often at AP. observing and trying to improve
picture quoiity fiom' the Emioons. Dming breaks in reheamais one of the Eilfl
engineers, Bemm-d Greenheod saw that when the covers of the cameras were removed
for a quick inspection and maintenance check under the studio lighting, the spurious
ifitza'signai almost disappeared. This led to enoerimenm with o smofliomp h'tfinm the
raise heater sapphr and wrapped 111 a sheet of "Bronco toilet paper to difiiise the lamp
fiioment. This was then placed inside the camera near to the mosaic and when the
brightness of the Jump was varied with- a series variable resistor, the firaa' could be _
controlled and reduced to an oimost negligihfe amount. The idea was copied much
'ioterhy Hie '1n the 1955's and 1nco1po1uted 1n the 'Photo Eiecnic StabilisedPhoti con i. e.
PESticon cameras. {Some engineers called them a PES’llcon- a slightly difierent
emphasis- -gness whyifl '

on  the occasion of the lGOodhjte h. P." programme the camera control units of
the U ..B Image Orthicons were operated as usual by engineers. Two senior .
engineerirack operators were responsible for the line up and transmission picture
quality of three or sometimes four camera channels whilst supervising an assistant.
This was a normal procedure for {1.13. worlnng and allowed trainee engineers [like
myself] the chance to gain valuable operating experience.

Due to variations in the sensitivity of early Image Orthicon tubes the '1’ stop of
the lenses for optimum picture exposure was often diiierent from camera to camera.
Two senior BBC engineers Don. Brothers and Ben. Faber, headed a small team who
researched and devised a camera line up procedure and test slide so that the standard
sensitivity of all camera's would be within a 11’2 f' stop. and require only 5 per cent '
adjustment of lift and gain. it special slide which contained a relevant part of test .
card C was made for the camera diascopes. The BrothersiPalmer method of lining up -
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- the camera channels was followed by all London television studios in the late 19535
‘ ' and used for all 1.0 :41”? camera channels.

- -, The television-technical operations department was also re-organised in the
mid 19505 with a nuniber of new jobs called Vision I{Illperaton 1iiision Supervisor and

-' LightingSup‘ervisor. The production department realised that studio fighting was a
very" important contribution to the success of a programme and the Head of
Programmes encouraged-the idea of a separate control area for Lighting, with a control
console. operated by the lighting supervisor. The intensity of the lamps could be
adjusted whilst observing-the picture on the studio monitors. The camera CCUs and '
operators were separated from the lighting control at  this stage in  a cubicle alongside.
'EBC Riverside studios control areas were designed in this way and it was found by

' experience that, although-sad sfactory. some 3 to 4 engineerio perators were required.
In the early 1956s the matching of pictures from different cameras was achieved by
adjustment of-controls such as Lift and Gain, and lens Iris. However only the very
latest types of camera had remote control of the Iris. With a fixed ’i’ stop the
adjustment of lift and gain was insufficient to deal with many of the wide variations
in the lighting contrast and as a next step ail camera channels were modified and
rewired to'allow-‘the operation of the lens iris and the CCU. Lift and Gain {5 per cent]

:by remote control. These controls were grouped on a panel in front of  high grade
monitors [usually 14” liye 25'30 ]in the Lighting control gallery. This was also tried
out at BBC Riverside, studios Hammersmith, and proved so successful that the ideas
were incorporated into the new studio installations at Television Centre. lifter the
Television Centre opening programme from Studio 3 in 1330 the vision operational
set up became known as "One Man Vision Control". Mthough only one operator was
needed to operate the remote controls of IrisifLr'Gain for all four or five cameras { 4
cameras were normal with 5 for the larger studios}, two engineers were constantly
checking settings of pre-set pots {Eiectrical focus and dynode volts etc.] on the CCUs
in the separate apparatus room.

The success of  “this standard camera line up and the 'one man vision controi'
operation soon spread to ail BBC studio centres and was tried with ail iii-"l" LU.
camera-s; As a result the quality of  pictures from Image Urthicons was much more
saiisfactory‘and consistent Control of the settings of studio lighting was another
major factor which helped towards the improved quality of pictures. The high-
standard of black and white picture quality with a contrast and gray scale close to that
of photographic prints and cinema film was maintained and continued well into the
late 19605.- 'One man vision control' became firmly established for operation of

_- cameras for- the BBC '2 525 line service, but with the coming of Coiour television, a
standardcamera-line up could nethe devised for the 3 and 4 tuhe plumhicon camera
channels for some time." The correct spectral response of the prism used for splitting

«the colour image into the primary RGB. and iuminance signals had to be carefully
locked at first, and an investigation into this was referred to BBC research
department. in— the case of the later E.M.I. 20191 Coiour Camera it  meant that many of

' the camera'coiour prism wedges were returned to the factory for modifications.

Copyright. IarIyCoaiston, July 1993.‘ '
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“BBC Test Transnussron
byA. G Keelrng

This article concerns those- rather lovely scenic picture-postcard views that the BBC
radiated-with their Test Gard C from the mid-fifties until around April_1964,just

- before transmission started-of the rather clinicalslooking Test Card D.
-- lit a rough guess-,one of‘the-eariiest test-pictures was a-:view of rooftops with

hills in the backgrounds-[location unknown], The other depicted [if my memory
serves me  correctly} Newquay Beach at low tide, complete with “sun worshippers“

- {who appeared like ants on the'old 405 lines} and the steps that led down to the beach.
' These two pictures were used from around 195? until 1963, and of course they were

"titled BBC TEST TRfiNShtlSSIUN' 1n white lettering [the ITA never captioned their
_ picture slides]. - -
- Around 19151 a rather magnificent view of Loch Ness in Scotland appeared,

and 1n the autumn of that year, two views of the Shepherds Bush Television Centre
also -.appeared The second of these two,- which was radiated frequently until 1954,

_ showed the ornamental gardens at the rear of the Til Centre and there was even a
1"little old lady" walking over the tiny bridge. .

. In 1962 three more views appearied. two of which I think were Paignton
harh'our 111 Devon and the third one being Brixham harbour. By this time also, the
famous-BBC TU blocks were used-in the titles. as also-in one of thelast picture "stills",
which was a view of St  Martin's-in—the-Fields church. These BBC slides were, maybe,
a little less memorable as they were transmitted only during morning periods and
unlike the ITA slides, were seldom seen during afternoon testtraHSmis sion times.

Thanks Alan for a remarkable feet of memory. I have been unable to find proper
examples of these pictures, though I. have a photo tolcen m 1959 of the Post Oflice TV

_ snatching centre showing check monitors of the BBC crystal Palace and ITA Croydon
transmissions. Helpfirlly the clock says at. 55pm and the 3136' re shunning what looks like
Westminster-Abbey {captioned BBC TEST WSMISSIOM whilst the HE has the well—
known River Thames slide. The photo would not reproduce well here, so it is not  '

'- included. pfih‘] - - - -

' Stop Of The Pops
-- by Bernard Wilkie

It’s often forgotten that res-line television was not simply the transmission of black
and white pictures, it  also involved sound. find what's so special about sound? -
radio had provided it for years.

Of course, but radio was able to stand its parformers in front of static
microphones, use a corner of  the studio for sound effects and go by the script; its
err'm'neers seldom had to contend with mobility ' ~
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Even in  fi lm studios the sound engineers needed to work on ly '1n prescribed
areas for the length of a take — and could always go for take 2 - and the safety net of
post-production dubbing. _

But the problems that arose from actors walking about - the dead areas the
live sound were quickly dealt with by the hoffins at Nightingale Square. the than
home of [BBC} Research Department. It was here that] played such a monumentally
insignificant part.
.. Signed up by Dicky Drewe to work. for seven quid a week {if I‘d known how

anxious he was to recruit staff for the move to Kingswood Warren I'd have stuck out
for seven pounds ten!) IbecameaEBC designeddraughtsman.

My first job was. literally, a cracker.
A lovely ”scientist whose name I have unfortunam forgotten was testing the

studies at Alexandra Palace for acoustics; and to get accurate decay measurements he
needed a standard sound. No, not a tone source. a pop! Well perhaps not a pop, more
of a sharp crack really.

find that' 5 how he and I endeavoured to build the ultimate pop-gun. Based one
child‘s toy, popular at the time it produced a hang by rupturing a diaphragm of paper
with compressed air.

We built ours of brass and enlarged it to the size of a blunderhuss. When fired.
the retractable spring-loaded piston compressed the air inside, forcing it through the
paper which sealed the muzzle. producing a sound like the bursting of a paper bag
[remember those?]. Visitors to the drawing office would leave white-faced and
shaking, while my fellow draughtsmen petitioned management to have me re-located
in a shed outside.

_ Supertgun it was - constant it  wasn't. I don 't  think it  ever made the 'Journey to

Reluctantly we abandoned the project, returning the various parts to stores for
re-use. My boffin went on to write abstruse papers about narrow-band sound filters
while I was forced to work on such prosaic things as chassis layouts, microphone
plots and wiring diagrams for derivative equalisers.

But Heath Robinsonism will out and fired by my first lack of success I went on
to design even more bizarre devices. Perhaps in some later edition of  405 Alive the
editor will let me talk about them. _

Noperh ops about it — it‘s on order-H.613]?

David Grant‘s 625  to 405  Standards
Converter _
Arc-view by Jeffrey Borin '

Suddenly the world is full of standards converters! David Grant‘s converter has
existed for a little while but I have only recently obtained a sample for review.
Inevitably this review will compare his design withe the Pineapple unit reviewed in
the last is sue of 405 Alive. -
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A FfltvilLY OF CONVERTERS ' -
This is not  one design but a whole family. This ranges from a kit without interpolation

at £188 to a unit built in a very professional 19" rack case for over £309. '
At the time ofwriting not all prices had been finalised but here is some idea:

Kit without interpolator: £131} '
Kit with interpolator: £250 -

The kits come ”with all tricky assembly such as surface mount components

done. The analogue parts are pre—aligned so no test equipment is needed. assembly is

not difficult but remember that soldering chips to PCBs is a rather different task to

wiring valveholders. You will need to provide your own box and power supply.
Instructions are provided along with circuit diagrams etc.

Ready built unit including box and power 5 apply: Add £36 to above.

Broadcast grade video filters. 19" rack case etc are by individual quotation.
There is no intention to add a modulator. Refer to my review of the Pineapple

converter for information on modulators.

FIRST THOUGHTS _ -
Operation could not be simpler. The only control is the mains switch! ENC sockets

are provided for 625 video in and 405 video out.
The construction quality is excellent. There are two PCBs for the main

converter and a father one for the interpolator. These all plug into a small PCB mother
hoard. Unfortunately this means that access to the lower boards is very limited so
faultfinding and repair might he tricky. On  the other hand it all runs cool and should

- be very reliable. _ ' _ ‘ - ‘
' The review'sarnple used a small switchmode power supply. This was not

shrouded and would ur’alce working inside the box quite hazardous. With the outer
cover in place the converter is perfectly safe. I am assured that all future converters

will have their live parts adequately covered. Future units will probably also have a
linear power supply since the total consumption is under 10 watts.

INTERPULATION _
David Grant's converter uses conventional line store technology and its concepts are

_ based on the BBC COSISGQ. This contrasts with the Pineapple and its frame store. The
two line interpolator- uses successive lines from the same field. It is fully digital
unlike the Pineapple design. The interpolation is excellent and difficult to
distinguish from the COEIB 09 which uses four lines. _ -

RADIO INTERFERENCE . _ _
The converter contains much high speed digital circuitry which is a potent source of
RF interference. If you buy a kit you must house it in a metal box. The review sample
did not cause any significant interference. ' ' ' -

WOMERING NOTES
All the circuitry has been designed and built to a very high standard. It is difficult to
find even the most minor fault with the performance of the converter. In the absence
of  video input the converter produces 4B5 line sync at the wrong frequency. This is
comparable to the BBC (3061509. With very poor quality inputs it is possible that the
Pineapple converter with its frame store might produce usable pictures where David
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Grant's might not. Certainly the Pineapple converter is incapable of producing had
405 sync pulses however grim the picture looks.

PICTURE QUfiIJTY
The subjective picture quality 15 very good. I compared the converter with a BBC
CUE-i5 09 using a professional video monitor and several receivers both pre- and post-
war. It was difficult if  not impossible to tell the difference. In particular there was no
tagging of verticals. [NB this effect is still present on a production version of the
Pineapple converter thatl saw recently} The unit copes well with 1ill-IS replay.

CONCLUSIONS
For many people the Pineapple converter will he the right choice. I t '15 cheaper has
some nice tricks like picture freeze and gives good pictures. If you want the very best
results or if you enjoy building a lcit then David Grant's converter offers outstanding
performance and is recommended. '

Coming next...
- The article "starting on the next page by Tony Currie appeared first in Telesdsion, the
journal of the Royal Television Society (yes. that one, not the magazine previously
called Practical Television}, and is reprinted here with his permission and with
acknowledgment to the RTSL There are five minor points worth mentioning: 1ii’ictor

Lewis- Smith was not  the person who discovered the Law of Logos. In his usual
derivative manner, he ripped off the idea from Peter York, who had expounded it
earlier on BBCZ's The Info Show [but nobody stays up that late to watch BEBE].

Technically, most of these symhols are emblems or idents rather than logos.-
The Dxford Dictionary defines a logo as a printed symbol {not a heraldic device] used
by' a corporation or business company etc. as its emblem; the word is short for
logotype and comes from printers' jargon to cover the situation where a word {logos in
Greek} was used so frequently it  was worthwhile making up a block of type for the
complete word {rather than setting it up letter by letter}. Of course, not many printers
use type set in metal these days but the expression has stuck. '

Most of these TV emblems are abstract symbols or devices rather than words!
In the TU" business fl1ey are often called visual idents, short for identification symbol, _
since they were used to distinguish the station you were watching {or which had
created the programme that followed}.

F ine -  end of lecture, over to the inimitable Tony Currie...
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TONY CURRIE on the confusion surrounding TV company logos

ust when i thought

dreaded disease
ident—itis had mercifully
passed as by, I was

further outbreak on our
new age screens.

Tuning in to The Biff on
Thursday evening, you spot the
Thames Television Production
symboi at the end with the curi-
o'us appendage, "...for Yorkshire
TV'. Then suddenly up comes
"A Yorkshire Presentation for
IT'l.IIll straight after it. Constema—
tion. Has Sun Hill moved to the
Yorkshire Dales?

Neat programme is Minder:
‘t'ou would be forgiven Eur ex-
pecting the Thames end logo
but are confronted with "A Cen—
tral Programme for iTU'. llit'llttiat's

occurring, my son? Has Arthur
Daley finally moved his busi-

_ ness to Birmingham? Then
Iliere’s a sudden burst oi ex-

' eflfiflivo Issue 19

. t he  perils o f  that

aiarmed to see signsof a -

pensive and unfamiliar new'
local iogo.

i t ry seeking sanctuary
from these confusing images
over on (:4, where they are
screening a 1951 episode of _
The Avengers. End iogo cre—
d its an ABC production. Then

- _ a credit for Weintraub Enter-
tainment. copyright 199G.
.Then a whole mass of stuff
keyed over a bit of scratchy
blank film ending with: A
Screen First Production for
Channel Four. Copyright
Channel Four 1992.

Has the W world gone
mad! Even the BBC-1 giobe
ain’t what it used to be.

When did the first symp- '
toms of this dreadful disease
first show up!

In the beginning" there-
was the sunburst: The Associ»
ated—Rediflusion sunburst.

It revolved” more or iess
gracefully to the low-budget

accompaniment of
five notes on a Ham-
mond organ,
proclaiming the ident-
ity of the nation's first

. commercial TV chan-
nel.

lT‘v'company nurn—
bertwo 'horrowed' the
famous eye symbol
from US network CBS;
mubfed it  and filled
the centre circles with
the first three letters of
the alphabet, coupled
with three bongs on a
set of chime bars.
Company number

' three wanted to use
the same three — iet-

' . t e r  ident i f icat ion. so

Identity Crisis company number two
graciously changed
their name from the
Associated Broadcast—
ing Company to to
associated TeleVi—
sion. The rest stuck.

Now when there
were only two com-
panies — as i n
September 1955 -—
there was an obvious
logic to putting some
kind o f  identification
fore and aft home-
grown produce. to

. alertyour new viewers
to your role in  its cre-
ation. But the new
commercial network -
grew, Topsy—like. Gra-
nada sprouted what
might have been a di-

. pole aerial or perhaps
a thin umbrella which
pointed to I‘the North".
It did so without the
benefit ‘o-Eeven a single
musical instrument.
thye. they're a'canny
lot up  North.) The
Mark II version otC
Television 'sprang to

Sco t t i sh

rill—vision!
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life in a white triangle, and
no expense spared for both
chime bars and a kettle
drum.

Thenthey all got in on
the act. Big letters with littie
letters inside them; circles,
squares, stars, crosses,
dotted rectangies, dissected
iines or boxagons all littered
with ships, anchors, lions,
dragons, or statues. Ulster
Television’s logo, chosen
from over 450 submitted to
the company, was, in the
words of its designer, Roy
Irwin, ’based on an elec—
tronic pattern’ while Ron
Goodwin piayed "the
Mountains of Mourne’ on a
ceieste. So now you know.

With the first round of
franchise changes in 1953
things became even more
bizarre- Harlech tried mass-

I
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nada shoved its dipole into
the middle of the ietter G.
Westward swapped a car—
toon ship for an Airfirr
model. -

More new companies
meant more grotesque im- '
ages. i t  - was Vic tor  .
Lewis—Smith on BBC-2’s TV -

. —
- HE” Wilt) fil'Sl {:lISCOVEi'Bd mm
the Law of Logos. This

_ statesthat the size and com '

Er
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hypnotism on its viewers; . .
Thames andtWT started
with dignified and simple
typestyles but soon found
moving pictures irresistible,
and - Yorkshire introduced
yet another geometrical
shape into the mix '—— a
chevron; _

By now, every pro—
gramme had a logo fore and
aft, and probabiy the local
company ident somewhere
in the middle. What, I won-
der did Average Viewer
make of it ail?

Come the start of colour,
ATV tried another act of
mass hypnotism ‘with its
wobbly trumpets and its
wobbly circles. Mean-
while many companies
just ieaned over for the
{colourise' pot on the vision
mixer and turned their old
black and white logos into
nice new blue-and-white
ones. From time to time

_ cent of the ABC {Mark It]
_ logo, Ulster made a sitver

plerrity of the logo is in
inverseproportion to the
size of the company. Thus
TSW in Plymouth created a
monstrosity that looked-
suspiciously iike a set of
green wobbiy bikini-tops,
replete with the Registered
Trade Mark symboi in the
corner. {Would anyone
want to steai iti'}

TVS used new digital
picture manipuiation
techniques to re_-invent the
chevron, and Central neVer
seemed to be certain of
what their iogo was meant
to be. Sure, it was a circle,
but did it have a coloured
shadow or was it more like
a badiy siiced Dutch
cheese?

Meanwhile, revamping
broke out all over the
country. LWT went ail pa—
triotic with its red, white
and blue stripes, HTV redis-
covered the dipole,Thames
put St Paui’s into a triangle
that seemed rather reminis-

London
Weekend ,

Television

MERID IAN

version of their logo that
looked more appropriate as

' a Goif Club trophy. And -
Scottish constructed a mov-
ing thistle out of a left-over
box of liquorice alisorts-

Now here we are in
t993. ‘A new generation _

4

to lo Iris ion

new designs emerged. Cara— I. 459” and m5 F399— iflem hens mm a" lite in" Combs

40 _

_ bilised

has emerged. Carlton is thtI
_ first company to have de-

veioped immunity to this
disease and came up with
reai people instead of err-

-pensive animation. But old
habits die hard in Plymouth,
where Westcountry have
discovered the letter 'W‘
{once a star in its own right,
of course, in an episode of
Sesame-Street} and Meridian
have reactivated the Redifiu—
sion logo as a sunburst with
a iittle face in. it. Aw.

All this is still hugely con-
fusing for Average Viewer. _
A couple of years ago, the
ITV companies got together
and agreed that all these
conflicting images desta—

the channel’s
identity, so at no iittle ex—
pense the corporate tTV iogo
was designed together with _

_' subtie regional differences in
the little triangie. Didn’t last
Iong, did it? Channel Four
always insisted that it would
never show" anything other
than defunct cuisenaire
sticks at the start 'of its pro- -
grammes, but regrettabiy
lacked the courage to obiite—.
rate yards of doodles from-

_ the other end.
New satellite and cable _

stations know what the
. game's abouL ‘lhey never

let anybody else-*5 iogo ap-
pear, since they knowthat in
a multichannel environment

' it’s essential that Average
Viewer knows exactly which
channel he is watching and
- most important-of all -
which channel she wants to
tune in to again.

if ITV doesn't do some—
thing about its identity now,
it may become totally
anonymous in the all too
near futurefl
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A Bucket 0f Smoke " I
by Bernard Wilkie

Although I have always base. and will always be, a dedicated engineer. at that
time in my career I felt a deep yearning to return to the boards. It  was 195 1 and I
had been at Kingswood Warren for three years. In many ways I was enjoying an
ideal existence - a drawing office in a beautiful mansion. set in magnificent
grounds. and just a short bike ride from home. There I played cricket in the
lunch hour and tennis in the evening. _

Why then didI make so many attempts to give it all up in order to subject
myself to the rat-race journey to London and the odiferous atmosphere of
Shepherd's Bush ?-

My reasons stemmed from the fact that during the final months of my
wartime service I became. by chance, a founder member of a theatre group in
Germany. Based in a small theatre in Bad Eiisen this outfit organised local and
travelling shows. My role {apart from a permanent invitation from my officer '
chums - and I was only a corporal - to drink their mess dry] was to run the
backstage mob which made and painted the scenery and props. The smell of
rotten size and greasepaint entered my blood and ever after I hankered to get
into show—business. I

My chance came when Richard Levin, the then new head of Scenic
Design, gave me an interview at Television Centre. I had just applied for, and
been rejected yet again. for a post in Television. but he was interested'1n my
"research'_' capabilities.

"Do you know anyfliing about fibregwiass?_ he asked. Like millions of
others I knew damn-all about this technique, which 1n 1951 was s1i11 in its
infancy. "Oh yes."Ireplied, hoping to bluff my w ay through his questions.

But he knew even less about the process than I did. "Good!" he said. "I've _
_ got a rep from Scott—Radar coming this afternoon and I‘d like you to taik to him.

Bebackhere 1112.15. "
It was a shortwalk from TVC to Hammersmith library, but I caught a fast

bus! At my urgent plea. the librarian dug out the scanty stuff they had on glass
reinforced plastic andI mugged up the buaa- words.

That afternoon, the rep who needed at ail costs to sell his firm' s products
was putty'In my hands.

I"it"Jhat release agents do you recommend? ' Iqueried h_augh1ily."a11d what
is the minimum gel time?“ Thinking me tube the man in charge. this rep kissed
my feet [metaphorically] and rabbited on for hours. Richard Levin was so
impressed that he immediately arranged for me to be given a '  three month
attachment to his unit'1n Television. . -

I was in!
In those days bulky items of scenery were constructed of plaster; they '

were heavy. fragile and usually very damp. It was my task to re-create
prototypes of these in fibreglass. I started by moulding a nine foot column
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complete with cap. Levin was over the moon. Here was a scenic item which
could he carried by one man instead of four and which when knocked over, '
ue1thershattered1nto a thousand pieces nor dented the studio floor. ' -

My stock rose by manic inches.
For almost a week my boss carried this column wherever he went. It was

taken into meetings . shown to other heads of sections and photographed for the
local press. My reward was that he penned a personal memo to HRH requesting
that I be released from engineering and given a permanent post in television
design.

_ i was really'1n. '
Epoxy resin has a nasty habit of going orifice! if too much catalyst' 13

added. Ever'1n a hurry I took chances which didn t always come off. It was
when I was dashing from the plaster workshop carrying a smoking bucket of
red hot resin that I came to the attention of my [to he] lifelong mate and partner
Jack Kine. We w ere to form the first ever television special effects unit But
that's another storyr . '

Father Of Australian Telev1srou Dies
‘_ Iames Hubert Thomas Fis her, the telecommunications researcher who pioneered the _

introduction and development of broadcasting 1n Australia died'm 1992 at the age of
- 81. Here 1s a brief summary of the life of this remarkable Australian.

Born 1n 191 1 Jim Fisher dev sloped a listen interest in the concept of television
soon after he commenced engineering Studies at the University ofAdelaide in 1923. _ -
He joined the Postmaster-Generals Department {PMS} as a cadet engineer in 19311, -

- and after qualifying 1n engineering moved to Melboume 1n 1935 to work 1n the Phil}
Research Laboratories. -

_ Iim spent much of his time studying overseas technical publications which
re ported eariy television experiments and triais then under way in several countries. - .
He began to prepare himself and his country for the inevitable advent of  television
still some 20 years in the future.

In 193? to raise the awareness of teievisien within the Ans traiian engineering
fraternity he prepared a paper entitled “Recent Developments'1n Television which
he presented to the Institute of Engineers. He illustrated the principles involved by
demonstrating a hand-built tele1 Isien system of his own design. Rudimentary
though it  was, his  svst‘em was as technically advanced as any in the world at the time
and produced one of the first television usages on a cathode ray tube ever seen in

' Australia.
In 1933 Mr Fisher prepared the first of many secret. reports on television for

the Commonwealth Government. These reports forecast the characteristics likely '
costs and establishment of a television service particularly in the Melbourne area.

The advent of World War Two interrupted his telev1s1on' research as he was
redeployed to urgent and secret development work on 131131.111 coordinated work
on the design and manufacture of Australia'5 anti-a1 rcrat't Shore Defence Systems in
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1949 and from 1942 worked on radar-guided searchlight system.
After the war there was considerable pressure on Australia to adopt the British

495 line TV system. However Mr Fisher disagreed as he believed that this system was .
lagging 1n technical development and pressed forward for the 625 line system. This
latter system was finally adopted 1n Australia and it is largely down to Mr Fisher's
lone stand on this"leave thatwe now have this high Quality system

He travelled to the USA and Europe 1n 1949 to acquaint himself with the latest .
trends and upon his return to Australia, he commenced a training scheme for future
television industry personnel at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology from
1951 to 1956.

Mr Fisher left the PMS in 1954 to become Engineer-Television with the
Australian Broadcasting Control Board, where he wrote the first technical standards -
for television broadcasting. One year later he left the Board tobecome ChiefEngineer
of HS??? inMelbonrne where he managed the design, procurement and operation of
the studio up to and beyond the commencement ofTV broadcasts in 1956.

He was a most sought after “expert." on this new medium by technicians and
management alike. He remained 1n his position at I-ISV—l' until his retirement'1n 1913?,
but maintained his interestintelevision until the veryend. -

In 19 56 the Television Society of Australia presented Mr Fisher with its Colin
Bednall Award with the citation “No other single person can be credited with
contributing _ so much over _ so many years to the national and commercial-

_ broadcasting structure, and to the technical excellence of Australia' s television
' industry. He was also presented with an award in 1939 by the Federation of _
Australian Commercial Television Stations {FACTS}.

Those who worked with Jim Fisher remember him as a polite and genial
character. whose cultivated sense of humour could discover the lighter side of
difficult and complex situations. He was also endowed with a genuinehumility and‘a
keen desire to share his knowledge with others. To many he became known simply as
"Gentleman iim“ - a man who was born for research work and a man who was made
for his times. ' - '

[Taken from an article' 1n the 'Anstralasran'Telephone Collectors Society Newsletter.
in turn adapted from a piece by Steve Nason of Telecom Research Labs in the '
December 1992 1ssue of EechomcsAustrnhd}

'l-h I5- leelingfi age - he lactate I111
can reassures first time

dummmaud- _ _
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Taking Television To The Masses
byDonaId Wray

Television. you-will remember. was a Londoner‘s luxury inst before the war and
then afterwards when the service re-opened. There was much pressure to make -
it available to the whole country but the range of the VHF transmitters was
limited to less than 16!} miles. so numerous transmitters were required across
the country before such a luxury could be offered to all. .

Setting up the transmitters was a straightforward job-to be solved by
payn money to indusuy.. but getting the TV programme out to the transmitter
was a little more difficult in those days. Transmission of such signals was a
prerogative of the GPO. But. because w ideband signals were not commonplace.
the work of developing and installing the first links was undertaken by the
radio people {WE Branch] at Dollis Hill.

The first transmitter outside London was at Birmingham. Temporarily.
_ thiswas supplied with its programme by a 909MHz. multi-hop link starting
from the roof of Museum exchange which was conveniently near to the BBC.
That link was suppliedby GEC. It was soon relegated to standby status as a one

. inch diameter coaxial cable was equipped to carry the wideband signal. The
cable had been installed between London and Birmingham before the war for .
experimental multi— channel telephony. Quite a lot of new ground was broken
at DH 1n order to deliver the video signal 1n a satisfactory state. _

After Birmingham came transmitters at  Manchester. then Wenvoe to feed
South Wales and the West country. The Wenvoe link was developed at DH. It
used newly developed aflfluMHe techniques. many-pioneered and "plumbed"
at DH. but only for half of the hops. Alternate hops were at the much lower
frequency of 200MHz to reduce possible problems with interference from the
previous hop. This anaemia technology was also used to supply the Isle of
Wight transmitter which served the South coast. _

To satisfy Northern Ireland was going to be a problem.'The project was
hurried. somewhat unsophisticated but it worked. We set up a number of
inverted-V antennas on Black Mountain. to the north of Belfast, to pick up the
normal broadcast TV signals from Kirk o' Shotts. more than a hundred miles
away. A sensifive receiver extracted the TV signal which modulated a coaxial
line system running down the mountainside to a mobile TV transmitter.

Surviving photographs show the tractor - our only means of ferrying
equipment to the mountain-top - and the DH team. The interior of our
luxurious equipment room - a transportable battery hut— can be seen in a .
second photograph. flta pinch it  could hold two people and about four racks of
equipment.

The oath or has led or long and distinguished on rear in the Post Office and British
' Telecom. Hollis l-llll' rs  thencm e oftlle GPUs old research sic tion, the predecessor
oflls present esto bllslnnenl ot  a-lor'lleslm:11 Heath. -
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Nevis From The Past _
Two items from Wireless World, 14111 July, 1933:

AP. LINETESTShFTERHUURS
h. Ft’ireless World reader happened upon an interesting test by the hlexandra Palace .
sound transmitter after 11pm on Iuly let. it. light orchestra in the studio played
alternately under 1“Test A" and ”Test B", and enquiry revealed that in one case the

_ modulated microphone currents were being conveyed to the transmitter via line to
Broadcasting House and back. In the other, the normal link to the control room was
used. The tests were carried out to determine what loss. if any, was noticeable on. a
long line. and itis understood that the results were of an encouraging nature.

WATIONhL 'I'ELEVISIl'lN
0n the Downs near Brighton experimenters were recently successful 1n receiving. at
good programme value the television transmissions from the Eiffel Tower Whilst
this does not constitute a record distance for the receptionof television, for a
Middlesbrough experimenter. at 220 miles. received the .hlexandra Palace

transmissions _ a few weeks ago. it  does mark a milestone in the history of
' international television. It must he remembered that the Downs. at the point where

the receiver was situated, being approidmately 600 feet shove sea-level, was an
exceptionally good position for the reception of Paris.

. A Tirade
The follonang piece is an extractfi‘om an extremely tho aghtfui article by Philr
Parker'1n the respected broadcast trade magazine Binadcast Hardware
International in which he manages forcefully and contdncingly his
growing disenchanhnent and incompatibility with the current scene. Do
read itand see whatyou think.

I was a broadcaster; my skills happen to have been engineering but the design and
equipping of studio centres for the production of programme and distribution of a

_ public service was the objective. And that of my contemporaries. We were lucky
enough to work at a time when a television service was being created and it was hard,
exciting work and a great deal of fun. I suspect that is nota perquisite of today.

The current concept of l'cost centres" from which a maximised return must be
obtained on a purchased licence to transmit "entertainment” to the largest possible
audience. in competition with other cost centres is alien to me. Nor is it one with
which I have any sympathy.

I find it also increasingly difficult to keep up with the technology, and the
polarisation of the manufacturing industry into a few powerful and foreign
companies does not make i t  any easier.
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It is all a far cry from when we Chief Engineers were on first name terms with
the manufacturers' development staffs, and hills for that matter, and the mutual
exchange of ideas led to British television hardware manufacture and broadcast
service that was without equal in quality. In short I am disenchanted with the
industry and the people who have taken it over. ' ‘

Which brings me to broadcasting in the UK. 0n Ianuary 1st 1993 the biggest-
change in UK commercial broadcasting since its inception in 1955 took place with, as
a result of an auction, four new companies succeeding to unsuccessful incumbents
and the whole of  the network now free to amalgamate in whatever groups they feel
could be profitable, with foreignownershipnot -
excluded. -- ' '

The fears evoked by the Broadcasting not, born of dogma and enacted in spite, -
look like being realised. The unique British compromise that was the Independent
Television Companies network has been broken up and the BBC is under threat with '
a deliberate restriction of its income whilst stipulating that it_ must maintain a public
service, i.e. make the expensive minority-interest programmes and leave profitable
game shows and other crap to the ITC franchisees. Iwonderif any evaluation of value
for money, similar to that the Beeb has regularly to undergo, will. ever be required of
these newcompanies. _ _ - _ . _

_ At the very time when the technology advances are all about fragmentation,
new channels and providing cheap technical means of non-studio production, what
we are seeing is a closing if the ranks and a reduction in the number of companies.
Worse, a closing of studios and wholesale redundancies. Which is a double-edged
blow. First, the lhss of true engineering staff at the coal face means no feedback to
British equipment manufacturers. A more serious loss than it would appear on the
surface because we no longer manufacture primary equipment in this country but
systems and post-production hard and software. One of the reasons for the success of
British companies in this field has been this traditional interplay between customer
and supplier. ' ' '

But equally serious is the “publishing house“ concept poses to home
programme production. Again, on the face of it, the closing of the franchisees' own
studios and the proposed establishment of a central, independent. scheduling office
would appear to create more opportunity for independent producers.

Well, so it  might but it  is  unlikely to do the non Sun-reading punter any good.
It is obvious what the oft referred—to *market forces" will do to the breadth and quality
of output. The evidence is  available. Look at the new ’"brighter"r morning programmes
and judge the mental level at  which they are aimed. Look at  Sky One,  lifestyle, MTV,
the cable services, even the Children’s Channel. Not much from new producers and a
minus quantity of what used to be called the fine arts. Take the films and sport away
from the BSkyB network and what have you got. For this, on esryea own valuation,
the subscriber will have to cough up £240 annually. flny suggestion that the licence
fee should be anywhere near this figure would bring the Government down but make
your own evaluations. - - _ l _ . "

Producers are not likely to malts their fortunes either for the contracts to be
offered stipulate that the copyright of the programmes resides with the I'l'lrr
companies, i.e.-just a one—off payment with no repeat fees. or income from foreign
sales. Nor will the producers he allowed access to the Central Scheduler. Heads I win,
tails you lose. Hardly likely to encourage a growth industry in independent
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production. Even the American production companies with a much greater heme ._
market often sell to the networks at  below cost i n  order to reap the rewards from the
foreign market. .

" ' its I write however there is a ray of hope for the Office of Fair Trading have
‘ objected 1n the strongest of terms and this time they might even get support from a

_' -vaciliating Government. As there has been no.  comment from that source on the .-
published programme schedules of the new companies which blatantly bear no
relation to the promises made when applying for the franchises, I shouldn than}: on
it. '

The much vaunted improvement in services and greater choice for "Ice Soap“
Just has not happened. But who ever thought it would? A society committed to _
measuring worth'1n terms of return on capital invested is hardly likely to have any .
sympathy with a public service that considers minorities have rights.

tsen'ptions' to Broadcast Hnrdwm'e International cost £54 11 year, detoiis on 9623-
??3935. . _

"P'ostcript: Here are two recent news items which underline Phil‘s point. -
_' The first quote is from the Inlyffiugnst issue of Television Buyer
magazine. It 15 made by Neil Pittaway, Head of Post-Production, BBC _

' Television. He says: "Operating costs are more important to me than -
picture quality." . ' . -

And the Julyifiugust'1ssue of international Broadcasting reports
the BBC has replaced retiring director of engineering Bill Denney, 5?,
with an appointee from —- waitfor it — the leisure trade. Rod Lynch,
formerly marketing director of the Forte Hotels chain, becomes the
managing director of the new resources, engineering and services
directorate. Uh well, a man who thinks it’s OK to make toasted teacakes _ .
on a griddle floating m bacon grease in the Little Chef restaurants is .
obviously the ideal man to pu t '111 charge of a trivial technicality like
engineering at the BBC. Pass the sick bag and abandon hope... -

Another Look "atTelerecordings _
Dicky Hewett delves non- technicoiiy into aspects of

_ filmed TVimoges ‘
The worlds first recording'of a television image can be dated as...... well, what’s in a '
date? The BBC reckon they did it  first {but then they always doi]. This recordn was '
of the Cenotaph ceremony on the 9th November 194?. Of course the big problem with
recording an electronic image [high definition only - I'm not including here low—def
stuff} on film is  hampered by the sheer seemingly incompatible mechanics of it at].

It’s true that simply by pointing a cine camera at a TV screen, an image of sorts
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will result. But "scan hers" and general picture instability will occur, due to the
concomitant unsynchronised shutterlfi'lir scan rate. {Actually an unsynchronised
camera with a mirror reflex viewfinder system can overcome scan bars by slightly
varying the camera's shutter speed The operator has to keep watching the 1mage
through the viewfinder and varying the speed all the time in order to keep the scan
bars away. ]

_ For a full-quality necorded'image, both fields of the TV interlace Efiflth sec}
have to he recorded by the film camera [running at 25 frames per second}. The first
stumbling block is that half of the time a cine camera film transport intermittent is
blanking out the timage; this to allow for the film to be pulled down. Engineers had
to overcome iittle problems like that - losing half the picture information.

Initially. an attempt was made to record the firii interlaced picture.- In
February 1939. C.D.Browne and Gordon Newton at Elvfl linked a 35mm Mechau film
mechanism with a projection CRT and an image sourced from an Emitron camera.
[The German Mechau film system used a drum'of eight mirrors that followed and
held stationaryr an image relative to the moving film for the duration of a complete
scanning cycle. Mechau projectors were used as telecine machines with Emitron
cameras picking up the image by poking into the optical path. Results were quite
crude].

MECHmJ MECHRNISM
was Mme DfiuM '-

(Mummies momma)
BBC beam
WITH \JINTEIQWLTD
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The EMI film recording {Paul Lucas "eating” out 'of a giant tin of Fluxite]
displays optical distortions associated with the Mechau system, not helped by
appalling studio lighting [an duglepoise at eye level!]. However, the resulting short
test film is an impressivedemonstration and the system was further developed by the
BBC immediately post-war. {If it wasn't for that bloody war we could have had colour
Tb 1950! ...and perhaps still have abroadcast TV electronics industry!”

finother system of film recording was devised by the 3305 Engineering
Research Department. This was constructed to record the 1953 - Coronation
broadcast. The system was called the Suppressed Frame method. To quote from a
BBC Engineering Monograph [No.1], "....this system means that the recording cycle
would consist of  exposure only during one whole television frame [field] while the
film was stationary in the gate and the pull-down of the film taking place during the
next [suppressed] television frame.

In other words, only 202 X lines of  picture information gets exposed. This loss
was at  first regarded as possibly intolerable but many test recordings [all 35mm film]
proved that the loss of vertical resolution was by no means unacceptable. The
"missing“ lines were spot-wobbled to fill the gaps. [Closed-up viewing of the
Coronation film reveals the Queen's eyebrows are missing in some shots, lost
between the lines}. The final pictorial results always hinged on  the line-up skill of  the
recording engineers. When these Suppressed Frame recordings were good, they were
very good. . .

Next on the scene {around 195?} came the Stored Field system- Here all the
lines were recorded, with the alternate vertical scans "stored"_ in a special CRT as an
"afterglow". This "afterglow" was boosted in order to compensate for the decay during
storage. Both fields then appeared to have equal intensity when they were exposed
together before the camera. It goes without saying that all the above- mentioned
systems involved lots of  nifty electronics and Ingenious ".solutions“ Later, a 16mm
"quick pull-down" system was developed. This system speaks for itself The film was
rushed though the intermittent in order to capture as much of the interfaced picture
as possible. {The News at Alexandra Palace used one of these channels... it  had a
bright blue screen and screamed a lot, as I recall" }

With the advent of  tape. [lgfiflish at the BBC} film recording techniques moved
sideways to provide programme export copies and archive material.{1t’s these
"export telerecordings‘f that saved the BBC‘s archival bacon when the tapes were
eventually wiped}.

It's a little- recalled fact that in the mid-19685,"'stored field" recordings were
used as a drama production tool. What happened was this. Eager and impatient
producers got fed up with the time-consuming, messy and difficult process of VT
"editing" {using a microscope and metal adhesive]. So what they did was record

_ electronic studio scenes onto tape in the normal WE‘ , [perhaps scene by scene] and
then later in post-production convert the se taped scenes into telerecordings. Once on
35mm film, all the production fluffs, jumps and wobbles were edited out and scenes
tightened up or rearranged, inst like a real motion picture. Elisually the end results
were very dynamic. Exterior "inse rt“ scenes were filmed in  the normal way with
ordinary 35mm  cameras and then edited in with the studio electronic stuff. an very
fine, but one could always tell when the medium changed. Even a very high quality
525 line TR is no match for a 35mm movie monochrome image. {Equal to at least 1250
lines}.- This novel telerecording and film drama system was not seamless, but it
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gained favour for a short while. Once tape to tape dubbing with frame accuracy
arrived. the old TR drama system flew out the cutting room window. However. it  was
fortunate that telerecordingtechniques tested as long as they did. otherwise we‘d
have nothing much left to show of  the monochrome era.

CLASSICTVHEAVEN -
505. 605. ?05
If you're one of the many who _
believes British TV is the last in
the world. ‘E'lassie T‘in" Heaven‘ is
all you need to 1tvin any;r argument
hands down; 5i: near-three hour
vohunes. all but the first in colour.
present the very best in home-
prodeeed entertainment. from ' _ .. '
Richard Greene's original ‘Rohin '
Hood” Waugh Sixties classics like

. ‘Danger man’ and ‘Randalt and
Hopkirlt (Deceased? to Tony
Curtis and a pre-
Bond Roger Moore

_ in "The Persuaders'.
i t ’ s  action and
adventure at] the
way. covering the
fifties, Sixties [three .
volumes] and
Sevent ies  (two
volumes] in style -
and eagle-eyed
boa-watchers will

- enjoy seeing
famous names like
Felicity Kendal].
Faye Duaaway and
John Thaw take
their first steps to
station -1

iflfi Tr aghast '

[UJPG'J ITC Video
_ Running Time: 169
' - 192 urinates each volume
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. _ ANNOUNCING _ .
THE NATIONALP0P cununE

MEMORABILIA
FAIR

THE NATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE
+ — L BIRMINGHAM - . - *SUNDAY IIIIh OCTOBER 1993 12—6pm

- ' Forcellectahles OI:
POP MUSIC TELEVISION COMICS FILM FASHION+

- ' - DESIGN SCIENCE FICTION etc. '
" For Example _

RECORDS TOYS+GAMES COMICS ANNUALS POP-iSTYLE'
DECOR SOUVENIRS AUTOGRAPHS GUM CARDS POSTERS,‘

._ MAGAZINES BADGES GUITARS etc. -

I THE LARGEST EVENT OF ITS KIND
r - (500 STALLS)

THE MAIN DEALERS AND COLLECTORS FROM ALL OVER THE COUNTRT AND ABROAD - '
WILL CONVERSE ON THE N.E 8 FOR THE DAY, THE 1|II'EI‘IIUE IS IDEALLT LOCATED WITH UNMATC LIED

_ - ROAD RAILAIIHTAIR ACCESS. THE EVENT WILL BE NATIONALL‘I’ ADVERTISE!) - ' _
‘ ' AND IS ASSURE] MUCH ADDITIONAL PUBLICITY.

Sialis £25 (5 Iuet table prwided} Beak eaIly If} amid disappeinimenI The aIganisers have my Peas HI
- experience mIIecIing and dealing In Pep Cuitere Mermahilia and will he pieased In deal IIIIh any enquiries- _

contact:- Papfidhmflmbifiafalmafidfl'mgshemugh Barium, E35991: BIZ @121: £41 351'4435
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Simple Servicing
_ byMol'coIm Barrel!

Many large radio and TV repair workshops were equipped with some basic test
equipment such as a signal generator and an oscilloscope. Field engineers together
with the original proliferation of small dealerships, however, were limited to a few
basic tools plus an Avometer. Fault diagnosis was therefore dependent upon
experience and an understandingof the circuitry' in use.

I’Bloclt Di agram“ Approach and ”Frame" Problems
Fault location in valve-type TV receivers was usually easier than with modern
equipment. This was mainly due to the fact that it was possible to imagine the
receiver to be composed of a number of separate ”blocks“. Thus if the screen image
collapsed to a single horizontal line {frame collapse] it  was probable that the fault lay
in the field timehase or field output stage. Usually the engineer immediately tried a
replacement valve {or valves] 1n the hope of curing the defect.

If valve substitution did not provide a solution the engineer would resort to
voltage checks and visual inspection. If this proved inconclusive it was necessary to
isolate flie' problem to either the field oscillator or the field output stage. Since the
field output stage was designed to operate at SflHz, injecting a 5flI-Iz signal into the
control grid via a [LIpF capacitor should result in a distorted form of field scan if this
stage was to be presumed as functioning correctly. The most convenient source of a
EDI-Is l'test" signal was, of course, available 111 the heater chain- usually on one of the
heater pins of the field output valve itself. If successful attention would then have
been directed solely to the field oscillator section.

Shack Supplies! '
Voltage checks often saved considerable searching. Most impoflrtantly however a
quick check to ensure the HT, mains input and heater supplies were as specified
could certainly save considerable effort where the overall receiver performance
seemed inferior. -

Logic, Line Timehase and EH'I' _ _ '
Many faults could be rapidly locatm by observing symptoms and exercising a logical
approach. Of course, as with modern receiver techniques, some stages were
interdependent. A flyhaclt type of line output 5tage, for example, also produced the
EHT supply for the CRT final anode together with supplies from the boosted HT rail
for the CRT first anode and, in some cases. a supply for the field oscillator or even the
audio preamplifier. Knowing the symptoms created by various faults and comparing
the subtle discrepancies could save a great deal of time.

Slightly low EHT would result in the screen image appearing overall larger
than normal, perhaps with slight defocussing and lack of brilliance. Increasing the
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brightness control setting might well result in the picture "ballooning" outwards and
perhaps completely disappearing. lIIIIften this would indicate poor regulation of the
EHT supply caused by a low emission EHT rectifier valve. However, although a
replacement often produced an improvement, observation of  the image at a very low
brilliance setting might reveal the image lacked sufficient horizontal amplitude.

' That would suggest the output stage was operating at reduced efficiency which
would also affect the EHT supply. attention could then be directed to the line output

' valve, the output transformer, the drive from the line oscillator etc.

Is it REILLY "Dead"?
Usually a completely “dead" set suggests a power supply fault. No sound or vision,
however might mean anything but a "dead“ mceiver. Are all the valve heaters lit? Is
there any illumination {raster} on the screen? Ifuot, is  there EHT? Is any form of  noise
audible from the loudspeaker?

Sync. orAGC?
As anoflier example, assume a set from the mid-sixties where there is uncontrollable '

' picture contrast with perhaps rather "harsh“ sound from the loudspeaker. This could _
denote a fault on the AGC line but a clue mighthe obtained by attenuating the aerial

input signal in which case an unsynchronised image might he resolved. Attention
could then he directed to the sync. separator stage. In this circuit the AGC [mean-
level'AGC] is obtained from the negative bias present on the control grid of the sync. '
separator valve. The contrast control behaves as a potential divider between the

' positive HT supply and the negative bias from the sync. separator. If the valve
develops a fault or the coupling capacitor becomes leaky, this negative bias will be
absent.

Conversely. if attenuating the aerial input produces a weak synchronised
_ ' image but operating the contrast control has no effect a voltage check on the AGC

line might reveal the absence of negative bias on one side of  the feed resistor which'111
all probability could be open circuit. An interesting note is the cause of a pale but

_ well defined 1mage where the contrast control is again ineffective. a. voltage check
mightalmost certamlyreveal the HTfeedtothe control 1s open circuit.

Sync. or Timebase Fault? '
Synchronisation defe-Cts could occasionally manifest as loss of either line or field
locking. With such faults the ‘hold" control could he ad1usted to perhaps produce a
momentarily stationary image which would simply not Iflock" solidly. These were

" often due to sync. separator problems [e.g. high resistance screen grid feed resistor]
but could also be due to defects 1n the coupling of sync. pulses to the respective
timebase or a fault'in a phase-locked-loop (e.g. flywheel sync. } or a sync. amplifier.
Other timebase problems, however, might have been due to a leaky capacitor or
alteration of a resistor value to severely alter the speed of the timebase such that _
operation ofthe respective 1'holcl" control would not lock the image.-

. Signal Circuits ' ‘
The signal circuits of  most receivers proved fairly reliable. Where a turret tuner was

- used, switching channels might produce splashes on the on the screen and audible
I'cliclrs" from the loudspeaker to indicate a problem prior to the IF stages, almost
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certainly in the tuner unit if investigating a "no signals" fault. Apart from valve
problems HT and screen feed resistors could become open circuit whilst ceramic
feed-through capacitors were sometimes prone to SIC.

Often [not  always however] thefirst IF was common to both sound'and vision.
This should not he discounted if investigating loss of both signals although

sometimes faint programme audio could break through. Complete loss of audio
would direct attention to the respective IF or detector stage assuming some audible
“hum“ were present from the loudspeaker. Touching the "wiper" tag on the volume
control should produce "clicks“ and increased "hum" if the output stage were
operative.

Loss of vision with a healthy raster present could indicate either vision IF. the
video detector or the video-output stage was at fault. Touching the input to the
control grid of the output valve should produce some faint patterning o r  I'hum" bars
on the screen. Germanium detector diodes [where used} often became high
resistance or SEC and were hast checked outof  circuit.-

Picture Defects
I'Flat" highlights giving a restricted greys cale could be due to the detector diode, video
amplifier or even a maladjusted interference. limiter. A dim picture where highlights
began to change to a negative image usually indicated falling CRT emission but i t  was
worth ensuring the heater supply and EHT were as specified by the makers.

' A dark picture might be due to a high resistance feed to the CRT first anode
whilst a SIC decoupling capacitor in this area would resul t '1n complete absence of
screen illumination. -

Loolume
Low volume was often due to a defective cathode bypass capacitor. the output valve
and in a few cases to partially shorting turns i n  the output transformer or
loudSpealcer. A low-gain IF stage [valve fault?) could create similar problems but
only after extensive investigation should any attempt at realignment of the tuned
circuits have be made. f -

Interchanging 1il’nlvuesi’

Finally, most receivers equipped with valves used a common type in several stages.
particularly the IFs where EFSUs, EFEI 15 or EFBfls proliferated. Since variations
occurred in the quality and performance, receiver manufacturers often selected a
batch for a specific task. These might have heen especially marked with a paint spot. '
This-is one reason it was often advised that valves of a similar type should not he
interchanged although from the viewpoint of fault investigation it w as often useful to
temporarily transpose the vision and sound IF devices 1n an endeavour for example
to locate the cause of  low audio output.
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In The Workshop!
- ._ BYPASS CAPACITORS
' _- Sometimes fact'rs stranger than fiction especially when the fiction"rs generally taken.

as the gospel. Here rs an- extract from Radio Comm unicotion May 1993 which we
reprint with acknowledgement In the original writenrs

__ Brian Bower G3CD] sends along BBC Technical Memorandum H.192? {90}
Supply Rail fly-passing in Video Circuitry with which he was involved before his
retirement. _This re introduced with the statement:

"In video circuitry [frequencies up to about fiMHs] one sometimes sees supply
rolls with an electrolytic capacitor used _for hy—passing together with a smaller
capacitor typically a 22a ceramic. across it  to improve I-IF performance. the
drawback to this has long been known but it not always appreciated "

The report concludes: "Supply rail by—passing'1n video circuitry should be by a
single capacitor. never by two .in parallel. A tantalum capacitor is preferable and
arrangements should he made to limit inrush current on switCh—on. In more general -
applications a parallel combination can provide lower impedance decoupling a t -
higher frequencies than a single electrolytic provided that component values are
chosen so that the parallel resonance _frequency71s placed where it will not be a
problem.- aseries element 1s—then optional. "

Steve takes the Tube from Derby
byPotHiIdred -_

' 'I always like to get involved and meet up with people of similar interests but unlike -
classic ear ',clubs- railway preservation sotietles- sports clubs and so on 495 Alive
doesn't necessarily lend itself to regular group meetings. For a Start there are not so
many of us around and those of  us- who are interested are normally too widely Spread

' to facilitate such activities. -
There is also a wide diversity of interests ranging from domestic sets in

general. pre-war only, 19595 dual-standard vintage servicing and broadcast gear
test cards and continuity, programme collecting and of coarse test card music. These
people also vary widely 1n age and experience. Not all these categories might mix '
with each other as well as  one mightexpect

However, the distance barrier between Leeds Nottingham and Derby was
bridged and almost all the above interests and categories were covered {apart from
sports] on Saturday 16 th Tanuary by three enthusiasts. ‘ '

I loaded a big Thorn ’Ultra' 1409 set  into the back seat of my Anglia. Being a 23"
-' it filled it  completely from side to side! I then sped to Nottingham: destination Steve

Iarnes' 5 place. Upon arrival I dumped the Anglia and we both departed in his Austin "
Somerset to hunt down and rescue a Ferguson 536T - a lozenge-shaped TV with
radio bui l t '1n from 1959, also a Defiant T3949T, a weird-looking set from 1949 with
the speaker above the 9" tube. These were lurking-1n damp garages in and around
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1ll'lest Eridgford. later. after a cup of tea- and a bite to eat listening to some unknown
but outrageously Efls sounds and watching some superb Bfls commercial TV material
on Steve's Sony TVS-9t] we sped off to meet Peter Stanley in Derby. [This also doubled
as a demo run to Steve to prove that it is  quite easy to run a 1961 so too Anglia off the
clock at 90mph with a quiet. happy engine. so to his disbelief we whiazed past all and
sundry with the needle bouncingoff the end stop and many astonished looks!) _

Peter greeted us heartily as  we stealthily picked our way between mountains of
err-rental colour sets - Philips Gfls. Kfis, Gas, Thorn Zflflfls, Them 150!) series and
Philips Style ms. We wound our way down to his coal cellar and the sea of floating
tubes {which had ran aground on this occasion due to low tidal}. Peter helped Steve
choose a suitable 19' example to take away [see photo}. 011 investigation of his
implosion guard collection we decided Bush and Murphy sets of the Efls far beat the
rest in weight They resembled a small rectangle of bullet-proof plate glass shop
windownearly half an inch thick! '

Much reminiscing was done about the days of  405 lines and the days his shop
was brimming with those sets as the colour ones now. - - ‘

We then went on to his house and admired his garden and the bulbs planted
along the border -- glass ones. with electron guns sprouting from the top of them.
They had been bedded not in compost but in Thorn 1409 faceplates, mainly 23"
Fergusons [whole TV fronts} face to earth. That border was headed by a mountain of
complete 140E! chassis! After wading through the patio full of various colour panels
entwined with grass. we moved into the workshop and finally the house, where. amid
copious cups of tea and TV sets, several hours were spent viewing .4flfi-line material
direct from a Sony (IV-2000 open reel video tape recorder. Various topics were
discussed including the merits of ans-line TV, (IV-2600, BBC continuity captions.
ails-line TV. preserved railways. aflfi-line TV, classic cars and horrible modern VHS
machines. - ' ' - - _ ' - ‘ - ' - -

All in all, a most entertaining evening was had by all, topped off by Peter‘s
mum who expanded our conversation away from TV topics 7- well done!

Many thanks to Peter and Steve for a great day out; others are planned. I
wonder who else we can persuade to join us. Brian Renforth would be good but he's a
bit of along way off. Maybe we can arrange one in the North-East with David Boynes. -

' There seem to be quite a few vintage TV nuts in the Tyne and Wear district. Indeed, I
thinkwe‘re all mad in the North! — -- -

.ris editorl really enjoyed reading this article and llrope you do too. It illustrates nicely
the social side of our hobby and I hope some day soon we will be able to arrange
informal meetings or get-togethers. Does anyone have any ideas? Would you like to fix
up something along these-lines? . _ . -

Pictures on next page:
- 1. Classic transport for classic enthusiasts - Pat‘s Anglia and Steve with his
Somerset. ' ' ' _ -
2 .  The ‘sea of tubes'. —- Peter selects a suitable example. Implosion guards in the-
l’flcksmuafl: . - ' - - -3 .  Steve looks-suitablyimpressed.
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The Flying Spots .
lhyt3cuaicm153borzdhgv

No, this is not about a circus not! It is about those monolithic monumental twin lens
' telecines made by EMIResearch laboratories.-

I joined Granada Television in Manchester when the studios first opened.
Afters short period'1n the maintenance department, it was decided that I should be
banished to telecin‘e.

Studio engineers in those days regarded telecine people as strange troglodytesI
- seldom emerging from their dark catacombs where they practised their discipline In

time, I too learned the black arts like using the de-fliclcering shims, cleaning'the
mirrors. oiling the governorandavoidingtheEi-IT! ' '

" fin M film scanning suite [to use. its correct title} was really an awesome
_ sight. It consisted of seven bays nearly eight feet high finished in grey hammered
paint. 1‘1 small control desk with a ten inch monitor and a polished oak shelf stuck out

- from hay two. We had two of these machines. They must have cerlahlly been the
largest single piece of  picture origination equipment ever made. Even an Ampere VR
1000 complete with its console would look puny beside one. An Elufl became part of
the building. bolted to the floor with 24 half-inch Rawlbolts and each cabinet bolted
at the top to the 'suck' side of  the air-conditioning trunking. The main frames of  thick
angle non looked as though they were made on the Clyde.

Of course the circuitry was all valves. Near to lflfl of them. Every diode was
' thermionic. Many large valves and power supplies were used to lock the one- third

horsepower motor to field drives. EHT at 25kt? for the scanning tube was derived
from the mains via a large transformer and a voltage multiplier with large capacitors,

_ all'1n an oil-filled box. I bet it could have given tflflmfi with ease. it smaller version of '
this supplied ItZIlc‘iJr for the monitor tube. None ofyour weedy flyback stuff here.- _

_ One of  our machines had a slide scanner with a separate tube. Changing over
the BET required opening abox on top of the EHT transformer. Despite all the
interlocks and greatchrome plated dischargerballs something always found enough.
hysteresis to give you a reminder who was boss. This slide scanner gave the highest

' resolution picture available on the station [approximately Fflfl lines per picture
width].. “Quite good for the ans-line days

- The success of these telecines was in large part due to the development by EMI
_ of  the 11—stage photomultiplier tube and the all-DC coupled video electronics. With-
‘ DC coupling one could get strange faults. If a valve early in the chain "died“ one
-- would find all subseduent stages alternately cut off or glowing red hot. lJ’alves were '

nice like that: unlike transistors. they did not die without a struggle and gave you a
‘ clue to what_was wrong. _
' The flying spots used continuous motion. The film moved smoothly through

the gate. No intermittent motion as in cinema projectors. Like a Rolls— Royce. they
made very little noise in motion. The gearbox which drove the various sprockets was
another beautiful bit of British engineering - all large bronze gears and 1artirmwheels.

once again in an oil-filled box. 011 top of this gearbox sat'the governor. I am sure this
came from an early wind-up gramophouel If the picture seemed to shrink and stretch
in height it was a sure sign that the leather pads on the governor required a drop of 3—
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. in - l .  By skilled mechanical design. the disc of the governor always flicked most of  the
oilstraightinto one's eye! _ _ _- _
' All this ponderous machinery coupled with a substantial flywheel on the
motor shaft had considerable inertia. _ filter pressing the stop button it merrily
coasted on for about 20 seconds. No problem when ranning out at the end of a reel of
a feature film. but disastrous when running commercial breaks. You would be in the
middle of the next breakbefore it stopped. _ ' --
_ The only method of rewinding was to take the reels off and do it manually!

The problem was overcome with a high-tech'idea. h Sturmey Archer bicycle hub
brake was fitted to the motor shaft. The Bowden cable was threaded through the
machine to a conventional cycle brake lever fitted entire edge of the control desk.
Success! A skilled operator could now stop on the exectfrarne of the next leader.

I remember one time when we had to replace one of these cables-I was
dispatched out to Manchester’s Deansgate where all the cycle shops were located. I

. showed my broken cable to one proprietor. who was obviously proud of his
- knowledge of  every part for every bike.- Truthfullyl told him it was for a flying spot.

"flying Spot?“ he said. "Must be foreign bike !" Anywaywe found a suitable cable.
I loved those old machines, even with all their idiosyncrasies. I-was very sorry -

to see them go. They were ourlast link with the oldEleii research laboratories where -
.real electronic television was born.'I would be pleased to hear from anyone who
knows whatbecame of any of the Ehfls,‘ especially Nos.- eand 1t]. _

We'll be happy to pass on letters or phone numbers lo Gordon. Incidentally, lie unites: __
”This is myfirst venture into ‘not really technical nailing and I hope it amuses you. I
have more tales of strange television activities. like telerecording' and the dreaded
Bidopltorl" We lookforwardto these. with great pleasure. la the meantime, here‘s a shot

_ ofGordon at the Organ' (well, firing spot controlpanel esteem}.
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Telet‘alk
byMalcoIm Burr-ell
Learning the Hall!) way! - '
Despite an ardent amateur interest in television it  was not until the latter part of the
sixties that I eventually became a service engineer. Although this was well into the
era of dual-standard 405E325 lines receivers a considerable number of arts lines-only _
receivers werestill in use. Indeed, the Thorn answer to the neat litfle KB Featherlite
was abudget 405 lines VHF 12" portable known as the "930" chassis. ' '

Most of my time was spent with various large rental companies but I spent a
couple of relatively peaceful years working for a small local private dealer in Ilford. I
had actually been acquainted with the proprietors; who were brothers, since a very
early-age. Anyway, when their much respected engineer decided to explore the early
world of computers the son of one brother was introduced to the firm with me as -
primarily - the “bone '.' engineer. Bythis time I had already had my fill of customer
relations problems and wanted. fora while at least. to concentrate upon TELEVISION
as a subject! _ ' . _

_ It was a neat little workshop situated in an outhouse behind the shop and
boasted an Advance signal generator and a small Telequipment oscilloscope. By
chance a couple of my uncles had been in the radio and TV trade and I had watched
one-literally polish a TV chassis which he had serviced. I subsequently concluded
from experience that this could be a dubious exercise because its possible to
introduce problems which may not previously have existed but nevertheless, this old
fashioned approach to the job inspired me to at least give due consideration to the
exterior appearance of  the repaired product when it  was delivered to the customer.

_ Although I can remember a Bush W22 being brought into the workshop for a
minor repair, these were also the days when some. see receivers in large walnut
cabinets were still inuse. ' -

ALovely Cabinet! _ _ _ . _ ' ' -
DnePhiLips 21“ receiver arrived. I can't recall the problem but do romember that
since it was large and the CRT was mounted separately in the cabinet. I decided to
upturn the set on an old blanket and work on the underside of the chassis whilst
observing the screen in a mirror which was propped against the wall. Unfortunately I
hadn't shaken the blanket and it was necessary to drag it with-the set around the
workshop once or twice. The shock came as we restored the set to its normal upright
position because some old screws had been trapped in the blanket. I still wonder how
much the firmwas charged to get it re-poiished! . -

Stuck! . : ' ' ' h' _
There was a plastic cabinet SobeiliMcMichael 1?" portable which seemed prone to
noisy edge-type controls. These were virtually impossible to dismantle and all four
were held on a single block-panel. Out came some rather nasty Radiospares switch
cleaner [in a yellow can]! Immediately the plastic on the controls melted and they
became immovable so that I spent the rest of the day trying to get them operable
again! " . . -
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Window Cleaning?
Dial drives on radios were often a problem but once I had the chassis out of the
cabinet it  was a grand opportunity to clean the glass. We annually used methylated
spirit to clean CRT screens and this'was used to clean the dial glass. It was beautifully
clean once I'd finis h ed -  not a trace of artwork left an it! I still can t recall how we got
out of  that one! Today I'd eitherhe inclined to play 1'"safe and rely upon a light dusting
or at most use snap and water!

Editor’s note: This point needs reinfiyrcing to everyone new to servicing. The legends
dpplind to glass and perspex tuning scales can become INCREDIBLY brittieand will
flake of with fire slightest provocation. Methylated spirits and other solvents can
sometimes produce beautifiri hncery of “fern leaves" on these glass scales but the
ariginailegends will be lost irreplaceably

Beginner's Guidetn Painting?
Some time later a 19" Pye in a cabinet with a plastic moulded front arrived. Having-
repaired it I decided to remove the marks from around the screen and mask. The
makers had sprayed the mask portion in a grey tone. Somehow it  seemed odd once it
took on the cream colour of the rest of the moulding! Ithus set out to a model shop to
procure some Humhrnl enamel and spent two days trying to get an even paint texture,
then was barely satisfied. Eventually Dave, the field engineer. informed me that i t
wouldn't matter since the customer was almost blind! '

Over-hauls
The shop '111 question was adealer 1n Pye, KB and GEC receivers. I developed a lot of
respect for KB whilst the 1ihean" -shaped GEE BTSUZ series always held a fascination
and there were still plenty around. By now, though, the picture tubes were becoming
tired and [fitted replacements to several. lbelieve the field output valve was a SUP 12
pentode hu t l  found a P134 operated well as a replacement. Part of my "overhaul“
operation usually involved replacing most of the capacitors an the timebase panel.
Having raplaced the CRT I did not want the set appearing the next week because of a
frame fault. The customer would insist ithadn‘t been there before!

‘ _ These sets usually performed extremely well, although they were very prone
to alignment problems which could often be cured by adjustment of one of. the
"beehive" trimmers. Nevertheless, I learned the hard way" that although the set
appeared to function well, a new picture tube placed a lot of stress on the U4? EHT
rectifier with the result that the set might well 1’hounce" back the following week. So,
although it  increased the cost, I always estimated for a new replacement, too.

How Do You switch It On? _ -
Later when I reioined the rental husine ss, a number of  dual—standard Philips receivers
appeared. These were hybrid sets and featured a volume control combined with the
mains switch. Nobody told me that the switch was of  the type where you pulled the
control knob to switch on. 011 several occasions, therefore, Iwas called to "dead" sets
and was mystified upon my early encounters that the switch didn’t operate when the
control was rotated and that, apart from the switch being apparently Oil: [of course I

' bridged it and ordered a replaceme at}, there was yet another fault which in most
cases was an Dill dropper! -
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lnflammahle Cocktail! -
'Most workshops operated on a tight budget and some switch cleaners were
expensive, such that the stores were often out of  stock. I therefore produced my own
concoction with a little methylated spirit, switch cleaner. oil. graphite and anything
else I could find. It worked effectively until lcleaned a wavechange switch in a radio.
Since some tags carried an HT potential my little potion was sufficient to set it alight!

More About Switch |Eleanor!

When field servicing I kept a can of switch cleaner 1n my tool case. Unfortunately the
can leaked and the surplus liquid was ab sorbed by a dropper resistor which I needed
to use as a replacement. It was the ONLY one of  its type I had to hand. The device was
easily fitted but upon power-up rapidly engulfed the entire room in a noxious fog! It
was a delicate task explaining the problem to the customer and assuring her that the
set had not caught fire!

Canned!
Finally, although not a story relating to "vintage TV it serves to show that its easy to
overlook elementary servicing principles!

Some years ago, one busy Saturday morning, I was called to service a Philips
GE colour receiver which was exhibiting the symptoms of an unstable thyristor
power supply. Half the morning was wasted replacing components then trying TWO
replacement panels. lwas almost desperate hutwatched in mild interest as a small
boy wall-zed into the room to clean the floor with a vacuum cleaner. As soon as he
switched-on the fault on the set cleared ~ until he switched~off again. _ It transpired
that, due to a peculiar fault of the house wiring. the set was receiving about lflflV from
the mains - until another appliance was connected elsewhere in the room! Why
didn’tl measure the input voltage? ‘

Of course I could expand upon the day the tailgate on my car flew open and
dumped a new colour TV'1n front of ahus“ .hut that's a story bestleft untold! _

///
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Notes And Queries
How many old TV commercials have survived? {HP}
In fact many {but not all by any means} survive, well back to the 1950s and fills. Those
made since, say, the mid-19?fls tend to be held by the In: association. formerly the
IT? Companies Association, whilst many are still kept by the original advertisers or,

- more commonly, their advertising agencies. Yet more are in vaults at Pinewood
studies, abandoned or  forgotten by their owners [but Pinewood are not empowered to
destroy them or release them to anyone else]. Finally, some are in the care of the
History of Adverlising Trust [an underfunded organisation] whilst others have been
catalogued and copied by an organisation called The Advertising Register [they who

' supplied the ads forthe BBC-2 programme "Washes 1litibiter" a few years ago].
Copyright still subsists in these commercials as well as other rights of the

actors, music and musicians employed, which is why it is sometimes very difficult to
get clearance to show them again on television.

' For obvious reasons, copies of old commercials are released only on a
controlled basis and to organisations who can satisfy the copyright owners of their
good intentions [and who can solve-the rights issues without incurring the wrath of
one of  the parties involved]. This applies to some extent for all old television and film
material. In addition, some of the organisationsmentioned do not have the means to
provide copies and are not prepared to delve into their holdings without serious
money and a letter of commission from a TV programme maker up-front. This makes
it  difficult for the serious but non-professionm researcher. [All]

Why were there two versions of the guitar music that went with the Southern
Television ident"
This has been perplexing several readers: sometimes it ended in a. single cho rd, other.
times there was an extra twang! A reliable source recalls the longer version was only
used before the news, when the ident had the tag caption "The Station that serves the

Son ".The extra length of  the music would certainly allow time for this slogan and
would give subliminally some added emphasis. _

Peter Bowgett agrees that the long version was used before news bulletins and
says it was also used at sign-on {Reliable source says it was definitely not part of the

' opening—up sequence though]. The shorter version was used at other times
throughout the day, for station identification.

' Our reliable source also reminds us that in the black and white days, Southern
used a digital “flip-flap" clock, which was considered verytrendy' 1n those days {they
reverted to a clock with bands in the colour era]. During the good old days of black
and white, announcements were made in vision, with a look at  the clock at strategic
times duringthe days's programming. Following the opening film of the start. of day
sequence, they went to the Southern symbol, then the station announcer, followedby
a clock check, and thenthe first programme.

_ You get value with your answers and the rest of this written answer is also
kindly provided by our reliable source.

_ In the Iflfifls the Southern ident jingle was different. I cant  remember how it
sounded but i do remember that again there was a special extra ending to it prior to-
ITN News and there would always be a quick clock check from the digital clock.
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Southern always opened up for programmes with an iii-vision announcer {except
when programmes began with the regional weather forecast on Saturdays and
Su11day5,as this was presented from the continuity announcer's studio] and 1n the
19995 there would always be a clock check prior to the start of the first programme,
ageinwith the exception of  the weather. '

As you know, in the black and white days 'Picasso' would be replaced by the
'Scenes of the South sequence at the start of the f'us] part of Southern Rhapsody. In
the days of  colour the tuning captionfl'ransmitters 1n Service caption was displaced
by the Southern symbol and Ibelieve 1n the latter days of  Southern an analogue clock
was normally shown 1n the last 39 seconds or so. All closedowns during the day
always consisted of the Southern symbol and the announcement.' "and until then
Southern Independent Television' 15 closing down.‘

The test card {Test Card D] was identified up to mid-1958 as TI'A Chillerton
Down Ch.11'[Dover had its own test card]. From mid-1963 this changed to 'ITA
Southern Independent Television' and later [some time on 19?1} to ‘ITA Southern
Television'. As far as I remember, the Picasso tuning signal. in the 19695 was
identified as 'S outhern Independent Television.

In the mid-19595 I can remember only three main continuity announcers -
Brian Nissan, Ian Cuny and 1Vanessa Thorson. In the 19195 Brian Nissan was still
there and quite a lot of others almost entirely male announcers - Martin [I've
forgotten his surname but he moved to BBC 1f2 a5 a continuity announcer in the early
191135], Bill Flynn, Christopher Robbie [also on Thames], Peter Marshall [also on
Thames HTV, etc. ], Mike Prince [also on ATV, HTV, Thames. etc. etc.}. I hope the
above information is useful - it‘s yet more television history that we can jigsaw
together by pooling our memories.

What do the two white dotsonTestCardDmean?
This anewer comes from page 29? of 'Practicel Television Circuits‘ by RE. F. Street,
196?.

"A new version of  Test Card D came into use in late 1965. The newcard 15 for
_'the most part the same as the original version but the range of brightness in the

— frequency gratings has been increased. The modified card'15 identified by a white dot
' on each side of the letter B near the bottom. '

BBC-2 Trade Testeolonr slides _
This subject 15 from the early days of 925 lines of course but we'll forgive Laurence
Piper, who writes this letter from Hartford.-
_ I was pleased with the tape [Idents vol. 2}, also interested to see the colour
trade test picture slides, as I used toview them in the early days of BBC- .Irecognised
a few of those on the tape [the boy surrounded by toys, the close-up of the flower, the

_ couple at the cocktail bar, but there are still quite a fewI wish to locate thet were not
on the tape. These are some of  the main ones:

* MAN AND A WCMAN DRESSED IN SKI-INC CLOTHES {goggle5,
jumpers etc}
* BOWL DF FRUIT {close—up]
* GUARDSMAN STANDING BYA SENTRY BOX
* SMIIJNG IADY WEARING ABUNNET [close-up of head]
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*LADY STANDING AT THE FOOT OFA STAIRCASE IN EVENING
DRESS
* BUTTERFLY LANDED DNA GARDEN {cio se-up]
* GIRL WEARING W3 HOLDING ONTOABRANCH .
* ANOTHER FLOWER [close-up; appears on TV screen in the colour
receiver installation films]
* PAIR OF SANDALS ONA BEACH [clo se—up}
* ANOTHER SHOT OF PEOPLE SITTING ATA COCKTAIL BAR

- * A SHOT OFACRESCm-SHAPED CONCRETE BUiLDING
* SHOT OF A COUNTRY HOUSE {Tudor-style; not theIT‘Flr one]

- * SWISS- STYLE CLOCKIWATOH REPAJRER
* LADYINA LARGE FLOWERY HAT [similar to lady with bonnet}
* AN OLD-STYLE TELEPHONE BOX

I was wondering if anyone had any of these slides? If so. Iwould very much like to
obtain them [after trying for so long to find any]. I would be prepared to pay for the
inconvenience of  copying them for me. and would cover all costs incurred Any form
of copy would be fine (i.e. on video or as large photo stills or photocopies}.
Alternatively. if people knew where the BBC obtained these stills. so I could try
writing to the company for them. Anyway. well done with the tapes [I hope there will
be more in future - there are still many captions that could be used. such as Service
Information captions, BEC clocks. other schools cards. tuning signalsl'clocks.
Monday's Newcomers captions, other BBC—2 trade test captions. etc}. Thanks for
making all this staff available to everyone. _
Ifonyone has onyi dens on Lourence’s quest, please share them with us.

I would very much like to lmow the techniques used to show old 405 taped
programmes. Some appear to be electronic conversions. others using modern
cameras pointing at monitors. {PG}
It all depends. There are several facilities houses and archives with two-inch VTRs.
so there is no difficulty playing out old Quadruple): tapes of the aha-line era.

_ According to Ieffrey Borin. the BBC can play around with the boards in the ACE
standards converter to make it convert from 405 to 625. Other organisations may well
use optical conversion methods. Many of  these old programmes are preserved in the
form of film recordings. in which 16mm or 35mm cine cameras were directed at the

‘ screen of  a TV monitor. showing either a live performance orVTR playback.

The voice on Redifl’asion 5 opening announcement sounds very much like Kenneth
Kendall. Did he work there'or the tate- igfiflsfearly 1963s? [Fl-l]
Does anyone know? Can anyone provide an article on continuity announcers and
announcing?

Squeaking tape! I was wondering if any fellow enthusiasts have experienced the I
problems I have had with half-inch tape. In particular the Sony brands such as V3 1.
V32 and V62 high density. etc. The tape does not discriminate which make of
machine it  plays on or not! I urn referring to the very annoying habit of the video tape
playing and then grinding to a halt. while at  the same time emitting a horrible
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screech. Iseem torecall a service bulletin being issued from Sony a few years back
on this very same subject but have fail ed to find a copy nor for that matter anyone
who has come up with a cure. [assume i t i s  to do with the lubricant drying out on the
tape surface, as afi'ected tape seems to shed more oxide. I t 'is interesting that I have
not  as yet come across any other brand that does this.

i am concerned about this because the Sony brands seem to have been the
._ most popular in  the heyday of open reel W115 and they seem to turn up more, often

with interesting programmes on them. I must also mention that 99 per cent of the
. t ime the tape has been stored correctly and more often than not  have been used only
a handful of times for recording. The machines themselves are also in perfect .
condition. [TerryMartini].
Which do you want first — the bad news or the bad news'iI This is a well known
problem and is commonly called the sticky binder problem. In fact Barry Fox wrote a
long article on the subject in the December 1990 issue of Studio Sound.
' _. The 'disease' affects several brands of tape {although Sony suffered veryhadly}
and has nothing to do with either the age of the tape or the way it was stored. It is a .

_. manufacturing defect plain and simple, mitigated by the fact that people just did not
know so much about making stable, long-life tape in those days. Additionally, most
people considered video tape to be a temporary storage medium, not a permanent
archiving process, so the problem was not considered a maior hindrance. It can be

cured only by baking the tape [very cars-hilly!) to dry out the stickiness of the binder
material or by lubricating the tape with special fluid to make it  slip past the playback
head. Both techniques are highly intricate and expensive to carry out - and are not
forflie amateur '

At the time, Sony was aware of the problem and even set up a process room
where tapes from customers who complained were played through a specim
lubricated machine and re-recorded onto new tape. Your tapes are well out of
guarantee, so Sony would not consider any claim now. There was no lifetime
guarantee on tape- in those days and in any case, Sony dismantled this process room
quite a few years back. The baking technique is  known as the ET process and involves
halting the tape for up to six days at 50 degrees centigrade. It does not reverse the
degradation but makes the tape copyable for about a month. The cost is considerable
and is  only for professional nsers. .
' ' - The extent of  ' the problem is impossible to gauge. It affects chiefly tapes
produced between the mid— 19 ms, when polyurethane binder material came into use,

“until? the -mid-198 Us, when more modern - sta'hilisers were introduced. Some -
manufacturers _ never . used polyurethane and did not ‘ suffer this problem.

_ Nevertheless, many 2 recording companies and broadcasting organisations are
extremely worried, particularly since by the time the problem becomes apparent, it
may be too late. Nobody, but nobody, can guarantee the long-term life of tape!
- = This answer is  necessarily brief and desperately oversimplified. i hope it  helps '
though”; {AE} = -

Do any pro-war programmes of BBC television survive?
It deperids what you mean. There is a BBC film record of the 193? coronation also a
filmed "demonstration film of the first six months of programming. This latter was
used. regularly until 1939 as a'  demonstration film, shown every weekday. Two
documentary films, Television Comes to London (BBC, 1936] and BBC, The 1tloice of -
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Britain [Post Office Film Unit, 1935] were show-11 regularly before the war and copies
' of these survive as well. No dey-to—dey programming exists, however.
Thanks to Adam lea ofthe BBC Film and Wfihrmyfor this Information

" and now, answers from you folk?

' What happened to the magazine Semitic Vin toga?” Hoes anyone know which was the
=' lestissue puhlished‘iI [AE] -- - '

Have any scophony receivers survived? [PW]

Apologies... _
. t o  Tony Cleyden,1.erry Coelston, Peter Delaney, Des Glil’fey, Ray Herbert, Dave

Hooper,.  Paul Lee, Brien Renfortl1,]ohn Shirley, David Smith, Inen lfalter and all
others whose contribnu'ons could not be used this time. To get so much good stuff
into a Eat—page magazine is  just impossible, and even the .100 pages in this issue failed '
to make a dent in all the material waiting to he published. It's likely we'll have to go to
151'} pages an issue next year but finding the time to produce it a l l '15 another matter.

- Who ever thought there would be so much interest'1n 'siliy old obsolete televis ion'?!? -
Which leads ontoa" - — - - - - --

Special Announcement: 405 Alive to
split and become-two magazines
It is clear that the magazine cannot go on in its present form. Both the magazine and

_ the membership are. reaching a critical size where an 'all things for all men 'epproech.
is no longer appropriate. _ .

_ In particuiar, a lot of the readers are saying they do not find the deeply
technical articles of any interest. On  the other hand some people like nothing more
than a good technical description of a particular Ti? receiver and its servicing foibles.
So it’s time to make a radical decision,_nen1ely to split the magazine Issue EU, the next
one wili be the last 4&5 Alive 1n its present form. after that, the highly technical -
articles [and the advertisements for IV sets and spare s} will be '1n a separate bulletin,
4G5 Tech, which wiil appear once or twice a year [depending on material]. You, the -

' reader, oen choose which magazine or magazines you wish to subscribe to — there .
wiilbe storm with'1ssue 20.

As far as 405 Tech '1s concerned, it will appear not”on a fixed date but when
there 15 sufficient material to fill a 43 or _B4—page magazine. We'll take money for two
issues hut if  there'15 not enough material for two issues in a year, then you'll get your "
second'lesue later. Nobody will he swindled. '

Nor'15 this a cunning ruse to squeeze more money out of readers. Currently you
'pay £13 for e guaranteed minimum of four S4—page issues [256 pages} although this
year there have been ttvo bonus 'Issues so you in fact had 323 pages. Next year it  is
envisaged to produce either four 1111--page issues [4100 pages] or three ISO-page 1ssues '
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{450 pages total] and there will he no price increase unless postage rises by a
significant amount. So £13 will buy you more for your money next year. The only
changes will be for foreign subscriptions, where the supplement does not cover
the true additional cost of airmail postage. Britain seems to have the highest postal
charges in the world!

Editorial policy will not change [much]. The only difference may be a little
more coverage'of the Baird and early 625-line eras. Our guiding policy is still to cover
the golden era of black and white television.

‘More. letters... - _
From Iefi’ Longbottont, 45  South Drive, Hanvood, Bolton, BL2 3NL:

— I'm attempting'to document details of the original colour schemes employed on the
- outside broadcast vehicles of  all the [TV companies. To date [have managed to obtain

- thisinformation on each of them, with the exception of:
' - ' -1. Associated-Rediffusion [prior to the dark blue] — was the colour scheme

altered at  the-time of the name change to Rediffusion‘i
2. ScottishTelevision.
3. Tyne Tees Television.
4'. TM: ' - -

Any information would be appreciated. .

From Jacob G‘Callaghan, sarrrna, Hornsey: . - '

Thanks for your piece ahcut our efforts to save and restore the filexandra Palace
television studios. By the way, we are in close touch with the Ti? Trust.

Since the visit, and perhaps partly because of it, we have persuaded the Palace
Trust to at least pay for a newfish] roof for the south—east wing, which is a start. Of
course, it  seems it  is  now the sole remnant of 435 and early 50s  British television, with

- the-utterly philiStine and disgraceful destruction of Lime Grove [should have been
- listed for its association with Hitchcock alone]. This makes us even more determined
on saving the Palace. '

David Cleveland's piece had'a special interest for me. I used to know him
through Essex University film society {I was better known as Brian then but reverted
to my other name - too many Monty Python jokes}. He and David Wyatt were the

' reason for my first and only visit to Ally Pally as working Tl.ilr studios when David
Wyatt was a film editor there. I'm glad these clever chaps are still flourishing!
People interested in more information on sowtP's television studios ormoicing o visit

- to theirrem oins con getin touch with focal} on 081-343 F553.

Front Paul- Sawt‘ell, Stourbridge:
Quick bit of feedback on 'what has happened to Lionel Rubin?' {the drummer on
Lunchbox]. -

Lionel is alive and well, living in Hinckley, Leics. and it has always been a
pleasure to work with him, as I have done on many occasions. He is not so busy
now, hut after a glittering career as one of the country‘s top session drummers he
went on to take his own hands aboard luxury cruise liners. He still does quite a
few jazz gigs {which is where I tend to bump into him nowadays] and manages to
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keep aliye'that fresh sparkling humour of the type seemingly unique to musicians. _
I cannot help with Alan Graham unfortunately but maybe if anyone is

sufficiently interested. they might contact the Birmingham branch of the Musicians‘
Union. Bristol Street, Birmingham.-

It's Competition Time!
Yes, the subscription rate will have to go up next year to compensate for the 100- page

' issue size but you now have the chance to win your subscription fornothingi
In ' the . unretouched true-life photograph below you see May and David

Modulator Newman fighting over Bill Iourneaux's underpants - but why? Best
caption that puts words'1n their mouthwins a year's subscription worth £16, 221?. £2B
or whateverwe re going to charge nextyear.

hi} suggestions are welcome. although because 405 Alive'15 a family magazine.
any smutty captions will nothe printed. Don'tlet that deter you from submitting them

- though! Send all entries In the normal address (you must know it by new} to arrive by
the end ofSeptember.
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Announcing

- ms Tame TEL EWSIONS
AND VIDEO Reconmsns

- ' - ' £12 .95 '  post—paid UK, £15 overseas. IOver 120 full colour illustrations l p l us

complete listings of all known pre—warTVs bv make and model worldwide.

* "An  excellent publication which will certainlv go on our
”recommendation list of authoratative publications on the history of
television." —' lohn Trenonth, Head of Television Development, National
_Mu_sEunI of Photography, Film and Television, Bradford.

_ _ _ _ _ "A new book which, Ifeel sure, will become a bible in a brand new area
of collecting."—_-.Peter Watson, The Observer. -

"the definitive collectors' guide.“ — John Windsor, The Independent.
_\ - _

All enquiries to '_ Michael Bennett-Lev},r
Monkton House, Old Craighall
MUSSEIBURGH

Midlothian
EH21 85F

Tel:fl31-_665_57-53 ' Fax 031-365 2339'

eflfiedlj Misses nnrfinne 96a TU 50m TH‘E
THEPITQE. . . .
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CHEVET BOOK SUPPLIES
_ 15? DICKSON ROAD. BIACI‘EPUUL-Fi’l ZEU_TEL: {02533 751353 _

TEE-maca wInEtEss nan TEIEi'ISIDN BOG}: HSTING
Pubiishedregtdarly, containing hundreds of out-of-print, old and collectible wireless and 'television books and magazines.

'Sendfiourfirstclassstampsfiornerteopyorfllifiornmrtfimrrissues.

Tarmnsron ran WIRELESS SERVICE SHEETS nan more
Thousands in stock from 193th to 19365. Shitb enquiries please.

’ BRITISH TELESISIDN, TEE FDRMSTWE SEEKS b Prof. REV. Burns. Specialpurchase of an out-oi-print book on early television 1929-193 . Sporoored by Eli History oftechnology in association with the Science Maseum. tiSS a es,  well illustrated. A highlycollectible item, based on written primary soarce materi intraiuable addition to theliterature on the subject. Published at £52, our price £45 including pdtp.

EARLY WIRELESS by A. Constable. This creelient book retraces the paths of  histowhich cuiminated in the finalappearance of the wireless set. Many eariy sets are illustrate .Much information is proyid for the wireless historian. 15? pages, includes half tones.laminated beards. Brand new £3.59, pdtp £1.50. _ . -

CLSNDESTINE WARFARE. James Ladd and Keith Melton. This interesting andinformative book studies the weapons and equipment employed by the SUE an USSduring 1ii'iiorld War II. Includes a chapter on radio communications equipment. with photosof  transceivers, etc. With a chapter on collectinselection and training, and sabotage. Brand new. blished £14.95, our price £9.95 pins£1.25 pritp - _

‘ scoot- PuncaaSE. IaE limo-RISE]: Bloomer' on“ sat partisan]: LawThe man responsibleior Jodrell Bank. Contains detailewarning dar Incl timg HES d d chapters on the depelopment ofi ta 1 ' 9 an various centimetrie equipment. 329 ormat a es.A. must fior those interested-in th radr large 3e deyeiogmem of radar an 'o astronomy. Many iLu's. Abig bookBRAND NEWfilfipdtp £15? . . _ _ -. _

- VINTAGE SALES Lianne _
. A listing of hundreds of unusedinew yalyes ofall types 1925 - 1975, including most televisionvalves. SE for list with your requirements;

access and Barclnycard taken. Telephone orders aocepted.
rte-1am page E, eHEVEr aoorts, 15': Dickson Road, Blackpool, PH 2511. Telephone

military and industrial inteliigenee, '
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THE NATIONAL PUBLICATICIN1
,. '_ FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS I

' OF OLD RADIOS AND RELATED ITEMS.
' ' PUBLISHED MONTHLY_

.Pul l l i shet l  by John 1?.Terrey. P. 0. Box; 2 Carlisle. MA 01741
—_

- u..—
—- -

_ Antique radio 's'largest-circulatién monthly magazine
7000+ subscribers!

_ iOnl-y $15 for a 6-month Trial _
A typical Bil-page monthly issue includes:

- I 7UO-p1us Classified Ads .
_ - _I Adverlising for Services 6: Hard-to-Find Parts

'. I Informative Articles such as Company Histories.
- ' :Va lue  Guides. Auction Reports. How-To Photo

iReviews. Hints 6: Tips. Coming Events
_ A Sampling of the collecting areas covered:

I 20 5 Battery Sets I 50's Plastic Radios I Home 8: SpeakersICrystal Sets I Television _' I Telegraph Gear
, I Wireless Gear, 'I_.Spark t'rs - I Advertising

I Cathedrals _ I Early Tube trs I Novelties
I Tombstones I Comm. Receivers I Books. Magazines. etc.I. Classic Radios I Tubes I Etc, etc. etc.

‘l’esIF {want  to subscribe to Antique Radio Classified! L J: j
_ Name Call
' Address ' '

City ‘ _ Zip
Telephone ‘

'D  New III Renewal: SUSIE: Early:_
___-_$15.00 iii-months, by 2nd class mail- - —. _ 5...a m... _:$2?. 00 12-monihs, by 2nd class maiI; _$54.00 25-months magma-int} . .‘. :340. 00 12-monihs, by 151 class mail;- :sae.oo 25-months msgfiflgiim-. h " "__0th5r- Oil-ler Foreign: saw. {all}_lulake cheeks Eagahie to A.H..c Mall to A.R.C.. P.0. Boat 2 Cariisie, MA 011'41 3mm: - '

VISA__ MG. _—Gard No. . Exp:
Faldz$ ' ' By {check} (cashucharge) 15! issue: For ARC: '
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13 Lerrsdowrre Road Bournemouth. 3H1 IRE
Tel {9202} 310355

JUST LOOK AT WHAT YOU CAN DO AT  OUR SHOP!
{3 USA France and other foreign:Video systems transferred to UK

system and Vice Versa [Alt domestic Formats Ayaitattle].
0 Video Copying and Duplicating.
9 Editing with AMIGA fitting and Panasonic VI'J-AVE 5 effects
6‘ Put your home movies on to Video STD 3mm

Super 3mm ti.5mm tfimrn {sound or silent].
3 Put your SfidesiPhotosiNegatiycs on to Video

' DAY. or feaye it to us!

4c
m

.;
.I

L
-i

i
.

2 9 Instant colour prints fromyour Videos.
6 Video Message Booth - up to 1!] minute automatic

recordings [English or American].
9 Camcorder ftire {English or American}-

_ -0 All Video services available with colour correction,
- enhancement and time base correction

E: 9 fleet to Heel audio recordings transferred to cassette.
6Q 0 Video Tape Repairs.
Lr: SEE I‘T DUNE D I. 1". GR  LEAVE IT TO US'

E Ask tour our iatest price list and see our demo Video
BO HRNEMOHTH 9202 310355554382 .

' £95 Alive. Issue 19 F3-



IF YOUR INTEREST IN commemons EXTENDS To
mamas OF oars GONE BY. YOU SHOULD BE nemesis

.ADE_ © _
DAAYG.NBS

I Whether that interest is in domestic radio and TV or in amateur radio.in
military aviation or marine communications, in broadcasting. or in commercial

- . radio systems fixed or mobile. RADIO BYGONES' 1s the magazine for you.
I Articles on restoration and repair history. circuit techniques. personalities
reminiscences and just plain nostalgia- you‘ll find them all. Plus features on
museums and private collections with colour photographs of some of their most
interesting exhibits.

I Covering developments from the days of Hertz. Maxwell and Marconi to
the recent past. RADIO BYGONES is edited by Geoff Arnold 6365?... who
is also Editor of Moreen: Magnifier- the quarterly magazirm for Morse enthusiasts.
I RADIU BYGONES is published six times a year. A subscription costs
£1'll .00 for one year by post to UK addresses or £13. 00 to overseas addresses
bysmfaeemaitfiiirmailrateecanbequotedonrequeet. '
I If you would like to see a sample copy. send £3 .03 (£3.20 overseas) to

- the publishers at the address below. RADIO BYGONES is not available
amewsagmts.

I Please send payment by cheque or postal order to the Publishers at the
address below. [Overseas remittances must be m Sterling, payable at the UK.
Cheques mustbedrawnonalcndon clearing bank).
Payment from the UK or overseas by Acceslurocardflvlastereard or visa is

_ also welcome: please quote your card number and expiry date, and yarn- full name.

G Chm-old Partners, 9 Wetherby Close,
_ _7 1...... " Broadstonc, Dorset BH18 BJB, England _ -_'

' ..Telephone: {[202 658474 _ -m‘II|1
—-u_—

i—
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THE LEADING MAGAZINE FOR ALL la'Il‘il‘l‘iltlSE RADIO ENTHUSIASTS

The Radiophile

F T“ Hi: 2 ,  'I-I
"Ihlt'ih It‘d-i":

. SER‘tlH-G " RESTDRtUN " DISCUSSION
HOST aims " CDNSTHUCTIONAL PROjECTS

INTRODUCING THE RADIOPHILE.
1'15 a radio enthusiast. you may already have heard something of our magazine. -

Why not sample it  for yourseli? We believe that you will agree with our  readers that it is
by far the best of the publications dealing with vintage radio with its authoritative'yet
friendly articles and ii: devotion to the "feel'I of the period it deals with. ma- c's nor a
- lr-on’ée radfe'mqt-arahe nerd madysupcnfaisfappead -

- The Editor. ChasEJdiller, has been engaged professionally in radio work since
1943 and in tischnical journalism since the early 19?fl's. His book A Pracobafh’euo'doorl' of
l’ahe- sane Repeal- is the definitive worlr on the subject. The various writers who- con tribute are also well qualified in their fields and provide a valuable store of information

' for the readers. The audiophile also offers its subscribers a service that is unmatched
elsewhere: its large library of service sheets and manuals covers a vast range of models and .
these are available as photo-copies at very reasonable-prices - typically half or less those _
charged by specialist firms.- The book department has on offer hundreds of volumes
dealing with vintage radio and allied subjects. i n  addition readers may place smal l_ advertisements free of charge. The Friends of The Radiophile. an informal association,operates 'get-rogerhcra' every six months at which readers meet to buy. sell or exchange
equipment - and chat - in a friendly; relaxed atmosphere markedly different from othersuch functions. Full details of iorthcoming events are given in the magaaine. - _ _

__ At present a sis-issue subscription to The Radiophile costs just £15?  Do yourself
a favour by sending off your subscription how so that you will miss no more issues! If you
would like to see a specimen copy first, to show you what you have been missing, send
just ESE]. All back numbers are available at a cost of
Special rates will be quoted for large quantifies.

£2.50 each. including postage.

Our telephone number is ores M. It is manned from 091110 - 13m) and 140i.) -”‘00 Monday to Fnday; an answering machine is usually available at other times.‘Ul-i and Eire, surface mail. Drums, surface mail, £21 for sis: issues. _ _
The audiophile, “Lari-thili'. Newport iload. Woodseaves, Stafford. SERUDHP.
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RETRO .TV — at last the dream comes true...

RETROVISOR .. introduced to. celebrate this coronation anniversary year.
The miracle of television as it was nearly half a centuryr ago recaptured in a set
which closely recreates an original of the period.

RETRO‘I’ISOR .. up-to-the-minute colour television in unique 'retro' style.
Reminiscent of the most famous vintage TV of them all - the Bush W22 of
I950 ,todav we once again marvel at its sheer visual appeal whilst eniovlng modern
standards of safety, reliability and performance.

RETROVISOR .. a world exclusive. obtainable oniy from RADIO-CRAP? - the name
that has come to stand for a}! that is finest in vintage radio. Available in four cabinet

' colours — Brown, Maroon, Cream, or Black 3: Chrome, this is an hand-built luxury
television with numerous special features - yet prices are amazingly low.

Brown. Cream, Maroon £31"?
Black 8: Citron-Ia £449

All models offer lull Remote Control,
nun-screen Control Function Display,

_ SieepiTimer and built-in Television Aerial.

- __ as seen ar THE. ate; Mar use I993

TAKE ADVANTAGE 0F UNREPEATABLE INTRODUCTORY PRICES- ORDER.
'_ YOUR RETROVISOR NOW.

'RADIOCRAFT 55 Main Street Sedgeberrow we! I sur.
Tel: 0386-3132280, Fax: uses-as Isaa.
F6 " - ' - _ ' JHSAHve Issue 19
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[RADIEJCMFT 5(- mid Street Sedgebermvé mu I 61.51:.
‘ Tel: (1336-8812313, Fax: uses-as I988.
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Two more pictures a! Bill leurneaux'5 vintage televisien displayr at a Vintage Radio
Circle meeting earlier this year. One at the sets in the upper photograph sports the
infamous trunks again whilst the set on the far right' Is a very' rare Perdio Porterama
with UHF timer. _ - __ _ - . -

n12:-II.L . ‘
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ASK YOURSELF THREE QUESTIONS . ..

' 1. Bored. lrllith the same oid idreary, over-priced merchandise at
collectors' fairs andantue merts?

2.. B-oyou collect any orthesér _' W

Stamps and Postal History ._ - - __
Picture Postcards _ ' "I I ' ' ' '
Cigarette and Phone cards
Cameras and Photographyr items
Coins and Banknotes
Military, illalral and Eviction items ' _ '
Po [1, Stage and Screen metnorabiila _-
Autographs - . - ~
Things to do with Sport and Transport

- Old-Toys " ' ' '-
Ephernera, Documents and Prints
Books
The weirdest kind of Coilector’s Items

3. Would you like to he offered a selection regularly, often at less than
dealers' prices?.Yes‘? - '

Then it's‘tr'rne you got in on the secret and discovered DHLKEHH
AUCTIONS, an established colruplrrr}r in Bournemouth who hoid
auctions of all these items everjr month ”end issue detciied SIS-page

_ ‘ cctdlogues'r'n advance. Ctm't get down to Bourn enicuth? Ncprohieur Uust
fill in the bid form and send an open cheque or give us your credit card
number. You set an upper itmttfcryour bid and we don't abuse your trust
[proprietor is o 435 Afiverfl. res sys'terrl'does work! Contact us too ifycu

' wish to seHr'teurs to c brood rouge oftnte‘feste’d and motiirctedpeopie.

_ Enquiries to Philip Howard on 02012—292905 or send'zflz for catalogue of nent auction
_' [annual subscription by post £2 2]. ' ' ' -. u _

_. ‘ fcLllslTH‘rlucnous - _
_ rm. Box 4, BounNEMouru, -BH-1_1YL.
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PINEAPPLE 5 SOFTWARE
Tel flE-t 599 tom 35]. Ilrrmnluo [iflfflflt‘ts Seven Kings llford. Essex. 13:!- 11111-a  out SHE. 23-13

625 T0 405 LINES
STANDARDS CONVERTER

This new product from Pineapple Video uses the latest in
frame-store chip technology,r to provide a sophisticated
product at a verj,r reasonable cost. Available either as a
complete boxed unit with mains power supply, or just use
PCB card, the converter provides a full} interpolated CCIR
standard 405-1111.: output waveform. The PCB card requires

_ just an unregulated 7 to  9 volt power supply and produces a
1 volt, 75 ohm output from any normal 625- line signal _-
(including VHS). —

_ Features:

so

*- _ FullfiES-line field-store
Fuli interpolation from 625 to 405 lines-no lines dropped
Low power consumption - fiflflmA at T to EN DC _
3-bit digital signal processing
Output sampling rate of lflMI—Iz ensures [rennet-11:54r response in excess of
SMl-Iz

' Stable output even with VHS recorder inputs
CCIR spec. dflfi-line sync pulses ' -
Available as single PCB (approx. 6":13") or hosed with mains power supplv
Low cost: prices start at £249 for the basic card.

' - Send Edfiforfuniter details turd orrierfonn. Cuttings irfrce but VATEs extra. .

405 Alive Issue- 1-9



OHBMANIA
It  affects different people"In different ways. Hair},r Dave went to the British Amateur
Television Club's cont ention at Harlaston earlier this year where BATE stalwarts
Brian Summers and Richard Harris had brought along their err-BBC outside broadcast

' - vans [and cameras and tripods andmonitors and...}. Anyway. {lave was so impressed
' he had to have one as well (yes, an outside broadcast van}. One quick phone call to
Martin'Ioannou at BBC Redundant Plant. Avenue House elicited the information that

' a VT van based on 11 Bedford TK chassis was languishing at Cardiff and could be his
.foravery-modest smn ' . _

_ . Mrs Hewettwas there as well. trying to keep a firm rein on Dicky. and drew the
line at areal U.B. van parked on the drive. So Dicky had to make do with the next best.

_ thingl ' - . . _

' This pristine Dinky 'Roving Eye' was spotted by Dick}r at this year‘ 5 Vintage
Communications Fair {held annually“ 111 May at the National Exhibition Centre}. He
says: IIThe cameraman and the aerial are the genuine thing. This is  what to look out
for. Some models‘have reproductions of the missing items [lost by children years
ago}. These repro parts are a good idea if it  save the toy from the scrap heap, but an

- _ original and complete toyr is the most sought after. "

- look outirr yorirlocalpap erfir to}:' collectors' fairs ifyou too would like to add an
outside broadcast van to your collection. We covered these Dinky Supertoys in the
magesineseverol issues hook — in a nutshell there were three BBC vehicles {this one, a
control room and a microwave aerial on on extending ladder. Later on they re-issued
two oftl1en1 in a less o-utlrenticforrn, 12113130 television livery. There was also a Citroen
estate car-1'11 Horiio—Teleiuxemhourg colours. Spare parts, Majors and rubber tyres

- are available from a model shop 111 lioynes Pa rk -  the address was in the previous
article.

2 405 Alive Issue It? . l ' _ 31
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MARKET PLACE
This is the area for buying and setting alt-kinds t
oi things to do with television,_new-or old.

- - - Want to' into in? _ Then send us your
-_advertisement: there is no charge, aithough it ~
space is short we may have to "prune' out the
toast reievant adverts or hoid them over until next .
time. Advertisements are nonnafly inserted for
two issues: please indicate if you wish your ad.
to run longer. There's no erdra charge but we try
to avoid repeating "stale“ material.

Traders are also welcome here but we do
- require-people who are commercial dealers to
state this in their advertisements. The letter {T} at -
the end of an advertisement indicates-that the
advertrsement rs “trade.

Test card music and old T'v'-prog rammes
are is subiect to the same rules of copyright as
other recorded works and it is unlawful to-seli
amateur or professional recordings of same.
Swapping same for no gain is probably not iliegai
but #05 Alive does notwantto test the law on this
subject so we will only accept advertisements
trom people who will indem nify us in this respect.

Whilst care is taken to establish the lions
rides of advertisers, readers are strongiy
recommended to take their own precaution
before parting with money in response to an
advertisrnent. We do not _ accept any
responsibiiity for dealings resulting from these
advertisements, which are published in good
iaith. That said, we witl endeavour to deal
sympathetically and eftectively with any
difficulties but at our discretion. Fortunately we
have had no probiems yet in minted collecting
fieids, replicas and reproductions can be difficult _
to identify, so _beware of any items “ct doubtful
origin and assureyoursetf oi the authenticity of '

“anything you propose-buying-nnd try-to have
'fun: after all,'it's oniya hobby! '

' STANDARDS CONVERTERS. See issue
1? tor a construction article and a review of the
Pineapple 'v‘ideu ready-made product, are review
in this issue, also David Loosers advertisement
in this section tor a conversion service.

— MODULATURS. Two designs for

405 Alive Issue 19

modulators have been published in Teievt'sion
magazine - see issue 1 ct 405 Alive, pages
1flf11. We can supply photocopies at 10p a
page. ulternatively you can buy rcnriy—huiit
modulators . trom .Wil tr ied Meier and David

- Newman {see ad in this section}.
--.SUMPUNERTS. Most valves and other

components are not hard to find: we can mention
fliliington Export {fl4flS-?34961,£Efl minimum
order}. Solomor Ltd {031-4'43 0399}. Kenaen-
[021-446 4346}, Wrisontialves([1484-65o650,
420TT4}, Philip Taylor {{ii’flE-253593], Sound
Systems of Suffolk {tS-TEHSS} and Pitt
components {Gm-550521]. For hard-to-tind
transistors we have heard of hill. Technology

. {0252-341Tt1] The Semiconductor Archives
{931—631 TRUE}, t'ectis Components Ltd.
{0?059869885} and Universal Semiconductor
Devices Ltd. {flifld- T312351]. itlB: Several of

these firms have minimum order levels ct
between £10 and E20. For American books on
oid radio and rv, also all manner of spares, try
Antique Radio Supply, {phone 0101-602-320
5411 (tax ii1flt-5tl2 320 4543]. Their mail order
service isiirst-ciass and they have a beautiful free
cotour catalogue {or is it color catalogi}. Would
you like to recommend othertirms? If you thinlr a
firm gives good service piease tell us all!

HUW Ti] WRITE SLASSIFlED ADVERTISEMENTS
THATWDRK .
1. Start by mentioning the product or serviceyou
are setting or want By doing so, you make it
easierfnrthe reader.
2. Always include the price. Research has shown
that52 per cent of people who read classified ads
wril not respond to ads thattaiito mention a price.
3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Will the

' reader irnow what a N320? is? It it's a 1955 12'
tabte model Tir', say so! _-
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4 Put yeerseltin the pesitien ef the reactants all
the Infermahen included?-

SIAHDAHBS [:iiiit'EHSlillll: -Ceming seen, a
-_ prefessienally desig nee unit int 405 enthusiasts.

Prices start areund £251} in kit teen up te E391}
- fer a--tuily- huilt"prefessienal unit. Fer mere
___-infenn'atien centact me,- ‘Dave Grant. Phene

11639-Bfiiflflfi er threugh the 1|llintage Wireless
Museum'III Le ndeII.

STANDARDS -t:fltitiEflSIIitl SERVIBE: I will
--eenvert yeur-EEfi—tine --tapes in hreadcast—
standard 405- lines an my digital line-stare
standards eenverter. Free et charge In
sunserib'eis et 495 Alive. Please send hlank tape
{VHS eulylter eutput and team pestage. input

Utapes  canbe acceptetl en Philips tint}, ElAJ,
tfideezflilfl, Beta er- VHS. Davie Lneser.

. -_ Maristew. Helbreek Head,-Harkstead, tPSWiBH.
~ Suffelk. lP9 13F. " P—hene [HE’S-3.23649.

{Publisher‘s nets: Davids peer is a meet
genereus use and users mayr care in send him a
free-will deuatien tmvere's his net insubstantial
cmstruch’en cests as wail. there may he a delay
Iii handling ceuversiens if many peepie take up
hiseh‘erJ

AilAiLABLE AttAltl after twe years: Paste
Pelishing lie. 5. Genneisse urs will knew that fitis

_ paste-is the ideal material-fer cleaning haireiite
andether plastics {even plastic baths”. Unlike

'Brasse and ether liquid pelishes, it leaves an
' ach've residue, and ash atse ceetains a waxy

agent, if also gives a giess finish. Paste Peiishieg
He. 5 is the stutfthe Pest fltfice used to pelish up
“13 Did hakeiite phenes and IS marveilees stufl - _

' .askany user!

Untertunateiy the demand fer it is
reduced newadays {BI deesn‘t need it newt}, se

- ii is enly manutae‘turedat intervals. A batch has
—_ just been. made and yes can have a cartee cf 12

tubes fer'£12.24, pest paid and including VAT.
. Smaller quantities are? net. avaiiahle - trem

.G'reygate, enly in.'multiptes of 12 tubes. Send
_.yeur erder te? Greygate .Chernical Cempany, Fir
- Tree lane, Ereby, "Leicester, LE6 DFH. (Tel:

B4

DSSE-Bi’iiii’}. And de it teday while .stecks are
still available!

{If you really want only see er twe tubes, small
quantities were available at time ei writing trem
THE HAfltflPHILE, “Larkhill' llewpert Head,

-Weedseaves. Staffers, STED UNPatE1. 95atube
plus pestage.}

VINTAGE Ills. radius and testgear repaired and
restered. Persenal attentien to every ieb and
mederate prices. Estimates witheut ebligatten - -
deal with an enthusiasti {BVWS and BATE
member} Please include SAE with all enquiries -
thanks. Dave Higginsen, 23 High Street.
Misterten. Deneaster, ‘t'erks., 01410 4BU. {'1'}.
Tel: E42? - flBDi‘fiB.

FOR SALE: vintage valve specialist. iI'aives fer.
yeur4135 line T‘v‘iand ether equipment] supplied
by ileezen, Unit 9, 15-21} Beerge Street, Baisati
Heath, BIRhllilGHAt-‘I 312 ERG. Please
telephene 021-446 4346 fer a quetatien er write
eeclesing SAE. Fer eur latest free lists please
send A4 SAE with 36p stamp. We else supply
videe meniters. cemputers, test gear,
esciltescepes, etc at bargain prices fer sellers.
Please telephene first it yeu wish in pay us a visit.
1T}
UFFICIAL BIH'DEHS Flirt 4H5 ALitiE
Teny Ciaydee new has a supply ei A5--fennat -
Easibintlers fer filing yeuIr cepies at this
magazine [er __ any ether similar sized

pubiicatie'nij. Unlike mest hinders hi this kind,
which have a magazine title geid-hlecked as
them, Teny‘s enes de net; instead they have a '
clear pecket where yeu can insert a paper iahel,
making there much mere useful. Buy leads and
bind ail kinds of ether magazines tee! A binder
helds up te 12 magazines and there are lwe
celeurs, dark green and hrewn, and the price is -
inst £4.95 plus £1 pest and packing. Include a
sticky label with yeur name and address, but us
stamps; pestage is paid. Cheques made set In '
Aid. filayden please: he lives at 54 Easter Head.-
Lenden. i414 SJS.
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_, SALE SALE: New hosed valves byMullard.
- Mazda. Brimar. etc. AlltypesEi each. 10 percent -

discou nttor orders 10-plus.25 percentdiscount
tor 50-plus Quantities oi each type varytrorn1 to _
'35.

50W. 00050. EF1. EF12. EF15. EF23.
BF25; 5F25. 5F23. 51:29. EF30. 51.13. 530%.

5215.118. 12ATfi. 1201915. 120E5. 19.1105. 20L1.
-20P.3. 20P4. 20P5. 3001 . 30015. 30011-305.
30FL1...30FL2. 30FL12. '30L1. 301.15. 30L1T.
30P12. 301315.. 30P13. 30111.,-
30PL15.

been. ovao2. E551, rarer. Esau.
=Ecce1. 512552 E0054 Epca5. E.crss Ecne1.
scaao Ecaez. E0153 5512 EF50. EF55 EF91.
EFQS. EH90. .ELEE. EL‘EIE. EY51. E't'03. ETEBR. _
HHS-'10. P513030. PCBB. P000. PCB-1’. P0900.

.P0004.— 910005. P0059. P130189. POF00.
PBFBZ. POF04. .PBFBE. _ POF200. POF801.
POF002. _PCF005.~-_ 1501:3067 Pflffiflfl. P1152.
-POL03. P0134. PGLBE. PGLBE. PFL200. PL35.—.
PLB‘J. PL52. PL53. PL54. PL505. P133.- F951.
P152.F1'53.P1'55.P1'500.P0500. ' _
HM. Webb. 1’5 Station Road. Helleston.
BURTON-GH-TEEHT. DE13 9AB. Tel: 5253-
514552.

Fflii SALE: Printed circuit board 1dr David
Loosers design of Band I modulator. Size 150 k
100 mm. .undrille_d._ £10 including post and
paeking.Deve-Boynes.12 The Earth. Winiaton..j-
Blaytion. NE21 500. Tel. 091-4144?51.

' F011 SALE: Decca 1000 projection set.provincia1
{hrnable} model. to produce 4‘ a 3' picture.
Compiete .with- original paperwork. circuit
diagrams. instructions. cabinet has only a tow.-
scratches. Very. restorable. -hiot expensive.
otters. Paul Athay. Barbican. The Goose. Frome.
Som.. 51111 2TE. Tel: 03?$4534?4. -

F011 SALE: Murphy test pattern generator.
tunabie over Band I. superior quality with proper
intenaced picture. Plus Band til andSo‘und add- .

. second power suppiy. Complete and working
(this is unusuaii). a rare opportunity to aceuirea _
very desirable piecejot kit-from the-midriate

- 19505f0iveawayaprice-te good home. buyer__-_

-' 419.5 Mine Ic'sne 19

30PL13. _
Eon SALE: various 19505 We - Pye. Bush.

- rnust cotlecL Brian Alderson GSKJX. 43-
5mmgston Fioad.;_ Horthatlerton. Yorke. 0L5
1E0.Te|:0809-??2?02.

E05 SALE: Same as above but without the Band 0
[It adapter. 220 the pair. Must be collected and
during working hours. Ring 051-584 1233
dayb'rne and speak to Air _0urnming or Mr

-. Chapman. Mitchells W Service Centre. Thornton
.i-leath. London.

Eltco. ate. some in very good condition and none
over £50. Steve Harris. 02411-551052.

FOR SALE: 1951 25! Phitips 55. good condition.
working. E50. Single- standard 22“ 35. good
condition. £25. Cabinet for Murphy 1131 5A!) 1?“
console with tambour stiding doors. good

condition. £5. Early 19505 Bacon 1000
projection T'v'. good condition. £100. Geofi
- iurner0554-55591'9 {Wows}.

F05 SALE: Murphy 14" TM. bought for the
Coronation in 1953. pius Band III converter.
Mahogany cabinet. excellent condition. fitters
around £50? Airs Bowles. Brighton [0213-
505152}.

i-fitii SALE: Stella dual—standard colour TV.
immaculate case with tambour doors. however
not working. 0ne lady owner from new. Phone
Wiltie Mykura on 0501-55401 or Pat Hiidred on
11532-402541 . Setis in east-centre! Scotland.

F05 SALE: 19305 9.5mm home movie outfit in
fair. used condition (not tested}. Gomorises
silent projector plus spare holes. Pathescope
Metocarnera {clockwork with built—in len515.5-
1 ii} in Ieathereese. halt- dozen iiims (Mickey
Mouse. home rnovie's]. Boots screen {probably
19505}. fitters? Arthur Micheli. 112 Towcester
Head. Northampton {0504— 1544137}. ’

son 5515: i have a Muliard 12- cnr circa rose.
ideaiiorrestoring a-set.£25. Think ahead - getin

aspare now. Some new 1?" 0515 available.
please ask. May be aisle to deliver. Realistic
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prices, ring for details. Date-Higginsen, 25 High
-- Street. Misterton. Duhcaster,‘fur1ts., Dil19 ABU.
_ {T} T512 042? - 390753.

- HOT run SALE: we regret at the Antiterence
Vantenna v'HF set-top aeriais heing suld by Bob
Webb have now all go ne.

FOR SALE: A copy ot the BBC "Black Buolr', i.e.
. Birkinshaw's Technical Manual of the Marconi-
.Ehll System. Londcn Television Station. Abeut

_ 129 loose-teat pages, printed hetween 193? and
1959, in original black binder. .Curnpiete and in

. ,very fairconditien. Highly desirabletu the serious
cohecturand researcher, this is a scarce book
which seldom'appears on the open market; the
last time a copy was advertised {try Hampton
Buolrs} it was priced at £590. Realistic offers will
he considered hy the owner: write to hurt 495

. care otthis magazine's editorial address.

ion SALE on swan: Marconi toe rv, circa
193?. Michael Bennett-Levy, tel: 931-555 5T53.
tart: 031-555 2339.

FER SALE: BBC camera tailrbaclr headsets, late
19595 style, set of three, E5 each. Sit-way
harrtam aodiujacldields. 1U raclrrncunt, set of 2,

_ £12 each. Upsimtce manuals for BWSDDP VCR,
BXUSBUUP camera. BVISSUPS-TBC, B'v'ESfld
editor, WEX2999P MAR expanderilt t} each. Ups
manuals for EVEmli editor £15. W2 char. gen.
£19..D)i£59l]fl? camera £2.50. Postage extra.
Willing to swap tor manuats on Philips LDK5 or
Rank Cintel Mk3 Tit machine. liigel Phillips,

. Poole 9292—5?Di33.

RARITIES FDR SAiE: 525-line 11" picture
- monturby Murphy desrgned to be dual standard

{495525} but 495 section netertitted. Made to
high standard tor SPO, used condition buttully

-- working, handy thing to have, £1 9.
_ - RCA SS-slide capacity-twin- drum slide

protector, with handbooir and alt accessories.
This was partut the uriginai instailatiun at Anglia
Ty, iturwich in 1959 and was used with a vidicon
camera tor station [05 and spot advertisements

_— (no, the original slides are not shit in iti}. Price

85

£59. Andy Emmersun, Northampton 960-1-
34-4139. ' .

.FDR SALE: Petu-Scutt {Philips in disguisey
ET2TI'9 1"_e_ducational ’dTR {1959s} in good
mechanical and cosmetic-condition. Supplied

1 with 2 tapes. photocopy ut instructions, circuit
- diagram and service into. trlivicu small battery
portable VTR P114599. Heavy liivico mains
'v‘TR. Shibaden Sit—FUD h‘TR pins 12 tapes new
and used. All items apprentiy complete and in.
good orderbut untested.- Uttersienuuiries to
Alan Garter. Broydun 931-585 i344.

run SAtErlIAullard protection television tube, '
type PAWS-2. New and buried, dated 1952. £15 or
very near utle r. WANTED: Power SUDAN unit tor

. Sony portable reel-to-reel video -A’Ii342DSE.
[Editor's note: these are; usually in stock at
Anchor Surplus in Nottingham]. Phone Teny —
Martini on flit-7'99 5507.

59R SALE: Bach nornhers of early Practical
Wireiess and Piacticai Teievision '[nohthly
magazines. History in the reading. Unly £1 each
plus pestage.

PRACTiGAL WIRELESS
1943, July only;
1952, Duh-biov, Dec; .
1953, Jan -April, Jn neflec‘;
1954, Jan- Dec com plete year; '
1955, Jarr- Dec com plete year;
1955, Jan- March, Jtr ne-Dec;
-195i,—-Jan Dec complete year;
1953. Jan- Dec complete year;
1959, Jan, Feb;
Tetat T5 copies, 21 each or Eifl the lot, plus
postage.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
1955, Mar-Aug, But-Dec;
1956,Jan-Fe_h,h1_ay-Dec; . .
195?, Jan-March;
195i], flee oniy;
i953. Sept only;
1954,.Jan-lytay;
1955, bluvoniy;
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1959 Juneonly
1.99? Aprileniy:

. ' Total 32 copies, £1 each or- 92?.59 the int. plus -
' postage. use Sage 199 Terbay Head; HaII'ow,

- - - WANTEDIcoesidered on anyefabeye. Sethurryldfiddit. HAEQUL Tel:- {181 4122 0814

F99 SALE" Tit-related hectic and magazines-
' from Etc 919. Rinefcrfist. Philips 9959 9' table
_ top W, circa t949.1'ledge-simped Inetai back,

similar to Baird Eyenrman. in as found modifies,
'9199.-Pye 999 tabletop Til.-9irca'1951.= 9" '

'_ wiihspecilicaiions‘one is SSE1299 {129mm,
. green 919} ttieetherisSSEHG {75mm green

£13]. Socket for SSEI'SS £9. Electromagnetic
- CileIfiying spot scanner usable but screen is

- yarsien of the Pye '94 set, in astound condition.
' " £199. Barns Perlas, 9nmsby94i'2- 924999

-- F99 SALE: W sets as foilews. Alba 1941 {mid-
-' 59s}. Philips 11'45U [mid- 595)— Murphy 9214-

{early 5951-,Sesser 949 {late 5951-.- Ultra 1199
{1999} Ferguson 1'25 [slimline 1999}. .49under-5

- 939-. Pa! Hildred. phone 9532- 492941:

" A'tTEtlTlltil ALI.- HALFLIHSH VIDEII EARS! New
' *‘frem Sdny. your last chance to buy haiféinch 3

yidee tape. 1'92 {7' spool] £2.59; 9‘99H [5' spool
for portabieslable models} £1.99 each. Discount
on bulk orders for 9'99H only. WANTED: colour
and em EIAJ 'IITFIs. Pat Hiidred, 9592-4921341
evenings. 9592-?99999 day.

FOR SALE: {lessor 935 Hadie-TV-Sramophone.
-- Consists of 495 line set. radio and turntable" in

darlr walnut cabinet. Collect er deliver Must go
by April at Iatesil lliclr Fytfe {Beers}, 9934-
9422?3.

F99 SAtE: The Television Annual for 1959'. ‘
Bags of infcnnatien sheet 19595 ty. Lots of
pictures. 'CieaII copy. lie diw. 99.199r 19??
[the days when ml was 1W}. Lets of- pictures III
studies and'transmiders.

' corner-creased-ceyerelw good copy. £5. ‘The
Boys an'd'Girls Book at Hires and Television:
' SeIne decent photos oiIneyie technology plus a '
section UH’HSWWWDI'RS' including shots oi one i
of AT‘If's Elsfree studios [Pye Mir 5 cameras) and _

- control room. Alsea picture at Baird's 'Electren' -

Slig'lrtiy-gnibby and '

- edition,1999.9erycieancepy,nodrw.£9.'1he
Tailyboolr. Chris Kelly. 1995. Loads of studio
and technique plIdies. Large picture book
format. cie‘an copy. 99. Ali pest free. Sawps {see

- mylast ad sold eutwilhin aweelrl Contactflicky
' - Heweit. 23, MicawmI' Way. Gheimsford. Eases

9141 499 {phone 924.5 - 441911].

$914 SALE: Japanese electrostatic CRTs made in
early 1-9495 [WW li-IadaI’}, both tested good and

a be buns. widI specifications £19. Studio fiyisg
--spet- scanner—[994m] made by Kowa,
-_ apparently complete but untested, with circuit
diagram-and saryice info £59. Shipping extra.
Wanted: Small bid we was electrostaiic car.
Any books and-circuit diagrams relating to above
we 3- '- 'iilon'yoshi- ‘ Teaoira, 1-19-?- 99?
Hieasbigetanea, Shinagawalru. Tokyo 141,
Japan. Tel. from'Ult 9191 91 3-3449 9392. Fax
9199139449 9999. '

1:99 SAiJE Sound and vision meduiater for Band
1 Id-lfcbannels (rename). Heady built, endorsed

' ' by Bfll Joumeaux. pdce £39 + £3 postage er
- 94.19 by guaranteed courier service. Add £5 for
121! power supply {or use your own]. One-hour .
495-Iine 1II'HS tape of HA Test Card 9, 9? past-
paid. David Newman, ?9 Alder Road, Parkstene.

“Poole-Dorset. BH12‘2A9LTei: 9292—?31999.

FOR SALE blew-beck. The 81o of 939 Colour
Tefewisfon, 3299'. some itt‘colour. £3.95 post ‘
paid. sen‘d yourorderand cheese made outta HS
PUBLICATIDNS 'r' Eppinp Close flerby. 9E3
4H9. ' -

Fee-sets: Prowe'stPlIl19f1 black and white 19“
monitor {broadcasi standard]. 495.4325 lines.
"soiid state fair ccndiiien. 929. Jeffrey Eerie
[181- 363 2339.

camera i193??- Hfl'idfw.‘ Send copy 95.
Television Engineering. Pn‘nci’ples and Practice.
IfeIIIIIIe one. AmosIBIIIIinshai-I, 999 second
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F99 SALE: Philips proiectios Ty. model 1?99,
serial no. 9544, ac ..9FlT Allegediy bought in

B?



. 1940.feeorga.0?-1.-2?i’ errs.

. F511 SALE: lvfarconi cornbined radiorfv' console
1949 model 959524 £95 or near offer. Michael
Usher. Bedford0294-9541'51

. F011 SALE: 9E5 BT51451elevision. circa 1955.
Sell or. swap tor 1930514fls radio. Carlo
'Mezaatasta. Whittlasey. near-Peterborough. Tel:
11133-350553. .- .

FOR SALE: Bush T9250 £5; Thorn 950 {12“ 405-
tina portahle} £10; {1E5 19" BBS-only hybrid

-colour._Ti.-’. ofiers please; Pye 0T205 22' 525—
only. hybrid colour W {59? chassis}. offers
please; Marconiphona 4559 24' doal standard
bnrr {1400 chassis} £10. Phil Morrison. 5253-
795241.

F511 SALE: Sony 525-line reel-to-rael 11111
-- equipment. -Dh'-2409ACE.; the first portable
machine [portable eguivaiant of the Gil-2109}.

A’s?- SSTDACE mains ’v'TFt {with an prorr. 29 tapes.
mains adapter for camera. RF converter]. Price
negotiable. Roland Pickett. 02311-245240 {near

— Peterboroagh].
F011 SALE: Shibarlen Sit-1'00 raet—to— reel 9TH
{5251ines} in good enter with two reels of tape
and handbook.- UrIly nominal price if it goes to a

- good home. butwouidpraierswap for UK or USA
military-radioaqoipment of we or anything else

. - .of radio interest. Graham Richardson GTHCR. tel:

. 0405—255011Holbeach. Lincs.].

Hill SALE: Books on early television. Television
{Edgarr ll. Felix}. Maple Press. 1931. 255 pp plus
index. ?1_ photos or diagrams. 955. $25.
B_adiornovias.— Hadiovision. Television {0.

_Frencis_:Ja_nl-rins} National-Genital Press. 1929.
143 .ppgwith-many bl‘w illustrations. 955. $159.
‘lfision by Radio. Radio Photographs [0. Francis

- Jenkins}. National capital Press. 1925. 149 on
with rnanybrw illustrations. Cover and spine
badly water—stained. and papers soiled. hinges
slightly loos. otherwise inside pages are very

. good; .555.- All prices post-paid. Rainy Day
Boolrs. P.fl. Box 215 FItitliarn. lit-i 5344?. USA
{9101-503-555-3449}. -

as"

— FOR SALE: BOOKS: 'The Television Annual for
1951 " [Baily]. 150 pages. ovar150 illustrations.
good condition. 1951 is the scarcast year of this

series of boolrs: £9 post paid. The Grammar of
Television Production {Davis}. learn about 11."
production and spot the mistakes in
programmes. Two copies. both err-library. £1 .50
each post paid. “Electric Lighting" {1921
edition}. .1 practical guide to the wiring of houses
and the installing of electric-light plants.
Paperback, 150pp. well illastrated. Walt-read .
copy. hence lust £2 post paid. Copies of _
Television and" Short wave World forthe months
June. July. August. lrlovamber 1935; May. '
October 1939: Augt'Ist. September 1940. One -
only at each. in wall-read condition £2 each post
paid [first come. first sarvedi]. Two Panasonic
J35 tfHS video recorders for sale in as-new
condition. very little use. £100 each or £155 the
pair. Why am | advertising them here? Well. they
are ideal tor 405 lines. being rnodarn machines
from a goality manufacturer. They have no ghost
at all on 405. with a very stable pianos and lots oi
'ermensive machine' facilities titre insert editing
and audio dubbing. Two years old or so hot lilre
new. ideal for a 405 dubbing setup. Ring to checlr
items unsold before sending money. Andy
'Emmerson. 0504-5441311.

FOFI SALE: lderconi T'vr and radio 10" screen.
Ino dal til-1852A of 1949. Heavy lump. £1 90. Borr-

_ o159 mains droppers for T'v's. some new and
used ones o1 1950 onwards. £10 the lot. Box at -
T'v' lrnobs from 1949 onwards. approx. 300 in all.
£20 the lot. Sobeil 11'" T1115. £15. Enquiries on
9132- 523514. Fl. James. looa. Pioestield Lane.
Trottisclifle. lte_.nt lIIlE195EN. '

'ron sets: lnvicta in console rv; Elrco 12- lane _
W with Band Ill tuner fitted; Ferguson 15' dual-
standard {loader portable; Pye 12' monitor {as
used in GB vehicle); Bosh W155 19" dual-
standard; two 15MHI oscilloscopas {Soiartron
6914909 and Teleqoipment [143R]: BHTs
91953-55 good condition. 5E5 5554A doubtful. .
Mallard 35—24 good. Mallard A55-120K believed
fill. The lnvicta and Pye This show every sign of
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the {good hright raster] and the scopes are in
good working order. ltheretore naturally hope to
get a fair price tor these items. Everything etse
needs a good heme for a few pounds. John H.
'Huntingtord, 'Astro—Lode', Hog‘s Bachfiuildtord.
ISurrey,GU31[_ lD.  Tet: 9433-595594. -

F99 SALE: Philips TV Receiver, Console Model
1T4TU. 15" screen, cabinet to mint condition.
with originat- instruction booklet. Was used to
watch the coronation in 1953.- Blosest offer to
959. Nlrsd. Morris 24 Ernhassyfioad, Whitehall,
Bristol BS5TEB.

EBB SALE: Duet-standard colour TV. Stella 25'
with tambourdoors, networking botphysicaily in‘
tmrnacetatecondition. 9ne elderly lady owner -
from new! Phone 9591-55491 'Vfilfie-hlykura

- [east central Scotland} or Fat 149d on 9532- '
492341 fortntorrnatron Notexpensive! '

FOR SALE: Allan T541 {1955}. Philips 1T45U
{1955], Soccer 949 [1955), Ultra 1Tr’9 {1959).
Philips free to good home, others under £39. Pat
Hildred ,Leeds {9532-492541 ).

FOR SALE: 1959s portable TV. Nturphy V239.
Was working until recently with poor frame
hold but not on channel 1, £19. 9E9 BT1155
14" set. circa 1951’. good condition apart from
a little damage to rear cover, £19. Ekco-T355

1?“ table model, c. 1959. Nice shiny cahinet,
although stight damage. Untested, E5. Wanted.
rear cover for Bush TV22. Please telephone
Bes Grifiey on Luton 9552. 552144.

EUR- SALE: Morphy V129 bAv TV, complete but
needs some work. Steve Sylvester, 2T Glitte-
Avenue, Rustington. Sleatord, Lines"

FUEL SALE: hitJSA video jacktields, complete
with U-iinks, terminated in bare-end PSF 1.13m
cable, £19 each. 5-way ntains distribution
panel, £T.59.-Video distribution amps, 4 inputs
each with 5 outputs, £19. All ahoveare in 19"

“rack mounts. Two 33-pin. edit control cables--
suilable-for any Sony parallelcontrotVBI-ts or edit
modellers, 9 metres each-£15 for the pain.

£95 Alive Issue 1 9

' {Fairseat '- -. 9T32-B235T4}.

' illustrations?

Postage extra on all items. Nigel Phillips, 59
Johnston itoad, 9akdale, Poole, Dorset, BH15
3HT{9292-5T9T33].

' F9lt SALE: IiIVIV 19m, 15- tube combined rv
and radiogram,-rather large; HMV1395 chassis

- ior15"tuhe; Ferranti console 12“tebe, com plete:
Pye LV29 9" TV. £199 the Iot. it. James, lona.
Pineslield Lane, Trottiscliite, Kent, ME 9 SEN

Editor‘s note:
Troitr'scoffe is pronounced Trossiey by most of
meiocaisfl ' '

LBUHIHG FUR UNUSUAL DH HAHD-Tfl-FEIIIB
- BBNNEBTURS 95  LEADS ioryourvideo camera,

cornputer or VCR? NICANI, ATAFtl, SEGA, etc..
Try AH. Bonimunications on 9392-3219515
Monday to-Fridays 19 until 5. Access and Visa
accepted. .

Announcement: Those of you who registered _
an interest in—the "slide tapes“ should contact me

‘nowlAE.

BUT THIS N9W...‘ while it‘s still in print! JUST A
FEW LINES, the history of the start oi BBC
television in 1932 treat the basement of
Broadcasting House, using the Baird mechanical
system. Written hy Tony Bridgewater. the sole
so rvivor oitlte original tech nicaltearn. Beautifully
printed on art- paper, 29 pages, over 49

including rare historical
photographs. £3.59 a cosy post-paid irorn

" Robert 'Hawes,:53- Manor Road, Tottenham,
L9N99N, NtT 9.5T. Aliow14 days fordelivery.

9FFEBEI1: Help with documentation. Some
-.cry'stals 415MHz £5 each plus hostage or I can
bring them to a swapmeet. C-rnount lens
Sch neiderli'enon-l 2:59 £25 each. Some Philips
525-Iinecarneras' L9H 9926. Jan Janssen, Hogs
Ham 111's, NL—5194 JD, Dongen, The
Netherlands. Tel: {evenings} from UK: 919 31
1523—15159. Eax{otfice]: 919 31 13-524525.

FREE; THUHAD 999w BE HERE
There 5 no charge at all ityou're asuhscri her
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HADID enmusresrs... We ail remember
Earoiine etc. but what about the land-based
pirates? I haye recordings oi the hedhwest-
based stations going hack to the earty 13135. I
Send tor list to Ftadiogohi Tapris 43 3113311131113,
Hill Road. Dukiniield. Chas.- __31113 5141.; or ring
Andy on 331-333 3331'[Ti

IIITEitESTED 111 telephones and telegraphs‘F The
Telecomms Heritage Group ts tor you then. with
tour magazines and at least one swapmeet a;
year. Send SAE to THE. 12 Westhreolr Ayertue‘.
Hampton. 1111111111.. TWl22FtE..

WAITTED: 1 bays a children's toy iitmstrig yiewer
in the form of a T1 set [made by SELL} but no.
titre for it. Do you haye a film in its magaz'nte for
315 tiem? Gordon Bussey. B4 Pampistord Head. -

' ' 3333.' Purley. Surrey.3113211E. rest-see 2240}

WAHTEE: A 13535 colour set or monitor - l'rn
determined to try 4Dfi-line MTSB colour! Dayid
Boynes. 12 The Earth. Winlaton. Blaydon. NE21
EDD. Tel: 391 41144151.

wanton To new We supply propste the sec
and need to buy working dual-standard Wests. __i__
435-Iine Tits. old 13113. 1Tits and early heme _'
computers. we will pay a yery fair price for thee -

‘ but they must leoir clean and be In good working
- order! George Apter. Studio 3 11' Hire Ltd. 3 Ariel _
- Way. Weed Lane. White City, LENDUH. W12

TSL. Tel: office hours 331-749 3445.I_tomeDT1-
- T243122. _

- WAITTED: Emhlem—eoyer for tuning holes-on-
1333 Hit-11' 1313 with-piano-key tuning 'selector.

_ Please calt iiyou think you haye.one. Also Imoits
1orh-‘lurphy1'214. Pati-ii1dred. D532~432341.

__ WAIITED: Mains adapter to talre 5- amp round '
pin plug. to fit 13-an1p socliet. Bayid Smith. 51] "

' ' Particularly National cartridge {EM} and Philips
- 19TDs 1 inch machine. and: Wesgroyeflelean-

.- Hollycroit.Etinc1IIey.Leics;._LE_13 3H3. __ '

-- wanton: . Plugein tlyeheelfisync panei'for__.
- McMichael MTT3213 or Sobell STISE _duat-
-- standardiconyertihle reeeiyer. B251ines doesnt

take too kindly to directsynci BrianHemorth. 114 '

. 91]

HeImsIey Head. Sandyford. NEWEASRE-
WEN-1111311911113.

”-‘iWAlIITED LmeeetputhanstormerforI-Ih-Itil33? '
[=. I11areo orphone 1113141 console T1.i iyith radio.

2__Dayid Deynes.12. The Earth. Winthton!
‘ ‘BIFILTDUH. NEZ‘I EDD {0914144355113

"wIII'II'Eo: Elise 13343 IeIeetsIee whitey the
price. Phone Shawn on Kiddenninster 11532- .
T433311 ._

""WAIITED: Ftadio and Teieyisien Senicing'.
yetumes 1 through 3. Also Broadcasters. Rado__

and. T1 Seryiceman‘s tagnuats. Horiyoshi-
=Teaulca. - 1 13-T-33? Higashigetanda.
Shinagawatet. Tokyo 141. Japan. Tel. hem UK: _
11131 31 3-3443 3392.131: 013 31 3 3441]

WANTED: Any items relating to John Logie Baird
- electrical. mechanical. ephemera. etc.
including teteyision. tacsimile. radar.
endersocks. _etc. Please giye IrIe detahs and
price. MichaelBennett—Leyy. tel: 331-335 5153.
tax: D31 -3352333._ _

WANTED: TayleI Hohsen or Datlmeyer Image
Grihicon camera lenses. 5 inch and 3 inch
required to complete a set. T133 fitting. Atso

image _ththieop camemfchannel. thus! he ate.
broadcastwith a history. Working notessential.
Also: Handbooks. Camera cue-__Iigh‘t domes.

- logos. T1 jstat iengident  badges. Product
brochures. Anything that wilt throw light on the

- selling and use of broadcast equipment. Send
money or swaps considered. Please contact.

'Diclcy Hewett.- [1245-441311 _[23 htieawherWay.
Ehetrhsiord. Essex. 31.11 4113], ‘

wanton: e‘e ems for tenants nor teeteeee II'l '-
the list of. my eoltectien oh page 45 of Issue 15.

machine. twill also he glad to clear machines.
tapes etc efanytonnat at no charge! Also requ'ee
late Sits 331131435 11' with 111: radio inside. -
Harlin Leach. Didord 135321.
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.ttNIED: liLH round 3—pin panel mounting sockets. must be in good condition. urgently wanted for
restoration of DB 1llan termination panel. Pye. Ehll. and Marconi television product catalogues for
1951}- tgi'iiior research fer articierbeoir. -
B. Summers SEEDS 031 993 Allis {Answe rph one}

WANTED: Frame transionner tor Pye Lvaorevao or LV51IB‘J51 and a line output transformer for
' Deccafiiiiii. PeterAtlo‘nson Gilli-2254? orevening D?9?-22i'153. -

WANTED: Pro-war T'v'. any make. our 3r1. 3r2. 3.!3. 5rd or equivalent. Cabinet. back and knobs for
Eltco TAZDT. I can come and collect. Can anyone help me with documentation? Information on
standards conversion is appreciated - thanlr you! flFFEI-‘IED: help with documentation. Some crystals.

- 41.5Ml-lz £6 each plus postage orl can bring them to a swapmeet. ill-mount lens Schneider Xenon
1253 £25 each. Some Philips B25—line cameras LDHDDEB. Jac Janssen. Hoge Ham 1ti’d. lit-5104
JD. Dongen. The Netherlands. Tel: [evenings] from UK: 01 ll 31 1523-1 3153. Farr {office}: 010 31 13.
524625..

WANTED: Doctor‘hiho onliimm orvrdeotransfer itiartnelt and imagined}. Good prices paid. Ronald
McDeviit. 49 Forth View. Inverireiihing. Fife. It‘l'ff 13A orcall USES-415565

WANTED: Episode of DoctorWiIoonbrwliim anygauge anyquaiity. any condition anything at all In
fact. PauiLee. lEeaconHiil. Sadberge. Darington Co. Durham DL1 3J5.

WANTED: a 19505 console rv, preferably cossororElrco and 9' screen. lan Humphrey. 3 Reedman
Road. Sawiey. Long Eaton Nottingham. Tel: Long Eaton T349??.

fIliANTEll: i am looking ior examplesot early colour We. especially duai- standard Bush. Murphy.
Thorn. Pye or Decca models. Anything unusual would he of particular interest. 1 am also seeking -
examples of two early post-war EEG models. BTTDQZ and BT21“. and of course anything pre——war
(isn‘teveryoneii‘ll. Mytelephone numberis Boddenharn {1449 iii—366. Mike King. Drowfieid Cottage. '
_Stone$treet. Drowtield. ipswich. Suifollr. lPE QTA.

WANTED: Television material from the 1950s. Has anyone a video of sports programmes from the
tflfiflsiAiso the 'l-iundred Great Sporling Homeots‘ shown occasionallyon 3362. lhave programmes
which maybeofinterestte swap and will relund any expenses. David Smith. 0455- 230553.

WANTED: Did studio equipment - camera pedestal. pan a tilt head {wedge fitting}. E25 colour SPG.
other studio items would be ofinterests including the possibility eta oompiete 0.3. truclr. the old erthe
better. Steve Harris. 02442 i561 i162. ‘ '

lHANTEiI: 1. Due lamp dome for broadcast camera. standard three-sided red plastic type. 2. Basic
Tefevisimr part two {Technical Press}. 3. Buyrllorrowfswap old rv programmes on 16mm film. im
gradually building up an interesting archivel. Andy Emmerson. f 1  Falcutt way. Northampton. NN2
8Pl-i Hilde-344130.

' WANTED: I need a 12" electrostatic CHT [EEG type 4503 or any other type] to repair a pie-war T‘v'l
have lust bought. Can you help? Swap or cash. i am also aliera vision-only receiver- serious money

_ uttered. i can piclr up goods in Britain. Rudi Siilen. Limberg 31. 8-2230 HE HSELT. Belgium. Tel. from
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ux:e1osata-steeee.

WANTED: Pro—war Tit, any make, any condition. Pye B13T_. 3315 313, 3:13 and 3r'1, also 313 {or
equivalent 3,14}. t can coliect. Pre—war books on T'v'. Data on Etrco DIETS. Ptease hetp ran with
standards conversion {325-> 435 andtur325—>319}. ltyuu have a Phitips 333A or know of it. please
exchange findings with me.31tered:_hetp with documentation. Sonic crystals 41.5313: at cost {£3 .
each plus postage, or t can bring them to a swapmeet}. Jac Janssen, Huge Ham ttTd. 5134.13
DUlltGElt, The Netherlands. Tel. [eveningsltrum 1.13: 31331 1323- 13153. Thanks!

WANTED: Pye broadcast on uiprnent, the mauve and lig ht blue valve type. What have you? Information
on the Pye Broadcast Staticcn camera, type 2133333. Need man ual, ten see, any info. Michael Bond,
333353993. ' .

WANTED: old ATlIl Television Show Buotrs, nurnher 2 and. up. Also wanted 13mm opt. sound AT'v'
logo, starts. tttrD.W. Prohert, 13 Weden Road East Wedneshury, West lldtaads W3133FiG.

WANTED: tT‘v' year books from first edition {31932} to the last. Also printstslides of test cardsr'tuning
signals used by the 33c A Also lTA'Trade test music ptay liststPasBs tor schedules covering the '
following periods:it‘rst and second six months oi 1953, second six months of 1959. Any Iniunnatlon
on the above schedules would be very much appreciated- htaicolnt 3‘11eitl,33 Welbeck Bead,
Garshalton. Surrey, Stilts 1TA.
WANTED: the Authurthr's Transmitters- {ao earty tt'v' pubticatiun} and BBC television publicity
handouts utthe 1953s and 33s. Andy Emmersun,?1 Falcutt Way. Northampton, 11112 3Pl-l.

WANTEIJ: 3L3 CAMERA TUBES and similar imaging devices of various types and age {and related
data, etc.) sought tor histuIic it} collection. Particularly welcome would be art 3rthicon, Elvll 9331
vidicons. an Ebitrun or a 1.5' vidieon. Tubes that are not operable are suitable, so it you replace tubes
in cameras please don't throw the old ones away but contact Peter 3elaney, 3 East View close,
Wargrave, Berks. 3313 33.] (tel: Wargrave 31334-433123.

WANTEB: by bit engineer. Dinky 333 mobile control room {model no. 937] and extending roast
vehicle (on. 939}. interested in any rnudet toys with Wortiim connections. Also wanted, intonnatiun.
photos on any scanners in use trout 1933 to the present day. Will pay sensibie prices tor good
condition models and intunnation. NigeiPhitlips, 33 Juhnstune Buad, 3akdale, Poole, Dorset, EH15
3HT. Tet: 3232:3T3T33. . '

WANTED: Eady Doctor Whus, particularly Ptanet of the Giants, also Harry Worth programmes from
1934-35, evenitonly on audio. EartySylres, Meetthe Wh'e, 1933s Northern comedies. 23ersepisude
’All'In a Day'5 Work', starring Wendy Hillier, txtB.11 34. Also anything on Hany Worth, pro-1933. The
Amy Game, Bootste and Snudge, Arthur Haynesl’iticholas Parsons sketches, .1353 episode 'Ed the
Stootpigeun', Sea Hunt, starring Lloyd Bridges, Whtrtytiirds. Also Popeye cartoon c. 1933, title
unknown but theme is of Jactt and the Beanstalk. Aisu Eric Sykes 1934 episodes, colour c. 19T4
rematre ct *Sykes and a Caravan: Radio and it" Times-books late 1934. 3. HowaIttI, 1 Alexandria
Drive, Westh oug htun, Bolton, Lancs.,_3L5 33F. -

WANIEB: all 435 line equipment. sets, videos and especially a‘435 line nIunitortoreen ur my}. Also
recording of old lTA knight and earty Doctor Whos wanted. Telephone Peter Matthews on 3233— .
393544. .
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WANTED: Dees anyeIIe hays recerdirigs eI die music used en 5552 trade test transmissions during
- 1953I4? Please cenIact Paul Sawteli, Tead HaIl, 29 Seymeur Head, Weliescete. SteurtIrice, West

midlands, 5T9 5T5 errieg 05545955T5. Thanks! "

' I'IAIITEI}: Iddee recorder cap'atIIe III ptayeaclI en IIHF Band I channeI 1, alse any 455 lIne sets and
Ielated items. PeIer Matthews Benzene del IIIare, TII Speedwell Head, Celehester, Essex,- [:52 BUT.

- -Tel:, 5255-T55544._ -

II'IAltIEtI: Any PlIiIips dual-standard ceIeIIrT‘II, pref 555 series 25' screen but nettee fussy Must be
IIIanded Philips and a deal-standard. 5erden Bussey, 54 Pampisierd Read, Purley. Surrey, {:55 ENE.
Tel: 55I 555 2245. ' '

IIIAIITEII: Seryice andI'er eperatin'g'instrucrieris Ier Cesser' IIIedeI 1325 televisien alignment
generarer. and Ier Radar MayeiennsI Ltd medel 252 5FIT IesterIreactiyater. Alse wanted: sale
intermatIm, nmelrures en I(5'W‘sedesreceiIIers-Icirca1953IferpIIrehase ercepy. AILJ. Ryder, 14
BedarQlese‘, MarketDeeping,PeterIIereugh, PEBBBD

IIIAIITED: Beat-standard T'I' seI. 5eed price paid fer a wiring medal. A nen— weItIing seI wiIl he
‘ censidered as Ieng asit_is cempIeIe rInd undamaged. Phene Richard Dent en 5525-3553T4 (Beds. I

'EI'IAIITED: Sinclairmicre-TIIs, IIeth benI and straightIIIIIe ye'rsIerIs, prejectien TVs, Iest cards Baird
teleyiserand BaIrd Ielewser dIsc Any I93IJs TIIfrem any ceunIIy- pessdIle tradeterthe latIeIIandI'er
eas III HMII' cenIIIined radieIW medel 995 [pre- warI. lwilI ship er impert. Please state yeIII ewn price.
IIIiehaelBenneII—Leyy,EI1IntIIIrgII. Tel:_,I}3I-5555T53 IaII531- 555 2539.

WANTED: Bees anyeIIe have an eld Fringeyisien catalegue dating frem amend the early 1555s? The
firm was lecaIed in AIarItIereugh, 'AI‘lIs. and eered aerial cempeeents. Weuld IIerrew er swap Iera

. number et {randem} ere-1559s PractfeaI TeIeIII'sIeIIs. Heger Sunney, 33 GheIlIe Street Remsey,
Ha.IIIs. 5051 5FB. '

IIIAIITEII: BaIIeiiIe Bush TIT [PI-'92, 32 er 52I. Fer sale er exchange: tIIacII DA59II radie in geed
weraingeenditien. DayidSmiIh, tel: 5455- 512955{Leics..I

'I'IAIITED‘: Channel 1 cells erceIaeIeIenerIer'EIrce TM52T2 9" peIIatIIe. Line equIIransIermerfer
- Pye II'T4. Instructiens and saIes sheetsItIeeI-IietsIerheth e1 thesesets.

HELP IIIAIITED: in etIIaiIIing the feIlewing items. Philips II1TUII 5'55 se ryIce data; Seny 501 519 Iew-
. hand U- Marie 555 seats data; Beli 5 HeweIl type 55515II'IIII preiecter seryice data, pewer supply

unit and lens; Siemens type 2555 15mm preIecIer service data and lens. Ail expenses and reasenable
eests will be met. Terry 5T1-T95 T459. -

HELP WAIITEDIFDII SALE: Can anyene Identify these LDPTs ier me? Them .Ieilypet PH? 5554-555-
35T5, 11(55— 5554-flfifi-flflI. Any interest? I IIaye asrnall euanIity eI new enes. Them 950 AIR I ITT

' seated EHT tray. Alse hays new Them 1455 main smeeIIIiIIg cans. I need new 1559 sIIIeeIhiIIg caps
and EHT trays, aIse 1559 IDPTs which seem Is he IInelItainatIle new. Ft. E. Bailey, 51 Berlin Gardens,
IIIaterIeeiLe Hams, P55 5IF. "
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WANTED: Sony Dv-2466ACE 6254 tine portable reet-to-reel video recorderand power supply. Also
required: power unit for Sony A’v- 342666 portable vrn; Philips 111566 van and a supply of video
heads. Terry Martini. 671-296 666? {tax671-TD2 6174}.

WANTED: 'Z Cars"fepisode fitted 'All in a Day's Work" screened 16th November 1964. Also Harry
Worth items mainly from that are. even it only clips ('Here's Harry'}. Fleeuire Badio Times and W
times trom tiovembeo'December 1964. B. Howarth. 1 Alexandria Drive. Westboughton. Bolton.
Lanes..BL53HF; -' ' —. ‘ _

WANTED: HT transiormerior a Pye 2266 14' video monitor {or a complete monitor. working or not].
Andy EmmersonfiSDrl-dtafl; . ' '

WANTED: Line outp ut transto rrnerfor the lvtu rphy 'Barreli" 1'31 6 rv. This is tor the wireless museum
atArreton Man oron the isle otWight. I have a brand-new LDPT efthe same physical dimensions but it
has one terminal tewer and'ditterent winding resistances {probably for 296 or 466 series}. Anyone
who wants it is welcome to it! tvlr Plant. 6963- 626962.

WANTED:-h1arcnniphone combined TWradio. Send otter to Enrico Tedeschi. P.D. Box 16. 66125
‘ Roma. Italy orfrom UK phonefiaafli D 396 52356665. -

WANTED: 1964 episode of “Here's Harry“ starring l-iany Worth. with the caricature introduction only
used that yeah-Titles e.g. The flu arrel.The Soitorwith Gwendolyn Watts and Bert Palmer. Good reward
torthe finding ofthese. Also 'Syires" episodes from 1964. en. Sykes and a Gold. Sykes and a Caravan.
Early "Doctor Who" story Planet oi the Giants and The Edge of Destruction. Arthnr Haynes comedy
stretches here 196. lT'v' test card music from 1956 {Prince igor. and Poloteian Dances by Borodin.
Serenata by Leroy Anderson. At Last at Last and other Parisian music. Atso issue ot Radio Times and
Wfimes from Novemberto December 1964. W Times book covering end o11963 and beginning of
1964. B.- Howarth.1 Alexandria Drive. Westboug hton. Lancs.. 6L6 BHF.

WANTED: Gabber mask for 9" B? {1922 type would be OK]. Line output transformer for "11:22. CRT
type MW22-1dC.t-‘ie'wmastercabinet{_s] 9" endior 12'. Derek Gibson. 12 John Brenner Crescent.

— - Northwicn.Ches:CiA'6'1DH.- -

WANTED: LDPT=1orAiba T6 32 se ries orean anyone help with a source? Brian Mitcheil. 66311-226134.

WANTED: "White Horses“. any episode of the W series shown in the early 19665. either video {any
- format) or 16mm. Te buy‘or to borrow or a copy. any quanity acceptable. even an audio recording.

Philip Howard. Dalkeith Auctions. RD; Board. Bournemouth. 6H1 11L

WANTED: Dld toys. especially old toy teievisions. telephones. radios. in tact any eictrical household
items. We are speciaiistdealers in clockwork. electric. etc. tin boats. trains. planes and cars. Cali us at
Nowandi‘hehon 631-666 292?. {1]. '

WANTED: ?' CBT STE forpre—warTU. Low emission erion born would do as mine is broken. Aiso LDPT
fer W22. outer knobs for Bush W62. frame transformertor Pye L936. LDPTtor Decca 1669. Pete
Atkinson. B?9i'—22?163. -

WANTEnz-I-ihtv Frtnevision14' or 1 T" T'v' models 1626 or 1 636 table sets. also chassis {m ore or less
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complete} for ore-waif l-Ihd‘d model 55? or idareoni T55 Iii sets. hiicha‘el Usher. Bediord 5254-
554255. .

sIIILwnuIsn: Inwcta'F1521Iame osc EBHSIDIIIIEI'. cars'cnusa and 5551 Iveersvrddrcusri. -
- hiullard IATS 555. hiarcnni 5555 and a pre- war set. 5. Howelis. 5 5uolin 5rive. Kidderminster. -
'-Woics..51"15dTA. -

_- PIAlIIl'El]: Marconiphone T‘III'radio; even if not working ii :1c is right. Writ collect. Enrico Tedescbi.
P. 5. BoIII5. 55125 Roma. Italy. Fa151555 552355555 " ' ‘-

- HELP WAIITE5:i'nIloeldng1ora video tape. orgood audio cessetle oithe soundtrack. of an LWT play --.
bIoadcast on IT'v' 12.4.55 called thioonlight on the Highway". about a young man obsessed with Al .
5owlly. Ray Pnliett. 225 Station Iioad. Leigh- on-Sea. EsseIr. SS5 555

HELP I.‘IAIIT E5 5an anyone help anew reader?- I am realiyinteresied'In any matenai about the Bush '
- W52:- promotional material or an indtruciion booklet especially-.- Copying expenses repaid. BIian

Webb. The Bungalow. Bible Fields. Bummer. Basingstolr'e. Iiants.._5525 2AM (5255-55??35}.

suvrswnr LP records and recoIdings used on W trade test transmissions 155? to 1.557. I am any
--25 records short Hay w‘est'. 55 l-iampton Road.- Wanvick. 5554 55L

5155?: I have user handbooks tor the Bessor models 555T and 55d. also Bush T525 [the last':5 a b i t .
dog- enred}. i'll be pleased to swap all three terms Bush W22 instructions [I don't wantto sell them}
Andy Emmerson. 55541-544135. .

SWAP: I have a spare copy of HA5I5 5 TV SEiiiIICIHG 1555.155 Models by Hawker and
Heddihougb. in reasonable condition. Would swap for 1 [or 2} ill-IS tapes of vintage T'v' material.
525 lines prefen'ed. Steve Evans. 151 Curborough lined. Lichfield. SIatIs. WS13 TPW. Tel: 5545-
252515.

‘SWAP: Service IIIaIIualIerPerranii T1525 and T1525 televisions. inciuding Ferranti sales brochure on - -
T125 and T155. Also Whin'r? magazine reviews of TV sets from 1551 to 1555. very interesting with

- many photos. 255'n to swap for any irrionnalion on Philips L555. EM: 2551 or rank 5intel hilt 3 Th: -
-? machine. or just send £1.55 to eovw postage. Nigel Phillips. 55 Johnston Head. flakdale. Poole. -
_- Dorset. Bl-l155HT Tel: 52524515255. ' '

. 515m collector oitape recorders has a number oI- Ti? and video valves {unused} available for swap '- -.
' against old .vaive tape recorder equipment such as Vorteidon.1=enograpl1. Revoir. Interested III tape r

- recorders or general. hi. 5ross. AyiesIIuIy5255-55525.

.- TELEclilE [standard 5 super 5 5.5 and 151nm) -and 525.525 PAUSEGAIIIIIITSE standards .
conversion worlr. Personal service using protessionaiequiprnent.‘ by a 455 enthusiast at competitive -
pII'ces. Sendlarge SAE Iortull details or'des'cn‘be your specific requirements. We Iegret we cannot
handle 4551525 conveIsionS! Lionel Fynn. Plato Video. i'li IiiciInIeud Hill. Bournemouth. 552 55A.
Tel: 5252- 24552. ‘ ' ' —

551.155 ALI. 51ers! Keep up to date with Teieradio News. the only magazine for dedicated . -

enthusiasts. Six Issues a year costyou just 2?.55 post paid. so send your name and address with a

{RENEE $511315 ' ' = - -' - 55



cheoue made ouito us PU3_.LICATICIIIIS T'Epping Close. oneness Ins.

AHI] IF TDU'RE AFTER THE HER‘I LATEST iHFO 3H SATELLITE TELEHISI3H...you should be
reading Transponder the definitive subscription newsletter For details ring 32T3-533333 or send
SAEtoTransponder. P. 3. 3oII112. Crewe Cheshire. CW2TEIS. '

Idflhil- THE HIDRLII'S 34331 EICITHIG CIHEIIIA AHD TELEH13I3H- HIIISEIIAI. South Bank. London
SE1. TeI3T1-323 3535 {switchboard} or 3441- 431 2333 {record ed iniormation line}.

HATIIHIIAI. A'IIISEIIIII 3F PH3T33RAPHT FILHI AHII TELEHISHJH. Hover mind about the first two.
you'il find the teievision section interesting enough. Location is Prince's Hiew. Bradford. Yorke. 335
3T3. Telephone 32T4-T2T433. Open Tuesdays to Sundays 13.33- 13.33 Closed Mondays.

33 THE AIR Hintage Sound and HisionfIs a new ven IIeIoIvintage broadcasting enth usiasts. Situated In
Chester‘s maior antiques centre 0“ THE AIR has a constantly changing stock of vintage wireless.
teievision and related home. Please write {enclosing SAE} or phone torfurther details and to ensure
personal attention before ceiling. Open Monday to Saturday 13.33 - 5 3.3 314 THE AIR. l'vleiody's
AntisoeGalleries. 32 ChyRoad. Chester. Tel. 3244- 323333 or331332.

TEST CARD 3 IDEIIT HI3E33 EUR SALE. 55 minute video presentation made for the EATC "The
3eveiopment oi the TH Test Car "A.ndrew Emmerson interviews 3eorge Hersee. designer of Test
Card F. Lots o1 old testcards included.

_Also.. “.EIIoticTHldents"coveIing East Germany. [1333. Poland. Czechosiovaida. Estonia
and Romania. Mongolia. Libya. Algeria. HewHoIiI. '333 London“ and Inanywest European countries
and satellite channels. Further expanded edition. now includes several USA idents as well asiest cards
from SiovaIIIa. Ukraine. Angola Armenia. Buigaria and Cyprus. in all there are well over133 test cards
station idents. news program mes and start-of-day recordings. tasting overan hour.

And now... Idehts Tapes '1 and 2. Literally hundreds of vintage and recent TH test cards.
capIions. idents etc from Britain. Ireland and the restoithe oiIE. To-1335 crammed tuill

All titles cost £3. 33 per tape. HHS PAL only. Piease allow 14 days for delivery. Andy
EnInIerson. heiow.

TELECIHE: At last - an affordable teiecine service! i can transfer 1 3mmtilms Inotother gauges. sorry]
to HHS or S-HHS. You can colleco'deliver and suppiy your own tape to save money it you preter.
Equipment has 433 lines resoiution {better than S-HHS!} and handles optical and magnetic sound.
Ring or send SAE for detaiis. Andy Emmerson GBPTH. T1 Faicutt Way. HoIthampton. HH2 SPH. Tel:
3334- 344133.

soon Homes WANTED!
The toilowing items have be on ofiered tree of charge or aimosttree by fish generous'owners. though
ihey wili doubtless accept smaii donations ii you are pleased with what you get! This latter hind oi
gesture goes down weli since in many instances the advertisers are not members oi ourgroup and are
pensioners. widows. etc.. Where no phone number is given please enciose SAE with your letter. ii's
only fair.

In each caseIhe advertiser has agreed to hold the items for one month from publication - after
then it's probahiythe corporation In bbish dump or an antique shop. You have been warned!
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' are tahienredet e1 1961}.'prehahl5r 1?".‘Netweriting hut ideal 1er spares and anyway. it's free. hir
Gedwin. fl?84-4346fl3-[Eg ham.- Surrey}. - '

EEG medal 21 fit} er 21114 dating hem 1365.1 9' deal standard. in need werldng erde r. Peter Gremeg.‘ 1181-99? i632 (Eatingrte nden 1'15};

Finer-standing TVs with deers.aheut14" screen. PyeWGDL. Murphy 1121512. Piiet {medal cnknewn}.
Alse 14“ table—rep Kels'ter—Braede‘s set". Jeff Wilfinghem. Flat 1. 33 flueen‘s Head. Weston-Super-

. hiare. 3523 2LH.Tel: [8311-5249115 _ - l '

Dance 1000 prejectien schiwith screen. cabinet—is reugh but it’s free! EG. Darker. Heme: Hempsteadagree-252336. . _ = _- - -

' Decca 121 tifflififlfifie sci; apparently cehrpiete and in gear: cenditien wseailg. Shame te censign it In
111eiip.Nerrnan Jess. Dundee 0332-11941 1'. _ ' - ' -

' Chassis and circuit diagram ier V661] t set {make unithewc]. test used 1953. 12-inch tT is
cam 21 . se this might be esefui te eerneene eeeniiihe rest of the chassis is net. Jack Walter. {1189-

521282. _ . _ ' ' - '

wewMaster set. circa 1950. Ernersen 1T't'ahle'rhndel. reund iuhe. Ei’titi er E101. with turret hrherfer
13 channeis. Murphy traesisrerised set. 1.2112? 24“ apprea, chassis type #13163. with stand.
Fergu sen mede13653. Hediftesien‘dDSIBEE set, incited en 4%. 19" tehe. he tuner {cahle set}. Phiiips
type GiQT212 {211] chassis]. Bush wee dflfi—line set. released spring 1960. with circuit diagram and
spare new tube reheilt by Lawsen. Philips medel 19TG—155h 4051525. Argenaut AWFM
htnen'receiver with heeldet. Mest parts fer the Eiechenic Engineering heme-hail: televiser irern
areund 1943 plus heeklet. Beck en Cernpiete Heme Entertainment {‘W. racie. recent player}. Circuit
diagram ier HMV 1825113 series. “Really need the space se ali these items are free if ceilected. Went

_ say he to same payment at course. Jim utern-hiss. 1 G'rwgneg Place. Argeed. Blackweed. Sweet. HPE
{ii-IE. tietenphene but can call rngsisternestdeeren 0495-1220113.“

Twe Philips prejectien sets. cabin ere 1eaee sensething in be desired but clearlyI usefui ier spares. Free
here small den =atien weuid be appreciated. Brian Chafe'r. Bricldeweed {nerih—west Lenden). {131 4158

5163 evening s. ' - - - ' '- '

Wehheiater he: Samweil E. Hetten. type 3511. all 'ceniplete. Mr Drghreegh. Deifin Bettage. hieunts
Lane. Hewnham. Davenhg. Herihants... H1111 BEE (11321-1'0'3Q5-11.
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HOW TO CONTACT 405ALIVE
Jiha- chiefgioijr oferrorypeople urisesfi-om its authors. ‘ -

_ _ ' _ _ _ —Somue1}ohnson

ih'e waritto hearirorn ‘ffllltThis is your magazine; so please send in your letters. notes and .
artistes; don't be bashful, other peopie will be interested in what you're doinoi As we do this for
tun. not profit, we regret that we cannot pay for contributions but authors are encouraged to retain
their eopyright and are free to publish their articles is oih‘er publieaiions as welt. Send as your
advertisements too. . " ‘ '

ii at all possible, please TYPE your onntribetions using a dark. black ribbon. This enables
thereto be read straightintotbe word-processor by adoournent scanner. Maoist

' f ' _ ' Contributions on computer disk are partieatadyweieeme and your disk will be returned. [can
handle finest mdab'ons of iBt-i Pfiend CHM disks in 3.5“ and 525' size but please prooess your
words in some popular word-proeessing iormat. ideaily as an ASBIE or WordStar file. Through the

' good oiiiees of Radio bylohss, we can handle Amstrad FEW and Haslntosb disks, but not BBB
iormat. It in doubt piease ring first on fldfldfiddiSfl. Thanks. You can now also tak your letters. ads .
and articles on {16041-821541

BACK HUHBERS -
Ali stoeks of haek issues have been sold now, with the ekoeption of very recent issues {£3 each post-
paid} andthe volume 1 reprint [stiil available at£5 post-paid}.
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FAD FILES
FAOs are frequently asked qu estio ns. so we are keeping two tiles of FAQs and their answers ready for
printing out on requesttorreaders. These tiles will be updated as new information comes in. These two
ties are already quite lengthy and contain material already published, so it would not be fair on

- established susbcribers to reprint them in the magazine. FAOtiIe 1 runs to 24 pages and covers
general points aboutold TVand howto get old television sets working again. FAOtile 2 lsareprint on all
the articles on test card music and ITV station ident themes: it covers I t  pages. FAO fiiet costs £2.50
and file2costs £1.50 [both postpaio}. These prices coveriustthe costot copying and postage.

IVO ULD VOL! LIIIE YOUR OWN COP? OF soc ALIVE?
Perhaps you are reading a friend's copy - now you can't wait to receive your own copy tour times a
year. Send a cheque for £1 3 {inland}, Eurocheguetor E14 {abroad} made out to Andrew Emmerson
or $25 cash {world air mail). which will pay tora years subscription (four issues]. There is a 5 per cent
surcharge torcredflcard transactions. Ouraddress is 7'1 FatcuttV-I‘ay. Northampton, NNZSPH.

EIICHAII GE PUILICATIONS
You may wish to eontactthetctlowing allied interest groups and pu icattorIs [please send SAE with all
enquiries}.

BRITISH VINTAGE 1IIVIRELESS SOCIETY: Gerald Wells, tage Wireless Museum. 23 Rosendale
Road, London. SE21 SOS.
VINTAGE RADIO CIRCLE: Geoff Williams, 28 Barton Lane, Clrencester. Glos.. GL? 2E3.
BRITISH AMATEUR TELEVISION CLUB: Dave Lawton GOANO, Grenehurst. Pinewood Road, High
Wycombe, Bucks.,t-IP1240D.
NARROW BAND‘IVTDTH TV ASSOCIATION: Mr Doug Pitt, 1 Bumwooo Drive, Woltaton, Nottingham,
NGS 2DJ.
TEST CARD CIRCLE {IV trade test transmissions and test card music}: Stuart Montgomery. 2
Henderson Row Edinburgh EH3 EDS.
iRtSH VINTAGE RADIOGSOUND SOCIETY: HenrylVioore. SAtum Close, Kiliiney. Co. Dublin.
RADIO BYOONESMntage radiotechnoiogy}: OWetherbyClose Broadstone. Dorset CHI 3 SJB
THE RADIOPHILE {vintage radio}: "Larkhilt'. Newport Road,Vioodseaves. Stattord, STZO GNP.
TELERAOIO NEWS {current radio and TVtrasnmitter news, long-distance recepfion}: ‘r’ Epping Close,
Derby. DE3 ARR.
TUNE INTO VESTE ROAV [Old-time Radio Show Collectors Association]: 4 Prospect Terrace. Parsley,
Leeds. L323 5E3.
VINTAGE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY: A Harvest BankRoad, West IVIckham, Kent. BR4 QDJ.
ROBERT FARNON SOCIETY {also tight music}: David Ades, Stone Gables, Upton Lane. Seavington St.
Richest. Ilrninster, Somerset, TA19 OPE.
MEMORY LANE Hammers popular music]: Ray PalletL 226 Station Road. Leigh- on-Sea. Essex,
SSS 333.
III TUNE {music of the years 1935-1960}: Colin Morgan 12 Beer Gofaint, Groes Oenbigh, Chvyd.
LLISS‘I‘T.
PROJECTED PICTURE TRUST (cinema history}: Harrold Brown. 2 Eleanor Gardens. Aylesbury,
Bucks"
VINTAGE FILM CIRCLE: Alex Woolliams. 11 Norton Ro ad. Knowle, Bristol, BS-‘i 2E2.
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THE BACK PAGE
405 alive {ISSN 0969-5384] is an independent. not‘for-profit magazine devoted to
the study and preservation of old television technology and programming. It has no
connection with. and is not subsidised by. any other organisation. Publication is at
approximately three month intervals. theoretically in Ianuary. April. July and
October.

Why not write? We enjoy reading your letters and receiving articles and photographs
for publication: write to the editor. Andrew Emmerson. '31 Falcutt Way.
Northampton. NN2 BPH. Ifyour letter is not intended for publication please indicate
this clearly. If you are expecting a reply you must include a stamped addressed
envelope and preferably also your telephone number [in case it is quicker to
telephoneareply] - thanks.

Editorial policy. This magazine acts not only as a forum for research. the
republication of archive material and as a monitor of current dereloprnents but also
as a means for all interested in this field to keep in touch. Readers are encouraged to
submit articles. photographs. notes endletters.

We print readers' addresses only in small advertisements or when otherwise
asked to. We are always happy to forward letters to contributors if postage is sent. fill
work in connection with 405 Alice is carried out on a voluntary unpaid basis - sorry.
it's only a hobby! - but waiters retain copyright and are encouraged to republish their
articles in commercial publications.

Advertisingrates. Classified: free to subscribers. £1 per advertisement for othE-rs.
[Display1r ads. using your artwork: £5 per half page. £10 full page.

Legal niceties. Eflcflfi. Whilst every care is taken in the production of this newsletter.
the editor accepts no legal responsibility for the advice. data and opinions expressed.
No guarantee of accuracy is implied or given for the material herein. The contents of
the newsletter are covered by copyright and must not be reproduced without
permission.

Copyright {c} 1993 by Andrew Emmerson and contributors.
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